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INTRODUCTION

PART A

GENERAL BACKGROUND - The turrent emphasis on providing adequate schooling for all
children highlights the need for special education, including individual remedial
instruction and vocational training for the mentally retarded, the emotionally
handicapped, the disadvantaged youth, the "school dropout," and the youthful offender.

The Devereux Foundation, sponsor of The Devereux Schools, a group of residential treat-
ment and rehabilitation centers, has for Some time been keenly interested in the
application of automated instruction to a special education program. For the past
several years, pilot studies at the Pennsylvania branch of The Devereux Schools have
explored the development and implementation of automated teaching aids geared to the
specific needs of mentally retarded and/or emotionally disturbed children, adolescents
and young adults01 Preliminary findings tend to support the view reflected by
Criswell (1964) at an annual meeting of the American Psychological Association, who
pointed out that programmed instruction should be of particular assistance to the
handicapped person.

Criswell (1964) advanced the viewpoint that use of programmed teaching devices provide
the handicapped client with a ready-made pathway to achievement; "the values ascribed
to this type of teaching are those which should be of particular assistance to handi-
capped persons: immediate feedback, reward without punishment, self pacing of learning,
active physical participation." She goes on to point out that the applicability of
programmed instruction to the handicapped, "is obvious for persons whose history in-
volves repeated failure, punishment and inability to keep up with a group."

As was noted in the Devereux studies, Criswell indicated that the immediate feedback
and opportunity to operate a gadget, such as a lever to advance the machine frames,
is also likely to appeal to mental retardates and to those presenting emotional dis-
abilities, who tend to have difficulties in maintaining attention and concentration
and "show impatience" with physical inactivity.

Many moderately to mildly retarded persons are able to adapt themselves to the
community when given the opportunity. Kennedy (1948) reported a follow-up study
of 256 retardates with I.Q.'s between 50 and 75 in a Connecticut community. She
compared this group with 129 control subjects of normal intelligence from the same
community andlbund that three-quarters of the retarded population were self-
suppcirting . No significant differences were found between this group and a so-
called "normal" I.Q. control group. Other follow-up studies have shown similar
results (Baller 1936, Charles 1953.) Whether this trend is continuing or will
remain stable is presently a matter of speculation. The effect of the automation
and educational revolutions are being felt and more attention must be given to
proper preparation and selective placement of the mental retardate. Development
of automated techniques for vocational training of ,the mentally retarded offers
many challenging opportunities.

1Smith, E0A0, Reinforcement psychology in special education, Devon, Pa., The
Devereux Foundation. A presentation prepared for the American Psychological
Association Convention, Chicago, 1960.
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INTRODUCTION

PART B

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF PROGRAMNED INSTRUCTION - During the past several years,
the field of automated instruction has explosively expanded and reached into many
varied avenues of human life. The ideas necessary to implement what Konoscki (1965)
has termed the instructional revolution can be anti-dated as far back as the Socratic
method. Educational "drill" machines of various types have been available for many
years. Knawledge of the production and availability of such devices was distinc-
tively limited, however, and usually known only to the inventor, his circle of
acquaintances and to the patent office.

In the middle 19201s, Sidney Pressey began using and writing about a nultiple-choice
testing device which gave rapid feedback to the learner. Pressey, presently
acknowledged grandfather of programmed instruction, summarized his observations
in 1926 by pointing out that teaching of drill material, scoring of objective tests,
and informing the student concerning the correctness of his answers might be done
by machine. It could also free the teacher from the burden of routine and clerical
tasks resulting from such drill exercises and tests. He conceived of the machine
as being adjunct to regular classroom instruction rather than a means to an end,
in and of itself. The suggested focus was upon using auto-instructional devices
in conjunction with regular classroom presentations as well as utilizing test books
and home work assignments, ecc.

Pressey's 1925 teaching device was simple in design and structure. It was construc-
ted sO that a person could respond to a four-choice question in a window by pushing
one of four keys adjacent to the choices. If the student was correct, the next
questions would appear and so on until an error was made. When this happened, the
learner's function was to attempt other answers in succession until he responded
'correctly. A record was made of student progress to give both himself and the in-
structor knowledge of results. Pressey's "machine" had two added features: (1) it
could be set so that a new question would appear irrespective of student response;
(2) a reward device was implemented so that if a student achieved a predesignated
goal he would be suitably reinforced with a "candy lozenge" or any of a variety of
different rewards.

Since this earlier auto-instructional aid, Pressey has developed seyeral other devices,
i.e., a punchboard where students would answer questions by punching a hole in the
space provided for the answer he thought was right. If correct, the punch would go
straight through a piece of paper, if not, the student knew he was wrong and had to
try again. Another teaching device, "Chemo sheet" was used in the same manner. The
principle involved checking the chosen answer with a swab. The correct answer would
then turn blue, the wrong answer red. Review cards were also developed and used
according to Pressey's model.

Several publications discussing the development of auto-instructional devices and
studies exploring their utility and effectiveness were reported by Pressey in the
literature from 1926 to the present. Very little immediate, direct, or extensive
impact was made upon the educational community. This is especially true 'of publi-
cations prior to 19540 Pressey, himself, has implied that this was in part a
function of the depression where no funds were available for technological inovations
in education, especially when thousands of teachers were unemployed. In short, the
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time was not right or ready to accept the new instructional revolution.

A second force in programmed instruction is B.F.Skinner. First in the Harvard

Education Review in 1954, and later on in Science magazine in 1958, he lent his

name to the automated instructional movement through developing and publicizing

a system which he termed "linear programming." His article urged educators to

view the learning process as a series of small behavioral steps. His rroposals were

based upon his experimentation with what he popularly labeled, "operant behavior."

The operant, in the Skinnerian paradigm is a response which is emitted by the

organism as opposed to the elicited response associated with Pavlovian conditioning.

Operant behavior is under voluntary control mediated by the skeletal system and

Contingent upon higher mental processes. The central theme of the system is that

responses can be made pore frequent if an appropriate reinforcer follows. The re-

inforcer in this instance is the knowledge that one is correct. Furthermore, if

some responses'are reinforced and others are not, (differential reinforcement) the

differentially reinforced response will become prepotent. Behavior may beishaped

by reinforcing the desired response and gradually raising the criteria for reinforce-

ments by what he terms "successive approximation."

In programming,the material is divided into small graduated steps with later steps

dependent upon mastery of the preliminary information. More difficult concepts are

slowly introduced until the desired finished product has been approximated or achieved.

Linear programming is an instructional method which is contingent upon student re-

sponding and participating in the form of writing in or in constructing answers to

questions based upon pribr steps or statements (known as frames) in the program.

For example:

Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers.

The amount of peppers picked was

This answer construct form of presentation may, for example, be accomplished by

ft machine" type devices containing a drum-like object which rotates each frame, and

a roll of paper upon which the student may write in his response and which can be

compared with the correct answer. In additibn to machines, text books have been

developed wherein information 'is broken down and disseminated by frames following

a plan similar to that of the machine. As with the machine, the student answers

questions and learns the results on the frame or page which follows.

Basic to Skinner's concept of programming is the presentation of materials in such

a way that the likelihood of the student answering incorrectly is remote; the steps

are arranged to insure a high probability of success. This is accomplished by

providing the occasion for correct answers to be emitted through initial use of

"prompts" which are gradually removed or "faded" as the program progresses. The

student becomes more dependent upon his own discriminative ability in order to

master subject knowledge.

A third current force in the area of programming is Norman Crowder's system of

"intrinsic programming." This method of instructional presentation is contingent

upon four major steps: (1) reading required material; (2) answering multiple-choice

questions about the passage; (3) proceding to the next passage if the response is

correct; (4) proceding to a review paragraph or series if the response is incorrect.
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Crowder's method is also termed "branching" in that the mechanics of the approach

requires the student to branch off into, and work additionally, in areas of weak-

ness prior to continuing along the main branch. Crowder's method requires the

student to select the correct answer from a multiple-choice series of possibilities

as in Pressey's model. Crowder's nethod has been adapted to both machine and text

book use but appears much too difficult for use with a retarded population.

Many recent programming devices and text books have incorporated an eclectic view-

point in the development and production of instructional materials. The different

approaches frequently become integrated within a single program. Presently available

programmed material covers such divergent areas as courses in calculus, physics,

foreign languages, how to play bridge, how to perform hypnotism, and innumerable

others. Until The Devereux Schools experimented with limited programq for the retarded,

there were few, if any, prograns available for this disability group.

y,

roll"

*
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USing Microfilm Reader to Review Literature

and Reports on Programmed Instruction
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Research in programmed instruction today is being carried on at such a pace that

it would be most difficult if not impossible for any one person to read all in-

coming reports. Most research continues to be done in academic areas with regular

class students, and with workers in industrial settings. A few studies utilizing

auto-instructional devices with the mentally retarded, have demonstrated that these

teaching aids can add a new and useful dimension in aiding the retardate develop

language and arithmetical skills. There is, however, little or at best very lialited

vocational materials for adequate use with programmed instructional devices for

mentally retarded and/or emntionally disturbed adolescents. Little research had

previously been done with programmed vocational material for use with this population.

In fact, the development of such material is very recent.

Today9 more than ever before9 it is essential to provide special training for mentally

handicapped persons. Stepped-up programs in our school system caused in part by the

launching of Russia's Sputnick in 1958, and resulting legislation such as the National

Defense Education Act in 1958, have widened the gap between the person with limited

abilities and his regular class counteipart. New jobs are constantly being created

by automation. These developing positions are requiring more and more extensive

training and skill. Positions formally filled by the unskilled are becoming fewer

in number.

Several studies have been conducted using programmed instruction with mentally retarded

youngsters. Stoturow (1963) has cited fourteen large scale federally supported projects

which have dealt with both arithmetical ,and verbal programmed instruction for the

retarded. Arithmetic programs have proven most successfUl; more positive results

were reported in the area of arithmetic than for programs in verbal areas. Stoturow

concluded that programmed instruction may be more effective than other approaches

presently available for the mentally retarded, particularly in institutional settings.

Leith (1963) also working with low I.Q. children, found this population could profit

from using programmed materials.

Results are not consistently positive where programmed instruction has been tried

with mentally retarded populations. Indeed, investigators have cone up with,negative

results. Blackman and Capobianco (1964) cite both positive and negative findings

when programmed instruction was compared with other methods.

In this chapter investigations are reported to offer a picture of present direction

and flowlof research conducted comparing programmed instruction with other methods

of subject matter presentation. Studies are illustrative rather than exhaustive.

During the school year of 1959-1960 Smith and Quakenbush (1960) conducted a programmed

learning effectiveness evaluation with twenty-three adolescent mentally retarded

students at The Devereux Schools. This group had acceis to and used the Model 50

Teaching Aid to supplement regular classroom instruction during the school year.

The results of the investigation showed that students using the Model 50 showed

significant gain in arithmetic using as evaluative criteria the California achieve-

ment test, as compared to a group of similar students for the previous year who had

been taught by traditional methods. On the bhsis of their findings, the experimentors

concluded that ".... teaching aids are useful in promoting academic achievement and

better motivation."

A more extensive project was conducted by Smith and Kleiser (1963) in which four

classrooms at the Devereux Foundation used the Model 50 with 64 arithnetic programs

during an academic year. They found a significant correlation between time spent
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on the machines and gain in arithmetic scores in addition. Participating teachers
expressed the thought that programming materials were a usefUl adjunct to teaching
special class students especially in review work and drill of concepts previously
taught.

Maplass and others (1960, 1962, 1964) have been comparing different teaching approaches
with mentally retarded children over the past several years. The investigators have
been using programs to help the students acquire skill in word recognition, spelling
and reading. Both institutionalized and non-institutionalized populations were
used. Approached utilizing two types of teaching aids were employed: keyboard methods,
multiple-choice methods. "Human" tutors were compared to machine instruction. Their
findings indicate that atitomated procedures are effective in comparison to other pro-
cedures and to human tutors'.'

A 3,635 frame arithmetic program subdivided into areas of simple counting tasks,
addition, subtraction, and signs was developed and tested by Price (196)4.) Thirty-
six mentally retarded males and females at a residential school served as subjects.
Two automated methods of instruction were compared to teaching by a conventional .

method. With the exception of one machine group which demcnstrated superior perfor-
mance on the subtraction sub-section, results indicated no differences between the
groups. Considerable less time, however, was needed for the machine groups to complete
the program when compared to the conventional teaching group.

Sprague and Binder (1962) using 15 mentally retarded students as subjects, compared
traditional instructional methods with instruction by teacher and machine. They
found that although the retardates learned by the machine and "maintained high co-
operativeness," no significant differences existed between the two methods of instructs

Machines were found effective for producing increases in written vocabulary at a time
savings when compared to'conventional methods. The investigator, Ellson (1962) noted
that the same results were not true for spoken vocabulary.

Blackman and Capobianco (1964) report on a project on developing and evaluating a
curriculum for the Educable Mentally Retarded. With one exception, in area of arith-
metic where the machine group showed greater gains than the non-machine group, the
investigators report no difference between groups using auto-instrUCtional devices
and groups taught by traditional methods. Several mitigating factors such as limited
exposure to the machine for automated groups, difficulties with-, experimental design,
and with program materials were discussed.

Eldred (1966) describes a 3-year project at Vermont State Hospital which focused upon
remedial instruction, r.:Tu1ar subject instruction, and vocatimal courses comparing
automated instruction with programmed texts. Subjects were both emotionally dis-
turbed and/or mentally retarded. The project finding that gain resulting from p7m-
grammed instruction was initially encouraging. However, students were unable to
transfer and apply this information in a practical setting. An important observation
was noted that some students seem to do better with one method than with another.

Explorations and investigations in the use of programmed materials with the mentally
retarded is an o.going procesS. Abraham (1966) lists ten studies which are being
conducted at prest-It. Shay (1961) working with step size in programming found that
educable mentally retarded students could perform well on programs developed for
normal learners. This is consistent with Stolurow°s (1960) statement that with
11

0 0.efficient methods of learning, the poorer student is assisted sufficiently so
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that he becomes in terms of 6riterion performed, indistinguishable from the more

able student." Bruner (1962) has also stated that any child can learn anything if
it is presented in an intellectually honest way. Time, however, looms as the critical
factor. Anything which would reduce time to learn and facilitate performance of the
retardate would be intrinsically worthwhile.

Some special education teachers are beginning to use a "core" approach in attempting
to put their students in a competitive position on the job market. Much emphasis
has been placed on applying school learning to real life situations. Many teachers
have used audio-visual aids, role playing methods, special automated teaching devices,
etc. to help enrich the learning environment. A good deal more remains to be done.
Because of the large number of mentally handicapped individuals in the population,
coupled with demands made by society for higher skIll levels, continued research is
mandatory if productive assistance is to be offered the intellectually disadvantaged.
Auto-instructional vocational prograns may prove to be a usefUl and powerful adjunct
in training mentally retarded youth to take their place in the world-of-work.



INTRODUCTION

PART C

PROJ7CT BACKGROUND - Although the need is great, limited instructional material

is available for use in vocational training and rehabilitation of adolescents

who are: (a) "slow" learners, but not markedly retarded, and (b) the emotionally

handicapped; those with emotional and/or personality disorders, presently severe

enough to necessitate their removal from the regular school classroom because

of the learning and/or personal adjustment problems they present.

Limitations of S ecial Education Grou s - The first group of students, the "slow"

learners, usually cannot read well enough to benefit from most of the currently

available vocational material. For example, the mathematics involved in many

programs is often far beyond their intellectual limits; examples and illustrations

used to emphasize important points during the instruction period are usually

unfamiliar tl this group and consequently tend to lead to confUsion and discourage-

ment, rather than in clarification.

The second group of students, those with emotional disabilities, presents similar

learning difficulties. Frequently there is also reflected a concurrent negativistic

attitude toward education in general, which adds further complication to the training

situation of these "reluctant learners."

These two groups, while different, do seem to present enough common elements so

that it would appear feasible to develop vocational training material for both

groups concurrently.

Model 50 Teaching Aid Developed - In 1958, Edgar A. Smith, Ed.D., at that time,

Senior Educational psychologist at the Pennsylvania branch of The Devereux Schools

embarked on a project aimed at developing a simple automated teaching device and

accompanying programmed subject material which would be suitable for the instruction

of "slow" and "reluctant" learners.

An experimental "teaching machine," which ultimately evolved into the present

Devereux Model 50 Teaching Aid (described in Section III), a lightweight, compact,

teaching device which utilizes programmed workbooks, was developed during this

period and subsequently modified to its present form.

Subject matter workbooks in the areas of reading and arithmetic were also developed

by Dr. Smith and members of the Departments of Psychology and Education, for use

on the Model 50 Teaching Ald and were utilized on an experimental basis in special

education classes at The Devereux Schools and elsewhere.

Early Studies Show Promise - Exploratory studies utilizing this instructional

material and the Model 50 with mentally retarded as well as with emotionally

disturbed students at the Pennsylvania branch of The Devereux Schools, showed

that it had merit for use in special education classes. The findings suggested

that both the "slow" learner and the poorly motivated, "reluctant" learner, re-

sponded not only favorably to classroom instruction supplemented by automated

instructional techniques but also showed more academic gain from the experience

Sect. IC



than those obtained in the classroom utilizing only the conventional teaching methods.1

Later, the National Institute of Mental Health, U.S. Public Health Service, supported,
in part, a research project aimed at development of programmed arithmetic materials
suitable for use with "slow" learners. A number of programs in various areas and
levels of arithmetic were prepared, under this project for use with the Model 50.2
Field tests of these programs indicated that they had merit for use in the education
and training of the slow learner.

9

Receiving Instruction on Use of the Model 50 Teaching Ald

1Smith, E.A., and Quackenbush, J., Devereux teaching aids employed in present-
ing elementary mathematics in a special education setting, Psychological
Reports, Southern Universities Press, October, 1960.

2Catalogue of programmed instructional materials in reading and arithmetic, Devon,Pa.,
The Devereux Foundation Institute for Research and Training, 1962. (Out ofprint.)
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The Present Project - The current project on development of automated vocational
training materials was an outgrowth of the earlier experimentation with automated

instruction conducted by Dr. Edgar A. Smith, and his group at The Devereux Schools.

It was felt that a coordinated plan of classroom teaching utilizing programmed learn-

ing and auto-instructional techniques, offered a dynamic and challenging opportunity

for use in vocational education and training of 'teenage special education groups.

The Pro*ect Plan: Ob'ectives - In 1962, the Devereux Foundation Institute for Research

and Training, with support from the U.S. Vocational Rehabilitation Administration,

undertook the project on "Automation in Vocational Training of Mentally Retarded and

Emotionally Ill Adolescents" with a two-fold goal:

1. Preparation, development and refinement of programmed vocational training

material for use with several easily obtainable automated teaching devices, and

2. Evaluation of the effectiveness of this approach in vocational training of

adolescents with moderate intellectual and/or emotional handicaps.

A New Teaching Machine Was not Planned - The project was primarily concerned with the

preparation of programmed material in vocational and work-related areas for use with

auto-instructional teaching aids that are readily available throughout the country and

appear to "hold up" in the classroom. Programming for learning is not yet a clearly

defined technique and accordingly, there is much room for thought and development.

There was no plan to design and/or to produce a new "teaching machine" during the

course of the project. The intent in the original plan was to concentrate on develop-

ment of programmed material for use on the Devereux Model 50 Teaching Aid. Also, to

explore other auto-instructional media, beside the Model 50, where appropriate. Con-

siderable time and effort went into exploring the contributions that such teaching

devices could make to the project taking into consideration the following factors:

1. The "machine" must be portable, easy to carry and usable in any location in

the classroom.

2. The initial cost Of the teaching device must be reasonable and well within

the practical scope of a budget-conscious small school system. It should

preferably meet the requirements for purchase under NDEA funds.

3. It should not be a "prototype" piece of equipment and subject to an ever-

hanging threat of "obsolescence."

4. The cost of upkeep, service, repair and replacement should be reasonable
and readily obtainable without delay, even in rural areas.

5. It should be equipment that is not only readily available but is currently

being used by schools and institutions throughout the country and has dem-

onstrated an ability to "hold up" in the classroom, as evidenced by the

types of organization making use of them.

6. It should be equipment for which reputable suppliers, i.e., Encyclopedia
Britanica, has prepared, or are in process of preparing, programmed in-

structional materials, so that the teaching devices may have the widest

possible use as new materials become available; at the same time, a more

flexible use of the equipment may provide an added incentive for authoriza-

tion to purchase it for the institution.

IC-2
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7, The production of the programmed instructional.material for use on the

Teaching Aid must be relatively uncomplicated.

8. The Teaching Device should aid in eliciting student responses. Many types

of machines were tried unsuccessfUlly; with "reluctant learners," the
presentation of correct responses had to be a simple process; with many,

a presentation in written form did not afford sufficient reinforcement to

obtain persistent responding.

9. The overall result of using the machine must be an increase in the personal

contact between teacher and student; the machine telling the student and

only the student that he is right, or wrong; the teacher giving indivldual

assistance when it is necessary.

10. "Reinforcement" of learning must be contingent upon an overt response of the

student - he must commit himself to a choice. His correct response should

receive an immediate and unambiguous reaction from the machine.

11. These Teaching Devices are eventually to be used in conjunction with other

forms of classroom presentation and are to be used primarily when repitition

is needed to obtain meaningfUl reinforcement of learning. Consequently,

they must be capable of reviewing material introduced through other means

of classroom presentation.

Scope of Planned Program Units - While in overall purpose the project was research-

oriented, efforts were heavily concentrated on the development of automated in-

structional units in pre-vocational training areas related to the "world of work;"

i.e., job responsibilities, job finding, banking procedures, explanation of with-

holding tax,etc., and in some specific vocational areas; i.e., tool recognition,

shop measurement, homemaking, home nursing, etc. .

The decision to devote considerable time to work-related program materials was heavily

influenced by the many requests that were received for such material. All too often

it was reported that mental retardates had received vocational training and been

provided with adequate selective placements only to lose out, not because they lacked

in skills, but because of a lack of basic information and practice that should have

been provided prior to or concurrent with the vocational training i.e., making change,

understanding job terms, knowing how to use the telephone, etc. Other requests

pointed to the need for providing more pre-vocational training in basic and in prac-

tical arithmetic and for instructional programs suitable for mentally retarded

adolescent girls.

Earl Develo ment: Staff Recruitment Orientation - Considerable effort was expended

in: a recruiting qualified staff members to serve as programmers; (b) in setting

up the required physical facilities; and (c) in exploring specific vocational areas

for programming.

Much difficulty was encountered in locating personnel with both the requisite subject
familiarity in the vocational training area and also knowledge of programming pro-
cedures suitable for the "slow learner." Even when individuals were discovered who
possessed this combination of skills, they were usually unable to apply their abil-

ities to the development of programmed instructional units expressly geared to the

needs of mentally retarded and/or emotionally disturbed adolescents as covered by this

project. Consequently, it was necessary to plan, develop and provide a basic
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orientation program for training of teachers and other interested and qualified

persons to prepare the type of programmed material essential to the project's goals.

Upon successfUl completion of the training program, they were appointed as"programmer

associates" and added to the staff on a part-time basis.

Several classroom teachers who received
structional units and staff programmers
value was placed upon the contributions

worked in consultation with the project

veloping instructional units.

this training later prepared programmed in-

served them in a consulting capacity. Prime

of experienced educational specialists who

staff of programmers and consultants in de-

It was planned that during the course of the project efforts would be concentrated on:

1. Adaptation of the Devereux Model 50 Teaching Aid for use with the programmed

vocational training material developed in the project.

2. Development and refinement of a series of programmed workbooks in a variety

of areas for use on the Model 50 Teaching Aid; this is described in Sections

III and XIII.

3. Exploring the possibility of adapting some of the Model 50 workbooks to the

format of a self-contained programmed workbook which would not require the

use of the Model 50 device. This eventually culminated in the "Learn-Ease"

programmed workbook series which are described in Section IV.

I. Exploring other readily available automated instructional devices which

could be adapted to this project in addition to the Model 50 Teaching Aid.

These are described in Sections III through VIII.

5. Development of supplemental audio-visual instructional materials; i.e.,

slides, models, and other "props" etc0 to further enhance the use of the

programmed units

6. Exploring and lining up field settings for experimental use of the programmed

instructional materials under development.

7. Evaluation of student populations suitable for use in field testing of the

developed materials.

8. Conducting developmental studies and field tests; collection, analysis and

evaluation of data, revision and final refinement of instructional materials.

Research highlights are summarized in Section IX.

90 Preparing and developing a series of instructional booklets giving helpfUl

suggestions for using the various teaching devices and accompanying instructional

materials in the classroom; also, instructions for preparing programs for

use on each one of the automated teaching devices in the study. A summary

listing of all publications and programmed instructional materials developed

during the course of the project is given in Section XIII.

10. Exploring the possibility of interesting industrial concerns and professional

organizations to publish the prepared programmed materials and making them

available free or at low cost to schools and institutions that serve the

mentally retarded and emotionally handicapped.
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11. Presentation and distribution of the final project report.

12. Sharing the highlights of the project and the obtained research findings
with professional groups through lecture and demonstrations at national
conventions, e.g., APA, APGA, AMND, etc. This is reviewed in Section XIII.

Programmed Instructional Aids Have Many Uses - The programmed workbooks and other auto-
mated instructional programs are well suited both for reinforcement of learning by
providing practice on material already learned in the classroam, and as an aid to
classroom instruction by presenting new concepts for the first time. With a share
of these teaching tasks transferred to the nmachine," the teacher has more time for
another very important aspect of teaching - giving personal attention to the problems
and needs of the individual student.

The Teaching Aid itself can be made part of the plan of instruction for each student.
The teacher determines what special needs the student will have and selects the
programs which, in combination with other forms of instruction, will help meet his
particular needs. By utilizing programmed material in this way, instruction can
proceed on more than one level or, on more than one topic at the same time, in the
same classroom.

Section II gives the highlights of the procedures involved in preparing and develop-
ing programmed instructlonal units for use with the Antomated Teaching Devices
utilized in the project.



PREPARATION OF PROGRAMMED MATERIALS

The Devereux Model 50 Teaching Aid, because of its ease of operation and upkeep,

and the economy afforded in its use was planned to be utilized as the basic source

of presentation. However, other teaphing devices were considered by the'project
staff when it appeared that the area's under study could best be presented through

an audio-visual presentation using other types of auto-instructional teaching devices,
along with, or in lieu of, the Model 50 presentation.

Programs have been developed for use with the following five types of auto-instructional
devices or techniques which are described in detail in Sections III through VIII:

1. The Devereux Model 50 Teaching Aid - A.teaching device which presents

programs in workbook form utiliziffg a mUltiple-choice format.

2. The Learn-Ease Teaching Device - A slide-mask programmed learning device
which utilizes a multiple-choice format in workbook form; an adaptation
of the 'model 50 Teaching Aid.

3. The Mast Teaching Machine - A photo=optical teaching machine which presents

35mm microfilmed programs on a smmll self-contained rear-projection screen.

4. The Graflex Audio-Graphic Instructor - A teaching device which utilizes a
coordinated taped and slide program for simultaneous audio-visual presentation,
onto a rear vision screen.

The Car-Tap Unit.- is a teaching device which employs an Eastman Kodak
Carousel Slide Projector and a common tape recorder; it is an adaptation
of the Graflex programming technique.

5. The A-V-K Unit - An opaque Cr overhead projector set-up which utilizes a
coordinated taped program and makes use of auditory, visual-and kinesthetic
stimuli.

Two of the described devices, (1) the Car-Tap, which is essentially an adaptation

of the programming techniques utilized with the Graflex Teaching Aid; and (2)

the A-V-K Unit, shoiild be cOnsidered "techniques" rather than specific teaching
,devices, as such, made up of audio-visual equipment which is easy to obtain'and
to use.

Research highlights of the field studies utilizing programmed instructional materials
developed during the course of the project are given in Sections IX through XI.
A complete summary listing of all programmed instructional material and publications
prepared in the project, is given in Section XIII. The material in these sections
is quite complete,and the publications listed encompass the methodology employed
in preparation of the programmed instructional units and in evaluating their
effectixeness for use with mentally retarded and emotionally handicapped adolescents.)
and for this reason the information is not repeated in this section.

The Student Population - The student subjects utilized during the course of the
project in development,and in field testing of the programmed instructional units
developed in this project, are described in the various studies reported in Sections
IX through XI. In general, the population encompassed two groups of adolescent

Sect. II



Student Receiving Instruction on Use of Model 50 Teaching Aid

mentally retarded and/or emotionally disturbed boys and girls, ranging in age from
16 to 20 years, who were in residence from 6 to 12 months, at self-contained voca-
tional rehabilitation units of,The Devereux Schools in Pennsylvania. Bone had major
physical disabilities or permanently incapacitating emotional disabilities, although
they all had failed to make an adjustment in their home communities. They all came
from a middle class socio-economic background.

The group of students manifesting emotional problems were relatively low average,
intelligence in the 80-90 I.Q.range and their emotional problems necessitated their
temporary removal fror public schools. Most of them had exhibited delinquent or
pre-delinquent tendencies which precluded their efficient functioning in their home
communities. The student subjects diagnosed as mentally retarded were all slow
learners in the 70-90 I.Q. range. Both groups of students for the most part were
served by instructional staffs of comparable backgrounds and demonstrated teaching
ability.

A comparable group of mentally retarded students was drawn from the vocational and
special education classes of several nearby state and private institutions, and
from special classes in the local public schools.

Development of Programmed Units - The preparation of programmed instructional materials
for use mdth the mentally retarded and the emotionally handicapped and the evaluation
of their effectiveness as teaching aids, is a slow, tedious process. In most instances
it was necessary for the staff programmer himself to become familiar with the subject



matter under study and/or the performanCe skill he wished to learn. First, the key
points of information had to be broken down into small elements with the programmer

noting each bit of information which he learned in the process and the sequence in

which it was learned.

All material planned for use in the programmed instructional units were considered

in light of the learning potential of the specific group for whom the program is in-

tended; at the same time, consideration of,pictures and other graphic material that

would be largely self-explanatory are explored.

If a special vocabulary was needed to describe an operation, consideration had to be

given to the possibility of teaching this in advance of utilizing it in the programmed

unit, unless it could be incorporated into the lesson under study through graphic

illustration. Technical,terminology was avoided; its use depends upon the objective

of the program and the population for whom it is intended.

Linear Programming - The programmed instructional units prepared.for the described

automated teaching devices follow in general, the Skinner-Pressey techniques of linear

programming1 which is discussed in greater detail in Section lB and is referred to

throughout the report. The lesson material is presented in small sequential steps -

there is gradual step-by-step development of a point through thq utilization of cue-

ing, repetition and reinfortement.

Leparing Frames for Incremental or Linear Programming - The main characteristic of
the step-by-step or incremental method is that it is planned to promote gradual

mastery of the subject. The items begin at a very easy level and gradually become

more difficult. Eliciting a-large number of responses to rather easy items usually

proves more effective than attempting to elicit correct responses to a few.difficult

items.

Gradual Development - The Model 50 program, Linear Measurement: Books I and II,

illustrate the use of the step-by-step or incremental method. The first items provide

the student with drill and practice in recognizing by sight how long an inch is.

Simple straight lines of various lengths are presented and the student is instructed

to pick the one t)lat is an inch long. With the exception of a short sentence at the

top of each page; the program requires virtually no reading.

It would be expected that the instructor would teach the limited vocabulary used in

the program, e.g., words such as "inches," "halves," "quarters," and "lengths," and
that the students would have learned the words at least to the point of recognizing
them before working through the program. Using an inch as the basic unit measurement,
the program proceeds through examples to show how the,basic unit may be divided into
smaller parts and how these parts are represented on a ruler. Later lessons proceed
gradually on to larger units of measurement, beyond the basic unit of one inch.
A sample of a more difficult page taken from the program on Linear Measurement is
presented on the next page.

Alternative Response - The position of the correct response in the group of three
answers may be significant. It is not good practice to have the alternatives in a

1Smith, E.A., Reinforcement psychology in special education, Devon, Pa., The
Devereux Foundation. A presentation prepared Tor the American PsYchological

Association Convention, Chicago, l960.
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random order requiring the student to search. For example, in the item, "If you
had nine pencils and lost five, how many would you have left?", it may be well to
have the answers 1isd in descending order. If the answers are a, b, or c, it is
usually desirable to present the alternatives in that order rather than c, a, b.

Programmed Units Complepent Teaching._Methods - The programmed instructional units
developed during the course of the project for use on the Model 50 Teaching Aid and
for the other auto-instructional teaching devices that were utilized, are intended
to completent regular teaching methods and not to replace them. They are usefUl as

an introduction to a unit of study or for practice to stabilize concepts already ,
covered in the classroom.

The programs that have been developed are planned to serve as self-contained units
which present and develop a -concept as well as to provide practice for reinforcement
of learning. Whenever possible, opportunities for additional manipulative activity
are provided to the student which help to enrich the learning process. Most retardates
respond best to a coordinated plan of teacher instruction concurrent with the opportun-
ity for'programmed learning; they enjoy and need the interest of the teacher.

Concept Formation - It has been noted that concept development is facilitated by pre-
senting examples of the concept under study in a simple, step-by-step or incremental
method. For example, in the sample Model 50 Workbook page on "Circle and Squares," whic
appears on the next page, choosing of the eight successive circles of different size,
with immediate reinforcement given for the correct response, may help to stabilize
the concept, "circle."

Following the development of a concept, a practicum session would serve to enhance,
enri-h and consolidate the acquired information and help to improve skills,. Later on,
an understanding of the concept "circle" will be helpfUl, for example, in understanding
about "round" brushes in a unit on house painting.

To cite another example, in a programmed unit on jobs in a laundry, one unit might
cover "folding a bed sheet" which would include sufficient instructicn and actual
practice to get across the concept of "folding," "packing," etc. Greater proficiency
in this task could then be developed through additional practice to reinforce learning
acquired through the program.

Student Reading Level - Before writing items or "frames" for a programmed workbook,
the reading level of the student population must be considered. The amount of learning
may be influenced by the readability level of the material. The reading level must
also be taken into consideration when determining the optimum step length of the work-
book pages. For students with reading difficulties, short frames are more effective
than longer more complex ones. Graphic illustrations should also be considered.

Readability Index - A significant problem encountered in developing programmed in-
structional materials is that of keeping the level of yocabulary commensurate with
the content material of the instructional unit. The amount of learning may be influ-
enced by the readability level of the material. For example, a teacher in a special
education class noted that on a formal written achievement test, only 1 or 2 out of
a group of students correctly answered the question "A quarter is worth nickels.°
However, when asked the question orally, all of the students gave the correct answer,
and in a practical situation, they had little trouble making correct change for a

A sample page from the Model 50 Workbook on "Circles and Squares" follows.
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quarter, the difficulty was that they could not read the word "quarter." A brief

definition of an important term followed by several brief, well-chosen examples,

will usually be more effective than a lengthy explanation.

The Model 50 programs are geared to the slow learner who functions on a 4th,-5th grade

reading level and the material prepared for their use is about 51.8, as measured by

the Devereux Readability Index, which is about the 4th grade level.

When it is necessary to introduce new words which are not likely to be recognized

or understood by the student, these are presented in a manner commensurate with the

student's ability to assimilate them. They are carefUlly defined and explained in

simple language using uncomplicated illustrations to clarify the meaning. Reinforce-

ment of the correct answer follows immediately when the student responds ,correctly.

He also has an opportunity for on/the-spot correction of answers which are wrong.

Vocabulary which is above the functioning level of the student tends to introduce

anxiety, which is precisely what the Model 50 Teaching Aid and its accompanying work-,

books seek to avoid. It is with this interest of creating a tension-free atmosphere

of study that the Devereux Readability Index1 was employed in the programming 'Of

Model 50 wOrkbooks.2

The Readability Index is a measure used to determine the readability characteristics

of a hook. It is employed to analyze the word difficulty in a reading text and

utilies two formulas: (1) a formula for deterlening the readability level, and (2)

a formula for translating the readability level into grade level.

Readability is but one factor among many, i.e0 interest, reading ability, etc., which

must be taken into consideration in, preparing programmed instructional materials. It

is, nonetheless, important that this sector be considered, especially in terms of

vocabulary levels of the reader for whom the program is intended.

Although the Readability Index does not always lend itself for use with short lines

or single words it is nevertheless a hand guide to consider in preparing written

programmed instructional materials.

Use of Examples - A sample page from the Model 50 workbook on "Tool Recognition"

follows on the next page. It utilizes only four words - "Find the Open-end Wrench."

Having learned the word, "wrench," the student now matches the correct picture with

the name of the tool. The basic format of the "tool recognition" program can be used
to provide drill and practice in associating to a variety of objects with the names

of tools under study.

Results of a field study utilizing the Model 50 workbooks on "Tool Recognition"

are given in Section X.

1Smith, Edgar A., Devereux Readability IndeX, Journal of Educational Research,
Volume 54, Number 8, April 1961.

2For an extensive discussion of the development of programmed workbooks the reader
is referred to the Instruction Booklet, Preparing Programs for the Model 50 Devereux
Teaching Aid, Devon, Pa., The DeveremeFoundation, 1965.
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The Model 50 Response Recorder - In a programmed instructional program for mentally
retarded and emotionally disturbed adolescents, it is desirable for the student
not to encounter items at the start of the program which might create undue frustra-
tion and anxiety. It is also hoped that the student learn to eventually answer ill
items in the unit correctly. As part of an effort to continually improve the Model
50 instructional programs, a complete item analysis of each frame in given programs
was completed.

The purpose of this item analysis was to identify frames whose difficulty level was
too advanced for the early sections of a program and to arrange the items in an
appropriate sequence: (1) one which will lead the student gradually from the easiest
to the most difficult of items; (2) to eliminate ambiguous items; and (3) to
eliminate those items which might tend to bring frustration to the student.

Since the Devereux Model 50 Teaching Aid does not have a response-recorder, special
equipment was constructed to record the student responses to a programmed workbook
unit. A picture of the equipment is shown below.

4

0'

The basic components of the Model 50 Response Recorder are the camera,

elapsed tine clock and display panel shown above.

The response recorder has three major components:

1. A remote display panel with indicator lamps tied to each response button
on the Model 50 Teaching Device. This panel indicates when a correct
response is given.

2. An elapsed time clock which indicates: (a) the time elapsed for each
response to a given item; and (b) the total time spent per item.

3. Recording equipment consisting of a single frame-activated 16mm motion
picture camera which photographs the display panel and clock each time
a response is made on the Model 50 Teaching Aid. Approximately 4l000
responses can be recorded on a one-hundred foot rool of film. This
film is viewed for item-analysis purposes via a standard 16mm'film editor.
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As the Student Selects an Alternative on the Model 50, the Corresponding
Lamp on the Display Panel Lights Up Simultaneously and the Camera Photo-
graphs the Panel and the Clock.

The data is recorded on 16mm film and is analyzed to observe:

1. Pattern of Response - whether the correct answer for a particular item
might be chosen first or last; if chosen first, this might indicate a
somewhat frustrating item.

2. Response Time Interval - the amount of time elapsing before a correct
answer is given; a longer interval may indicate anxiety.

3. Sequence of Correct Answers - ideally the student should be able to
answer all of the items in the beginning frames correctly.

With this equipment, it was possible to identify frames whose level of difficulty
was too advanced for the early sections of a program.

Concerning Student Errors Every effort was made to keep the student's response
errors to a minimum. In working with the programmed lesson units he is provided
with immediate knowledge of his results and his errors can be corrected before
they become habitual. A pre-test is used to help assess the degree of familiarity
which the student has with the subject matter covered in the program before he has
had any practice with it using the Teaching Aid.

H-9
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One simple criterion for the classroom teacher to use in evaluating items in a
programmed instructional unit is to consider whether or not they appear to encourage
learning. If the Teaching Device indicates that the student.has given the expected
response and he can proceed to the item which followS, that is udually sufficient .

At times, however, it may be more economical to allow an occasional small error than
to write 10 or 12 more items explaining a point.

For example, in the sample page of the Model 50 program on "Fractions", the initial
covert response to this item by many students may be "2". This error can be prevented
by introducing additional items or additional explanation. However, when the student
notices that "2" is not one of the alternatives and the teaching aid establishes "4"

fanor as the expected answer, the error is corrected.

Also, it is expected that some students will not master the material by working through
it only one time. Students who make more than one or two errors on one point can
always go through the program a second or third time. The teacher, by examining the
results, determines which students need to repeat a section of the Program.

Evaluating Progress - There is no automatic tabulation of correct or incorrect answers.
It is felt that fear of competition, so often noted among the mentally retarded and
the emotionally handicapped, would be substantially reduced by utilizing the teaching
aid in'a way t4at only the student would know when he is responding correctly to the
'questions in the workbook. For this reason none of the Automated Teaching Devices
employed in the project used "counters."

The teacher may determine how well the student is handling the material through: (1)
direct observation of the student and his handling of the programmed instructional
material; (2) inspection of the finished product, if the lesson is task 'otiented, i.e.,
electronic assembly items; (3) an end-of-lesson test or post-test.

A comparison of the scores on the pre-test and on the post-test provided the teacher
with a measure of the effectiveness of the program and does not burden the instructor
with a great deal of extra "paper work."

Evaluation of Programmed Material - The evaluation of the prepared programmed in-
structional materials encompassed two major stages during the course of the project:

1. Develo mental Testin - Refinement of the prepared programmed instructional units.

2. Field TILLIE - Evaluating the effectiveness of the prepared programmed in-
structional Materials with the population under study. Preliminary field
testing was followed by more intensive field tests utilizing the Model 50
Teaching Aid.

Evaluation of the programmed units, an on-going process during the course of their
development, was periodically handicapped by unforseen circumstances. To cite an
example - it was noted that the size and style of the type originally used in the
multilithing of the programmed instructional aids, usually "Great Primer" type,
appeared to be an adverse factor. Students seemed to express preference for a smaller
style of type and complained that the large type was for "small kids", not for young
adults. Others complained that reading material set up in Great Primer type was for

A sample page from the Model 50 Programmed Workbook on "Understanding Fractions"
follows.
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"retarded" kids and not for them. The teachers made similar complaints resulting from

their own observations of the student reactions. In the end, fairly large quantities

of prepared materials had to be discarded and indicated pages reworked and retyped on

multilith masters using the standard conventional pica or elite type.

Develo mental Testin for Pro ram Revision - In preparing the programmed instructional

units, consideration was given to those frames which more frequently appeared to create

difficUlty for the student. Perhaps the item needed more detailed explanation or was

one that was poorly constructed. Developmental testing with small groups of students

was helpfUl in preparing material for revision.

The teachers were instructed to observe and note any difficulties that the students

appeared to have with any parts of the automated instructional programmed units. When

a student complained about a particular frame, the teacher marked down the title of the

workbook, the page number and the number of the troublesome frame. Then, as specifically

as possible, the student was encouraged to describe the difficulty. For example, in

the Telephone program, a student may be critical of frame 3 on page 2 of workbook IV.

After writing down this reference, the teacher would also jot down any comments he

added, i.e., "I don't understand the word, "dial-tone." This is more comprehensive and

meaningfUl than stating simply that the student could not understand the frame. In

many instances the student had to be encouraged to be more specific.

This simple method of obtaining information for item analysis is much more economical

than performing a frequency count of a large number of responses. The information ob-

tained directly from the studert may be superior to that obtained from a frequency

count since the student will pinpoint the specific difficulty in the frame. The pro-

cedure is relatively uncomplicated and attractive to unsophisticated teachers who may

feel threatened by and withdrawn from participating in more involved experimental

procedures. This procedure is also one they may attempt to develop in line with their

own interests in integrating programmed instruction in their classroom.

Based on the findings obtained in the developmental testing, the revision varied, for

example, from changing only a few items to rewriting pages or even an entire workbook

in the Model 50 programs. Reporting as described above, although brief, was found to

be invaluable in improvement of various programmed instructional units during the

course of the project.

Instructional Manuals Developed - During the course of the project the need for

"Do-It-Yourself" manuals for teachers and others interested in the development and

use of automated instruction became evident. It was felt that a series of instructional

manuals of this type could make a distinct contribution to the field of special edu-

cation and vocational training.

Accordingly, two basic pamphlets were prepared to cover each of the major automated

instructional devices: (1) a "How to Use" instruction pamphlet planned for use as a

guide to making the most effective use of the specific Teaching Device, i.e., "The

Model 50 Teaching Aid - Suggestions for Classroom Use;" (2) a "How to Prepare Programs"

pamphlet to serve as a step-by-step guide to preparing programmed learning materials

for a particular Teaching Aid, i.e., "How to Prepare Programs for the Model 50 Teaching

Aid."

A summary listing of all the publications and prOgrammed instructional material for

use on the Automated Teaching Aids described in the chapters which follow, appears

in Section XIII.
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THE MODEL 50 TEACHING AID - The Devereux Model 50 Teaching Aid is a lightweight,

compact, easily operated, teaching device which is

made of cast aluminum. It measures 12" x 12" x 4", weighs 12 pounds and utilizes

a standard six-volt battery as its only source of current. The durability of the

Model 50 lies in its simplicity of design and operation. It has held up extremely

well in the classroom, requiring little in the way of service and upkeep and seldom

requires more than a routine "check up".

The Model 50 was planned particularly for use with the slaw learner and is designed

so that the amount of reading required to handle some of the subject 'opics in the

programmed lesson units can be limited to a few words per page with greater emphasis

given to graphic illustrative material. It may be used with programmed workbooks

geared to a variety of intellectual levels.

The Model 50 Teaching Aid is now being produced in the Sheltered Workshop of The

Devereux Schools. The cast aluminum body of the Teaching Device is nanufactured

in a local foundry. All other assembly operationpt are performed by the students

in the workshop under supervision. If there is sufficient interest the Model 50

will continue tO be manufactured in the Workshop and made available at low cost

to schools and agencies together with a series of instruction panphlets, giving

suggestions for preparing instructional programs in the classroon.

Sect. III
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A student in the Sheltered Workshop is shown wiring one of the nine circuits used

in the Teaching Device. In addition to wiring of the Model 501 students in the

Workshop install the batteries, lamps and the dials which are utilized to select

the various response patterns.

Inspection of the newly constructed Model 50 Teaching Aid is a simple procedure

and is performed by the workshop students held under supervision. The process

is easily learned and the students enjok the responsibility of testing the finished

product and being involved in a system of production and quality control, el.n

on-going process in the workshop.



Workshop Production of Model 50 Workbooks - The collating and binding of most of

the Model 50 workbooks and related literature produced during the project was

accomplished through Devereux's Sheltered Workshop. This work simultaneously

accomplished two goals: (1) it provided dependable and inexpensive service in the

preparation of Model 50 books; and (2) it offers students in the Workshop with an

opportunity for training and experience in an area which hopeftlly may be a source

of future Workshop contacts. During the course of the project, the Workshop students

have become quite expert in the techniques of collating, perforating and binding

and the operation was conducted with industrial-like precision.
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The large, revolving collating tables, one of which is shown above, were constructed

in the Workshop to accommodate the volume production of Model 50 workbooks which

require collating and binding. Close supervision is provided by staff members and

a system of checks is employed to insure accurate work. As the completed collated

books leave the assembly line they are checked for correct page order by students

under supervision who are provided with samples of the finished product. After

they are checked, the books pass along to the "binders" who preforate the pages

and the covers and then they are bound.

The Model 50 Teaching Device is designed for use with multiple-choice response

material.which is bound in specially prepared programmed workbooks, 7" x 11"

in size, each containing 9 to 18 pages. These programmed workbooks contain in-

structional material which is broken down into amall steps and follows the general

tenets of the Skinner-Pressey type of linear programming; the material is presented

in small sequential steps with a gradual step-by-step development of a point

through cueing, repetition, reinforcement and review.
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The workbook pages are generally divided into two columns, each containing four
items or "frames"; a frame usually includes a question or a statement related
to the topic under study and is followed by a listing of three multiple-choice
answers, only one of which is correct. The following is a sample from a page
in the Model 50 Workbook on "'Vocabulary Used in Measuring":

Which tell how much time?
Turn Knob
to Number 14.0

gallons

hours

pounds

pints

days

tons

In actual use, the programmed workbook rests on the flat, inclined surface of
the Model 50 Teaching Aid. When the workbook is open, its pages lie between
two rows of pushbuttons which are arranged in groups of three and correspond to
the three multiple-bhoice answers provided for each of the items on the page.

The Model 50 is wired for nine different response patterns so that the positions
of the correct responses on the workbook page can be varied to minimize the
opportunity for the student to memorize the pattern of correct responses. If,
for example, the correct response to item 2 on every workbook page was always
beside the third button, the student might very quickly learn which button
to press, but very little else with respect to the lesson content.

The Model 50 is equipped with a knob which can be set nine ways so that the
locations of the correct responses are randomized. The student is instructed,
on each workbook page, to turn the knob on the Teaching Device to the specific
position number printed in the upper right hand corner of that page. At the
bottom of the page, a footnote requests him to turn the page and to reset the
knob as instructed on the new page.

The student respons to each question on the workbook page by pushing down the
button next to the answer he chooses. Correctness of response is verified
immediately; if his selection is correct, a small light goes on in the upper
right hand corner of the teaching device. If it is incorrect, no machine
response will be given. If sound is preferred in combination with the light,
a small switch on the right side of the teaching aid can be adjusted to pro-
vide a clicking Sound when the light.goes on.

A sample of the instruction page which appears in each of the Model 50
programmed workbook follows.
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE DEVEREUX MODEL 50 TEACHING AID

1. Place workbook on Teaching Aid between the two raws
of buttons and turn page.

2 Set knob to the number
given'at the top of
the page. Each page of
the workbook has a dif-
ferent knob setting.
Always be sure that the
number set by the knob
is the same as the number
of the page you are
working on.

3. When this slide switch is
toward youthe light will
go on when you press the
correct button.

When the switch is Lim from zou, a buzzer will sound in addi-

tion to a light, when you pick the correct answer.

4. Read each question carefully. After you have picked your answer
push the button to learn if it is correct.

Here are two sample items as they mignt appear in
a workbook when you have the knob set at number 1.

SAMPLE ITEMS

Which is the square?

Push this button
for correct answer
(light or buzzer)

How many are 2 pens and
2 pens?

4 ens

PUsh this button
for correct answer 3 pens
(light or buzzer)

2 pens

Return the knob to 0 (off) Tdhen the Teachtng Aid is
not in use to avoid accidental drain on ba,-,teries.



BASIC ARITHMETIC - Many adolescent retardates do not have a working knowledge
and understanding of the arithmetic concepts required as background for many
types of vocational training. Moreover, they are quite sensitive about this
deficiency and will all too often resist vocational activities requiring a
working knowledge of basic arithmetic concepts.

A series of programmed units, covering basic arithmetic concepts, previously
developed for Devereux students in the elementary grades, have been revised
for higher level use and adapted to relate more closely to the vocational
training needs of the adolescent population under study.

The Model 50 programmed instructional units in the Basic Arithmetic Series
include:

Understanding Addition and Subtraction - a comprehensive explanation
of tnd practice in the process of addition and subtraction; Understanding
Multiplication and Division - the multiplication process and introduction
of terms is followed by a systematic presentation of multiplication and
division combinations and multiplication of decimals.

Understanding Decimals - step-by-step explanation of carrying, borrowing,
and placing the decimal point in addition and subtraction problems;
Introduction to Fractions - uses illustrations to convey the concept of
parts as they relate to the whole.

PRACTICAL ARITHMETIC - This series of programs is planned to present the
practical application of arithmetic knowledge to the various vocational areas
related to the world-of-work, in general, and to specific vocational training
programs requiring arithmetic knowledge and skills on different levels.

Although many standard arithmetic programs have been published to meet the
requirements of most school programs, an appropriate scope and sequence
structure needs to be developed so that vocationally oriented arithmetic
material can be presented and developed effectively for retarded adolescents;
the programs in this series on practical arithmetic include:

Sips and Symbols - signs, symbols, and abbreviations dealing with
arithmetic and with measurement are presented in various contexts;
Practice Problems in Adding and Using Money - explains how quantities of
money can be represented by numbers and by words; Coins and Making Change-
coins and monetary value are represented in various ways and combinations.

Monetary Values - emphasizes difference between relative costs of house-
hold furnishings, articles of clothing and food; Budgeting - management,
personal earnings and savings; needs in relation to wages, personal
budgets and savings accounts.

A sample page taken from the Model 50 programmed workbook on "Understanding
Subtraction" follows:
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Break these problems into columns. Turn Knob
Find the number that belongs in the box. to Number 2

418 8

- 215 is done as -2 and-E1

2

5

715 7 5

-413 is done as -E3 and -3
1

7

5

L.

8 4 8

C:11 is done as -2 and -1

2

68 6
-45 is done as -4 and -5

6

8

L.

9 6

-5 4 is done as -5 and -4

9

6

5

5 8
-35 is done as -3 and -5

35

38
58

59 9
- 27 is done as -2 and -7

9

5

7

39 3 9
-ED is done as -2 and -4

Turn Page and Reset Knob

214.

39

29
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Practicum in Arithmetic Following Instructions on Model 50 Teaching Aid

A common shortcoming of workers in many occupations is their inability to under-
stand measurement. Programmed units have been developed which range from intro-
duction to and review of simple measurement terms, to a review and reinforcement
of previously acquired concepts of measurement, relating them to practical occu-
pational tasks. Model 50 progranned instructional units on measurement include:

Vocabulom_ tJsec,.._iA.nMeasuriu.1-teaches the student to identify terms used in mea-
surement of time, length, quantity and weight; Linear Measurement-provides
practice and drill in linear measurement; tea hing the use of a ruler in de-
termining lengths of various lines starting u-bh measurements to the nearest
inch.

Measurement of Commodities-provides the student with an understanding of how
everyday consumer goods are sold; i.e., by the square yard, the pair.

Learning to Tell Time-provides practice in learning how to tell time through a
series of clock pictures which have dials set to represent different hours.

A sample page from the programmed workbook on "Morning to Tell Time"follows:
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LEARNING TO TELL TIME

What tine is it
Turn Knob

to Number

8:00

9: 00

-7:00

\

)34

1:00

'13 41 3:00 ......

2:00

4:00

6:00 --

12:00

-- 11:00

10:00

-- 12:00

3 4

II 1

) 3 4 6::000

-1/

8:00

Turn Page and Reset Knob
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The Model 50 Programmed Units on Mathematics Provide an Orientation

to Practical Application of Basic Arithmetic.

In planning instructional programs, there has been kept in mind the numerous

requests for work-related teaching material and a good deal of emphasis has

been focused in this direction. A series of work-related programmed units were

prepared to help the retardate develop a better knowledge and understanding

of the obligations and duties of an employee in industry. Model 50 programs

could serve as an orientation to the world-of-work and can help prepare

mentally handicapped youth getting ready for employment to become more quickly

absorbed es a member of the on-the-job group.

A series of programs have been developed to acquaint the student with the re-

alities of the everyday world-of-work. The units range from simple occupational

information to those involving the filling out of employment forms, explanation

of wage deductions and other basic employment procedures, all designed to help

minimize fear associated with job hunting.

The programs in the World-of-Work series include:

Abbreviations Used in Want Ads-The student becomes familiar with abbreviations

found in the help wanted classified, sections of the newspapers.

Work Habits-A program designed primarily for manual workers covers impor-

tance of keeping tools in good shape, staying on a job until it is finished,

etc.
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Job Responsibilities - A series of three programmed workbooks planned to

help the student learn the common vocabulary used in industry and to

understand the working man's language; i.e., full-time and part-time work,

"laid off" vs. "fired", as well as to provide information directly related

to employment responsibilities. The student learns to apply the acquired

information to most employment-seeking situations.

101101011111111.1~01111.1011111011111~1111110141110641PIII

-6410eDIA
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YOU AND YOUR JOB

PART 1 - JOB RESPONSIBILITIES

BOOK I

4.0,4ftie
At

40 ,

A Workbook for the Devereux Model 50 Teaching Aid

THE DEVEREUX FOUNDATION
Inuiture for Research and Training

Devon, Pennsylvania 19333

The Model 50 Workbooks Are Compact and Easy for the Student to Handle

The Bell Telephone Company, through many of its local business offices, provides

a "Teletrainer" and practice material on the proper use of the telephone which

is accompanied by student workbooks and a teacher's manual and is generally

available to schools on a loan basis.
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In the photograph below there is portrayed a Teletrainer set-up. The equipment

consists of two regular hand-operated dial telephones and a Teletrainer Control

Unit. The instructor is explaining how the equipment works to the student.

He can adjust controls to create a dial tone, a phone ring, a busy signal, a

cut-off, etc. Ordinarily, the two students using the hand-operated phone would,

of course, be in separate rooms.

A

The Teletrainer In Operation

NE ET HELP
y 1Plk

IMO

The Teletrainer and accompanying instructional material were used on an explor-

atory basis in special education classes. Although these showed good potential

for use in vocational training, there was, however, a need for less complicated

and more refined workbooks and instructional aids to make the material more

appropriate for use in vocational training of the mentally retarded.

A series of programmed workbooks have been developed in a coordinated program,

utilizing the Model 50 Teaching Aid along with the Teletrainer equipment. The

units tell the student what to do on the Teletrainer and when to use it.

The programmed material, in combination with the Teletrainer, emphasizes de-

velopment of basic performance skills in the courteous and effective use of the

telephone and the telephone directory in social and business life; it is not

involved in teaching of abstract concepts. The workbook material increases in

difficulty as, for example, from lesson units, for the more retarded student,

on holdinr the telephone, to lesson units for the more sophisticated student,

on use of the classified directory. The student may skip the parts he knows.

A sample page taken from one of the Model 50 Programmed Workbooks on "How to

Use the Telephone" follows.



USING THE TELEPHONE

PICK UP the RECEIVER and hold it correctly

Listen to the listening and. You hear a steady
buzzing noise.

This noise is called a DIAL TONE.
Set Knob to
Number U.

Pick up the phone and listen. The first thing you hear is
the dial tone. It sounds like

J
et

-- voices BZZZZZZIZZ--

a steady buzzing noise
The Dial Tone

-- bells

Pick up the phone and listen. The buzzing noise you hear is
called

-- bells

the dial tone

-- a busy signal

The dial tone sounds like

-- a busy signal

voices

-- a steady buzzing noise

Where do you hear the dial tone?
r"N

Turn Page and Reset Knob.



The full series encompasses ten individual programmed workbooks to give

it a greater degree of flexibility and covers:

Basic Skills - holding the receiver, speaking; Dialing - what is a telephone

number, the dial tone, the dial and dialing, the busy signal; Finding the

Correct Number - using a personal telephone book, calling the operator,

asking for information; Using the Telephone Directory - practice in finding

names and telephone numbers in the alphabetical directory, when and how to

use the yellow pages of the classified directory; Answering a Call - how to
introduce yourself, the friendly call, the business call, the emergency
call, the wrong number; Receiving a Call - giving information, taking a

message. Some of the units require more than one workbook.

It is hoped that the Telephone Company may in time become interested in making

this material available throughout the country to schools and other facilities
who wish to use it in combination with the Teletrainer, in vocational training

of mentally retarded and/or emotionally handicapped youth.

. WV, ,14,4**

Coordinating Teletrainer Equipment with the Model 50 Instructional
Unit on Using the Telephone.'

A programmed unit on "How to Use the Telephone" is also available in the
Learn-Ease programs which is described later.
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HOMEMAKING AND FAMILY LIVING - Consideration was given to the development of
Model .50 programmed instructional units for teenage girls that might be co-
ordinated, with the home economics or domestic service curriculum. Pro;rams
in homemaking and in related areas include:

Care of Fabrics - Proper methods of laundering, ironing, and spot cleaning
of different kinds of fabrics; reading labels on clothing for better under-
standing of instructions for laundering; Hand Sewing Tools - How to recognize
certain common hand sewing tools and how and when to use them; Sewing on a
Button - Simple skills in sewing; become familiar with the sew-through and
the shank buttons; step-by-step procedure in sewing on buttons.

Table Setting - Instructions for setting the table before meals: pictorial
diagrams show correct placement of breakfast utensils, proper positioning
of silverware, glass, cup, napkins, etc.

A sample page from the Model 50 programmed workbook on "Table Setting" follows.
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":TABLE SETTING".

Turn Knob

to Number 1

Look at the picture above.
Put your finger on the cup and saucer.

Now move your finger to the left until you reach the glass.

The glass is placed to the left of the cup and saucer.

First we find the eup and saucer, then
we put the glass to the

left

right

We put the glass to the right of the
cup and saucer0

correc

fals

We put the glass to the left of the

cup and saucer

fork

plate

We put the glass on the saucer.

fals

correc

I1111....

We put the glass to the left of the
cup and saucer.

--correct

false

Would you put the glass to the left
of the cup and saucer?

Turn Page and Reset Knob

ye



Additional programs in the Homemaking series include:

Cleaning the Home - Five workbooks stress orderliness and organization in

cleaning the home and discuss proper ways to sweep, dust, vacuum, wax floors

and clean windows; Home Safety - Common kitchen and bathroom accidents; how

to avoid them; Work Habits in the Kitchen - How to make best use of time in

the kitchen; simple safety precautions to help minimize the possibility of

accidents in the kitchen.

HOME NURSING - A program based on the American Red Cross Home Nursing was devel-

oped for use in training of the slow learner and/or underachieving adolescent

girl for employment in such jobs as "mother's helper", or as a practical

nurse's aide in institutional settings. The workbooks are planned for use in

conjunction with classroom activities, including "live" demonstrations by the

instructor, e.g., making a bed. The following is a list of the twelve programs

currently available:

Hand Washing - gives information on the hygienic importance of and the proper

techniques for hand washing; The Coverall Apron - the coverall apron in the

sickroom to prevent the spread of disease germs. Shows the hygienic way of

slipping into and out of the apron; The Back Rub - proper technique for

giving a back rub; The Bed Bath - steps necessary in bathing the patient who

cannot get up from bed. Includes important details such as folding the wash-

cloth into a mitt and washing the face with an "S" motion; Mouth Care -

hygienic mouth care for the bedridden patient; Bedmaking - a series of three

units covering steps in bed-making of various types; Washing Rubber Gloves -

describes standard procedure used in washing and drying rubber gloves;

Making the Patient Comfortable in Bed - procedures used in assuring a

patient's comfort; Helping the Patient Out of Bed - methods of assisting a

patient out of bed; Feeding the Patient - procedures followed in the feeding

of bed-patients.

The Model 50 Program series on "Home Nursing" was field tested at one time in
a correctional institution using a group of milder retarded adolescent girls,

presenting problems of learning and of personal adjustment, who might eventually

receive work experience at a local state hospital.

The experimental group received instruction using the American Red Cross course

in Home Nursing supplemented by the Model 50 program on this subject. The

control group also received instruction from the same teacher; however, it was

not given the opportunity to use the Model 50 program. The course covered a

ten-week period with a minimum of two hours of instruction per week.

The experimental group showed greater gains.
visors who observed the subjects of the study
according to establihsed guidelines, reported
mental group performed more effectively those

artomated program unit.

Moreover, hospital work super-
in practical work.situations,
that the students in the experi-
work tasks encompassed in the

Other research studies are described later on in the section on Research.

The Home Nursing Course is also available for use on the Learn-Ease, a Teaching

Aid described in the next section.
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The American Red Cross is keenly interested in this program and will issue an

ARC certificate in Home Nursing through its local chapter to those who success-

fully complete the course, providing it has been taught by an ARC certified

instructor.

44,

A Practicum Rounds Out the Programmed Instructional Unit on Home Nursing.

A sample page from the Model 50 workbook on "Home Nursing" follaws.
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ERELE5 hot water should always be

used for hand washing. A bar of soap

loosens the dirt so it will wash

away into the sink.

The soap and hot water make a

lather which gets rid of dirt

and disease germs.

SAMPLE PAGE
HOME NURSING PROGRAM

Turn Knob

to Number 2

Two things that are needed for hand

washing are hot water and

di seas e germs

clean hands

a bar of soap

The soap lather gets rid of dirt

which may contain

disease germs --

soap

hot water --

The soap lather gets rid of

your hands

--the soap

dirt and disease germs

It takes hot water and

make a lathel.

Running water must be

used for hand washing.

cold

hot

warm

disease germs --

soap

towels --..
Soap lather is necessary to remove dirt

and make your hands

warm --

dirty --

clean --

What loosens the dirt so it will wash

away into the sink?

--the water

the soap

your hands

The home nurse will need

wash her hands.

to

hot water and soap-

alcohol-

lotion-

'Ai

Turn Page and Reset Knob



FOOD FACTS FOR THE KITCHEN - Programmed units designed to help prepare adoles-

cent girls to carry on daily routines of the kitchen include:

f

Measuring Spoons - Types and uses of teaspoons and tablespoons in food

preparation; abbreviations used for both in reading recipes.

Measuring Cups - Used in conjunction with a nest of measuring cups, the

student is taught how to identify the different cups, how to measure with

them and how to make good use of them in the kitchen.

Dry and liquid ingredients; i.e., flour, sugar,

seasoning, milk, eggs, etc. called for in recipes; Cooking Terms - Three

workbooks cover various cooking terms commonly used in recipes such as

pare, dice, melt; Reading a Recipe - The parts of a recipe; abbreviations

for common cooking terms and measurements; how to read and carry through

instructions contained in a recipe.

40,

The Programmed Unit on "Dicing and Cutting" is helpful in

Preparation for on-the.job Training in the Food Services.

A sample page from the Model 50 Programmed Workbook on "Cooking Terms" follows.



To DICE - means to cut foods into small squares. Turn Knob

to Number 2

TO DICE

Potato

g 0
CIMd 0

G 011/41.0,3 0'1 cla
CIa

cl CI
1:1

01,313aCrq a
Ci CI

To dice means to cut foods into small

circles

-- squares

---triangles

An example of a food that can be
diced is a

egg

milk

potato

Cutting foods into small squares
is known as

chopping

dicing

_mixing

A diced potato will appear in pieces
shaped like small

squares

circles --

Turn .Page and Reset Knob



HAND TOOL RECOGNITION - A group of six workbooks teaches the student to recognize

hand tools either by comparison between pictures of tools or between the name of

a tool and its picture. The workbooks have been found useftil with students in the

50-70 I.Q. range. A sample frame from one of the workbook pages follows:

Find the itionsaumm

t(t;Wg) 1MG1018.

PROGRANNED UNIT ON TOWER SYSTEM EVALUATION - For several years Devereux has employed

the TOWER System (Testing, Orientation, Work Evaluation in Rehabilitation) which

utilizes a group of simulated work tasks constructed to appraise vocational aptitudes

and skills of students in various vocational areas in order to obtain a wider per-

spective of their potentials and readiness for the world-of-work. A TOWER appraisal

explores vocational areas which range from the entry occupations requiring little

or no training to positions of greater skill for which prerequisite training may be

necessary. Job opportunities covered by TOWER tests include: clerical skills, draft-

ing0 drawing, electronics assembly, jewelry manufacturing, leather goods, mail clerk,

receptionist, sewing machine operator and workshop assembly. A diagnostic appraisal

of the student's vocational potential which includes the TOWER System, followed by a

plan of automated instruction in the area recommended for vocational exploration,

provides a more extensive pre-vocational sampling of various job fields, prior to

entering an occupational area.

Eyperience with TCWER evaluations pointed to the need for more objective test admin-

istration to eliminate evaluator bias in the appraisal process. It was felt that

the test instructions could be programmed to provide a more objective and standardized

evaluation procedure. While TOWER programming for the Model 50 Teaching Aid was

adequate for simple work tasks, it was not too usefUl in covering more complicated

procedures, especially for students who have difficulby in visualizing complex oper-

ations and for those with reading problems. It was decided to explore the possibility

of programming certain TOWER tests utilizing the Graflex Audio-Graphic Instructor

(see Section VI; pages 8 through 11). The following Model 50 program was prepared

as a pilot instructional unit in the TOWER appraisal:

Electronics Assembly --One of ten Electronics Issembly subtests which provides

practice in learning the color code of electrical wires. The program is designed

to provide experience preliminary to assignment to a sheltered workshop and/or

on-the-job training. The program explains how various types of wires are dis-

tinguished from each other by the colored stripes on their coatings. Abbreviations

for the colors are also taught.

Example: What color does Vi stand for?
Violet -
Yellow -
White -

A sample page from the Model 50 Workbook on "Electronics Assembly" follows.
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Instructions for Perfc.ming the
Electronics Assembly Aptitude Test (TOWR)

I urn Knob
to Number 5§,_._*

TEST 1 - "Aptitude in Color Perception and Sorting."

A white-black wire is a white
wire with a ? stripe.

black

green

red

Suppose you were told to use
a white-green wire. The
first color given is
White, so the color white

you Would see most
on the wire is ? .

green

red

A white-green wire is a white
wire with a ? stripe.

orange

blue

green

The color that is given ?
is the one you see most
on the wire.

last

second--

first

A white-blue wire is a white
wire with a ? stripe.

blue

red

green

If yoll had to choose a blue-
red wire, which one would you

choose?

When you are asked to use a
wire with VNO colors, the
first coldris the color you

see most on the wire
black

whi te

none

If you had to choose a blue-
red wire, which would you

choose?

Here is our black-white wire

lack

Which color do you see most
on the wire?

Turn Page and -Reset Knob



A large working mock-up of the Devereux Model 50 Teaching Aid shown below, was

constructed in the Sheltered Workshop for use at professional meetings in demon-

strations related to the Automated Teaching Aids Project.

4141 Mt 444,4 it
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The mock-up of the Model 50 Teaching Aid is wired similar to the regular size

Model 50; its circuits are connected to the corresponding circuits on the smaller

model and they work in unison. When a button is pushed on the regular small

Model 50, the corresponding button on the larger model is activitated and lights

up.
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THE LEARN-EASE TEACHING DEVICE
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THE LEARN-EASE - The Learn-Ease is a programmed learning device which was de-
veloped by the National Blank Book Co. and adapted for use

in the Devereux project on automated teaching aids. It is essentially an in-
expensive 12" x 10" vinyl portfolio which weighs less than two pounds and

employs a simple "masking technique". The Learn-Ease is easy to operate and

is designed for use with multiple-choice response material published in 7" x
11" programmed workbooks which may be bound either on the side or at the top.

The format of the Learn-Ease programmed workbooks has been adapted from that

used with the Devereux Model 50 Teaching Aid. The instructional material con-

tained in both types of workbooks is presented in the Skinner-Pressey style of

linear programming; small points of information are introduced in a gradual

step-by-step development of learning. However, the Learn-Ease workbooks are
self-contained and do not require the use of the Model 50 Teaching Device.

There is a pocket on the left cover of the portfolio where additional pro-

grammed workbooks or supplementary materials can be stored. An opening at

the top of the right inside cover receives the back cover of the workbook.

There is a sliding plastic mask located on the right side of the portfolio
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which moves on a grooved plastic track. This covers the workbook page and
reveals or covers each "frame." A built-in stop prevents the slide-mask from
going off either end of the track. The questions appear on the left side of
each page, multiple-choice answers are on the right side and are covered by
the slide-mask which can be slid down the page. The page is so arranged so
that only one frame at a tine is exposed.

The student reads the question and responds to the "frames" on the workbook
pages either by selecting one of the multiple-choice responses or by construct-
ing his awn answer, depending upon the format employed in the program. He
records his response on an answer sheet. He then slides the mask down the page
to uncover the correct answer and compares it with his own response. Programming
for the Learn-Ease units, like that for the Model 50, provide immediate rein-
forcement for correct answers and on-the-spot correction of wrong answers.
This process also reveals the next frame. Wben the page has been completed, the
student simply lifts the mask to one side, turns the workbook page and moves
the slide-mask to the top of the grooved track and repeats the process.
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A sample instruction sheet for use of the Learn-Ease Programmed Workbook follows



DIRECTIONS FOR USING THE
LEARN-EASE TEACHING AID

1. Place the back cover of the workbook in the slot as shawn

by the arrow above.

2. Open the workbook to the first page and place the

SLIDING MASK so that it covers the answer column on the

right side of the page.

3. Each frame asks you to pick the right answer. ALWAYS WRITE

DOWN YOUR ANSWER on a separate piece of paper.

4. After you have written your answers MOW the sliding mask

down the page until you can see the answer to the question.

SAMPLE FRAMES

Haw many are 2 pens
and 2 pens?

L. pens
3 pens
2 pens

Which is the square?

4 pens



A pamphlet on "How to Use the Learn-Ease; Suggestions for Classroom Use," has

been prepared and distributed. In addition, there was developed a companion

leaflet, "How to Prepare Programs for the Learn-Ease Teaching Device" which

has been helpful to those interested in doing their own programming.

Reproduced below is a section of the worksheet used by the programmer in pre-

paring "frames" for the Learn-Ease programs.

The Learn-Ease programs, like those prepared for use on the Model 50 Teaching

Aid, have been designed to complement regular teaching methods and are not

expected to replace them. They can be useful as an introduction to a new unit

of study and may also be helpful in providing practice to reinforce concepts

already covered in the classroom. With a share of these teaching tasks trans-

ferred to the teaching aid, the teacher has more time for another aspect of

teaching - giving personal attention to the problems and needs of the individual

student.

The teaching aid itself can be made part of the plan of instruction for each

student. The teacher should determine what special needs the student may have

and select the programs which, in combination with other forms of instruction,

will help meet his particular needs. By utilizing programmed material in this

way, instruction can proceed on more than one level or on more than one topic

at the same time in the same classroom.

In the total time a student spends on a machine, he may go through the sane

program unit several tines. The tearher can determine when to assign a new unit

by watching the student as he goes through the material; findings on a simple

post-test will show how well the student is doing and serve as a guide to the

teacher in planning the next assignment for him.

A sample page from the Learn-Ease Programmed Workbook on "Using the Telephone"

follows.
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You use your finger to push the dial

around.

This is called dialing.

Look at the telephone. The round part
with holes in it is called the dial.
Which is the dial?

What part of your hand do you use to dial?

Your fist
Your finger
Your knuckle

Put your finger in one of the holes
of the dial.

Push it around to the right. What are you

doing?

Dialing
Listening
Talking

Before you dial, lift the receiver.
You will hear

BZZZZZZUZZUZZZZ
Voices
Ringing

ANI.

Your finger

Dialing

BZZUZZZZZZZZZZ
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Learn-Ease Programs have been adapted from those prepared for the Model 50 and

include a series on: "Home NursinE," and one on "EOLASLITL222.22.212.e.
These are described on the preceding pages which discussed the programs prepared

for the Devereux Model 50 Teaching Aid. The program content of each of these

series is similar to that of the programmed wo2kbooks on these same topics

prepared for use on the Model 50 Device.

The need for instruction in safety and accident prevention is great, particu-

larly with respect to the mental retardate. About one fourth of the reported
compensation cases and about one fifth of all compensated permanent disabilities

are the result of ursafe handling methods or conditions. A Learn-Ease program

on proper nethods of "LifLiaa_armimala_La9212ewas prepared as one ex-
ample of a programmed unit on job safety which could be prepared for use on this

teaching device.

It is hoped that some insurance company, which publishes booklets on "safety,"

or a non-profit professional or trade organization concerned with promotion of

industrial safety, may eventually publish this unit and/or sponsor other pro-
grammed materials on job safety and make them available on a national scale in

the general interests of public safety.

,1

Student working on Learn-Ease Program on "Home NUrsifig". A sample page from
one of the programmed workbooks in this series follows.



Running hot water should always
be used for hand washing.

A bar of soap is needed to
loosen the dirt.

The hot water and soap make a
lather which gets rid of dirt
and disease germs.

Two things that are needed for hand washing
are hot water and

clean hands
disease germs
a bar of soap

The soap 1.ather gets rid of

the hot water
the soar
dirt and disease germs

Running
washing.

water must be used for hand

cold
hot
warm

What loosens the dirt so it will wash away
into the sink?

disease germs
the soap
your hands

The soap lather gets rid of dirt which
may contain

disease germs
soap
hot water

It takes hot water and to make a
lather.

towels
soap
disease germs

a bar of soap

dirt and disease germs

hot

the soap

disease germs

soap
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THE MAST TEACHING MACHINE
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MAST TEACHING MACHINE - The Mast Teaching Machine is used as a teaching aid in

a number of school settings throughout the country. It

is a small, compact, photo-optical teaching aid which weighs 11 pounds and is

electrically aperated.

The instructional material of Mast programs is organized as "frames" or small

parts of an overall lesson and follows the general techniques of linear program-

ming; gradual step-by-step development of a point through the utilization of

cueing, repetition and reinforcement.

The programmed lesson unit is presented on 35mM microfilm which is housed in a

special plastic cartridr.e and is projected onto a 4" x 6" self-contained rear

projection screen. The student views and responds to only one "frame" at a time

Vithout being distracted by extraneous material and writes the answer to each

question in the space provided. He presses a button to reveal the correct

answer. At the same time his own response slides under a transparent shield

so he can't change the answer. The student compares his written answer with

the correct one and he immediately learns whether it is right or wTong.

The Mast Teaching Machine may be purchased from the Mast Development Corporation,

Davenport, Iowa.

Sect. V



If the answer is wrong, he writes in the correct answer before proceeding to

the next step. In this manner, immediate positive reinforcement is given for
the correct answer whereas wrong answers can be corrected at once. The student

then presses an "advance button and the next frame comes into view. Thus, the

student controls the rate at which the material is presented.

CARTRIDGE
APERTURE
COVER

SCREEN

ADVANCE
BUTTON

TRANS-
PARENT
PLASTIC
SHIELD

CARTRIDGE
LAMP
HOUSE
COVER

FOCUS ADJUSTING KNOB

RESPONSE
AREA

CARTRIDGE
SEQUENCE
NUMBER

ANSWER BUTTON

THE NAST '1EACIAlhG MACHINE

A pamphlet on "Haw to Use the Mast Teaching Machine; Suggestions for Classroom
Use," has been prepared and distributed. In addition, a companion leaflet;
"Hu7 to Prepare Programs for the Mast Teac.ling Aid," has been developed for
use by those interested in preparing frames for Mast units.

Mast frmes are prepared on special program frames wtich tell exactly where
to placc the program material for microfilming.

1110,14.r

A copy of the Instruction Sheet for Operation of the Mast Teaching Machine follows
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PPESS
"ADVANCE"

WO.

WRITE
RESPONSE

PRESS
"ANSWER"

DIRECTIONS FOR USING THE
MAST TEACHING MACHINE

A - Study the question on the
screen.

B - Write the answer in the
space on the rolled sheet.

C - Press the "answer" button;
the correct answer will
be shown and your answer
will slide under a shield.

D - Compare your answer with
correct one; if your
answer is wrong, write in
the correct one.

E - Push the "advance" button
on the left and continue.



PROGRAM Frame N

PRESENTATION AREA

ANSWER AREA

1

FORM USED FOR MAST FRAMES

The information portion of the item is placed in the Presentation Area which
measures approximately 2i" x 5k". The answer and instructions to the student
after completing the frames, goes in the Answer Area, which is about 3/4" x
5e. The frames are then tried out with a few students to get the "feel" of
the prepared material and to "smooth" it out prior to microfilm processing.

The Mast Teaching Machine has been used successfully with mentally retarded
and/or emotionally disturbed adolescents able to function on about a 5th grade
academic level. The content material strives for a high interest level and the
vocabulary has been adjusted to a 5th-6th grade level. Graphic material is
used as much as possible to make the concepts clear. Appropriate drawings and
diagrams are incorporated into the programs, as needed. When pcdssible, sample
items related to the lesson, i.e., a paycheck, are also provided to make the
programmed instructional unit more meaningful.

The Mast programs are helpfUl to students with reading problems and to those
more skilled in the manipulative and performance area than they are in the
verbal areas. While the student with good verbal fluency may be using the
perscribed classroom test, the student with poorly developed skills could
be covering similar material which has been broken down into small steps of
information and programmed for use on the Mast Machine to meet his particular
needs.
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Side view of plastic cartridge containing 35mm microfilm of
programmed lesson unit.

Several programs is a series on ORIENTATION TO THE WORLD OF WORK have been pre-
pared for use on the Mast Machine and complement the Model 50 programmed units.
They are aimed at acquainting the student with typical procedures and situations
he may expect to encounter as an on-the-job employee in industry. They have
been used with teenage "underachievers" who function on an upper elementary or
junior high school level. Some of these programmed units include:

Filling Out the Job Application Form - Instruction in filling out a typical
job application when seeking employment. Sample job applications are used
along with the programmed instructional units which are made up into the
following lessons: Lesson I - Personal Information; Lesson II - Type of
Position Applying For; Lesson III - Previous Employment Record; Lesson IV-
Educational Records; Lesson V - Personal References and Friends or Relatives
Employed by the Same Company.

Your Pay Check - This program is comprised of five self-contained lessons
which may be used individually or together as one instructional unit,
depending upon the level of the student. Each lesson is followed by a
summary quiz. The program includes: Lesson lA - Exchanging Work for Wages;
Lesson lB - What a Paycheck Looks Like; Lesson II - How to Cash Your Paycheck.

-
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Social Security - Information on wage deductions for social security, general
orientation to the benefits under the Social Security Act. It is hoped that
programmed instructional material of this type may be considered by the U.S.
Social Security Administration for distribution on a national scale as a
public service.

The Bank and Its Services - Introduces the student to basic banking terms;
bank account, account number, deposit, etc. Purpose of a bank and difference
between checking and savings account; basic bank fUnctions of lending and
borrowing money and interest payments are also covered. Lesson I - Checking

and Savings Account; Lesson II - Lending and Borrowing Money.

The Mast program can be made part of the plan of instruction for each student.
They are well suited both for providing practice on material already learned and
for presenting new concepts for the first time. With a share of these teaching
tasks transferred to the teaching aid, the teacher has more time for another very
important aspect of teaching - giving personal attention to the problems and needs
of the individual student.
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YOUR PAYCHECK

LESSON 2:

HOW TO CASH

PAYCHECKS
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The sample "frames" on the next page are fram a workbook page taken from the
Mast program, "How to Cash Your Paycheck," a series of five lessons which may be
used separately or together as one complete instructional unit, depending upon
the level of the student. Each lesson is followed by a summary quiz. This
unit deals primarily with the concepts of receiving pay for work done, of
having pay deducted for taxes, of knowing in general what taxes are used for,
how to cash a check, and what services a bank performs.
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21. Another thing to remember is always to
endorse the check in ink.

oic54.1ey

To endorse your check you wuld use

a) a pen
b) a pencil

22. You will find pens at the bank so you can
endorse your check in

LET'S REVIEW THE SIX THINGS YOU HAVE LEARNED SO FAR
ABOUT ENDORSING A CHECK

23. To endorse a check means to write your

24. You must write your name on the back exactly
as it is written on the

OROhe.DE at:

a per

ink

name

front
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TEE GRAFLEX AUDIO-GRAPHIC INSTRUCTOR
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THE GRAFLEX INSTRUCTOR - The Graflex Amdio-Graphic Instructor is a teaching
device which projects 35mm color transrerencies onto

a rear vision screen to the accompaniment of a taped commentary. Impulses are

recorded on the magnetic tape for automatic slide changes; also, for stopping
the audio presentation after the taped instructions are given, to allow the
student time to carry out taped instructions. He controls the instructional
pace; he can stop the audio portion to study the pictures and he follows the
simple spoken directions of the taped commentary to carry out the various
assigned tasks.

Equipment with moving parts is intriguing to young people; they usually want
to touch and to manipulate and to do something with these parts. The mental
retardate is no exception in this regard, and he looks forward to the same
experience.

Training activities, utilizing the Graflex, capitalize on exploratory or
operant behavior in the learning situation and provide many opportunities for
interesting and worthvhile learning experiences. In these programs, the
student is instructed to "push the button", "pull the handle", etc. He can
stop the sound of the machine, study the picture and start it again when he
is ready for additional instruction.
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Progranming techniques generally employed in linear programming, i.e., present-

ing mall points of information, cueing, review, etc., are applied to the

Graflex instructional programs. There is jmmediate knowledge of whether a

response is appropriate and errors can be corrected before they become habitual.

The three-fold auditory, visual and kinesthetic approach utilized with the

Graflex has many advantages for use in special education and in vocational

training and provides the student with meaningful learning experiences.

Auditory stimulation is provided by a tape cartridge which plays a pre-

recorded lesson.

Visual stimulation comes from the series of 2" x 2" slides graphically

portrayed on the rear projection screen.

Kinesthetic stimulation is derived from "props" given to the student which

he can handle and manipulate, 1.e., a ruler, hand tools, electronics

assembly items, etc. which provide an added opportunity to develop

familiarity with the material or the task under study.

Adding the commentary to a Lesson Tape for use in a Graflex Instructional

Program.
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Self-Pacing - The Graflex is self-pacing; the student works through blocks of

instruction at his own speed, stopping the machine at will to execute a task

and starting the machine when he is ready to continue. Upon completing the

assigned task, he steps on a pedal which starts the machine and the program

continues. New and unfamiliar topics should be presented in self-pacing steps

so that the student will have an opportunity to work at his own speed; the

slower students will not be unduly penalized and the brighter students are not

held back.

Pace-Setting - It is often desirable to have students perform a task at a

certain rate of speed. In this case, a Graflex program with an objective of

speeding up task performance can be designed so that it would be "pace-setting"

rather than "self-pacing". In pace-setting programs, the students must keep

abreast of the taped instructions and perform the operation as fast as they are

shown on the screen. The student would not stop and start the machine but

would continue to work at the established rate set by the machine. The rate of

speed in such programs can be accelerated in degrees until the desired level of

speed is reached, at which time the performance rate would be kept constant.

The Graflex Audio-Graphic System has been used as an "on-the-job" instructor

for industry, the military and government services. Guided through each step

of a complex mechanical or electronic assembly, an operator both sees and hears

complete instructions in less time and with less distraction than is common

under regular verbal instructional activity. It has been found helpfUl in

industry for short run assembly operations. It has also proven to be helpful

in providing "refresher" training when resuming operation after lapse of time.

The Graflex unit can be set up at a distance from the main base of operation

and instruction to the serviceman, for example, vould be uniform as he may be

told how to install, repair, or modify a piece of equipment, just as though

the shop foreman was there in person to supervise the task.

Types of Programs Suitable for the Graflex - Although the Graflex can be used

to present programs offering a wide diversity of subject matter, those which

are difficult to visualize from written descriptions only, or those which

require an abundance of graphic illustrations, lend themselves most readily

to this form of presentation.

The Graflex is well suited for teaching job operations which require manipu-

lation and physical activity as well as for teaching work-related topics.

There is little advantage to using the Graflex to present programs which have

as their objectives the teaching of information which is largely factual.

Students who can follow simple spoken directions with ease, but whose reading

ability may be limited and a handicap to learning, benefit from instruction

utilizing the Graflex. Many programs can be prepared which would require no

reading. The self-activity of the programmed units gives the student a sense

of being an integral part of the training situation, rather than being a by-

stander or simply taking orders in a classroom situation.

The Graflex Audio-Graphic Instructor is manufactured by Graflex, Inc.,

Rochester, New York.
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Programs which have been developed for use on the Graflex include:

APPLYING FOR A JOB - A two-part coordinated program of slides and magnetic
tapes presents importance of personal grooming and suggests points to remember
in the job interview. Check lists are provided as well as a paper and pencil
quiz.

Grooming for the Interview - Two automated instructional units stress the
importance of personal cleanliness and of the selection and care of proper
attire in the world-of-work; giving a prospective employer a favorable
first impression; pre-interview pointers.

The Job Interview - Two lesson units explain how an employment interview
is conducted and how the applicant should deport himself during the inter-
view; the student listens to an actual job interview; common mistakes made
in interviewsand suggestions for avoiding errors are given.

THE WAITRESS - This program teaches the student haw to be a good waitress. I::

discusses the importance of: (1) a clean and neat appearance at all times,
(2) cheerfulness and friendliness toward the customers, (3) interest in the
needs of the customer and concern as to whether he has everything he wants,
and (4) accuracy in recording the customer's order.

A

A

Students in Training for Positions Related to the Food Services
Benefit from the Graflex Instructional Program on "The Waitress"
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HOW TO FILL OUT TAX FORMS - A detailed explanation on tape accompanied by color

slides discusses the withholding tax statement furnished by the employer for

use in computing the tax and the mechanics involved in completing the Federal

Income Tax Form 1040A.

HOW TO USE A CASH REGISTER - Instruction in the use of a Victor Cash Register,

such as is used in some small business establishments, an actual cash register

is used along with the Graflex. The programmed unit covers the use of the key-

board; how to register cash amounts; finding totals and gubtotals; correcting

errors.

BASIC SHOP INFORMATION - These programs overcome many limitations encountered

in programming with the Model 50 Teaching Aid. They attempt to teach a manual

operation, as distinguished from presenting factual information through the

programmed instructional workbooks on the Model 50. The attendance of the shop

instructor is necessary for consultation and for emergency assistance.

Measuring With a Ruler - Slides and practical exercises in linear measurement

cover the basic divisions of the inch; the use of the standard 12-inch ruler.

In addition to viewing the slides and listening to the taped instructions,

the student is also provided with answer sheets and an actual ruler which he

manipulates during the course of instruction.

Six lessons, encompassed in three parts, cover the basic aspects of linear

measurements and use of the ruler.to measure in units ranging from 1/16"

through the full inch.

Continuity Checks - A step-by-step explanation of a basic step in electronics

-- how to use a voltmeter in a continuity check to determine whether or

not a wire is continuous and will conduct a current. The technique is use-

ful in locating broken wires and in identifying leads when several wires

form a cable.

An actual experiment is performed; the student is given a voltmeter and a

small practice board of colored wires, some of which are broken and some

continuous. The Graflex slides portray the same equipment he is working

with. The program may be used to teach how to perform continuity checks

on small electrical appliances of the type which find their way to neighbor-

hood repair shops.

The Wood Lathe - This program teaches the student how to operate a wood

turning lathe, the machine used in making furniture and certain turned

accessories. Attention is focused upon the use of the gouge, skew, parting

tool, square nose, round nose, and diamond-point in operations of turning

and cutting. There is also some discussion of safety measures which must

be taken when these tools are being utilized.

The Drill Press - The parts and specifications of the standard floor model

drill press and how it is used for both wood and metal work; operations of

boring, routing, shaping, etc., will be taught. This unit provides the

staff with opportunities to work through many challenging and technical

difficulties to be expected in programming of other shop tools and processes.

A sample frame from the Graflex Program on "The Drill Press" follaws.



Taped Directions:

Now let's review a few of the things we hc...ve learned so far.

We'll start by labeling the parts of the drill press which the
arrows point to in the sketch. Whcm you have finished labeling
the parts, step on the green pedal on the floor.

SLIDE:

Student Activity:

The student has on hand the specific items discussed on
tape and graphically portrayed on the slides; he manipulates
them and/or perforts the required tasks as per the taped in-
structions.
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There is reproduced below brief segments from three Graflex instructional pro-

grams to illustrate the use of the audio, visual and kinesthetic stimuli in

these training activities. It should be noted that the sample commentary is not

continuous and for purposes of illustration is made up of small segments taken

from these program.

Excerpt from an Early Graflex Program on Measuring with a Ruler

Slide (Ruler)

Tape "Now a ruler is scuething that you measure with. You should have one

there".

"You should also have a piece of paper and pencil and a blue box".

"You should have a ruler, a piece of paper and a pencil and a blue box that

has a whole bunch of stuff in it".

Slide (Finger on Two Inch Mark)

Tape "Now here we are showing how to measure with a ruler - how long two

inches are. It's two inches from the end of the ruler dawn to where the

finger is showing".

"The finger is pointing to a line that has a number 2 by it, that means it's

two inches from the end of the ruler down to that place, down to that line".

"Now, on your ruler can you put your finger to show how far two inches are?"

Slide (Red Block)

am. "Now this time, find the red block, the red block with a letter A on

it. Place the block against your ruler making sure that the end of the

ruler and the end of the block are even, just as they are in the picture."

"Now, remember what we learned and write on your answer sheet; how long the

red block is. How far is it from the end of the block to where the pencil

is pointing?"
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Basic Shop Information learned in the Graflex Instructional Program

is employed later on in practical on-the-job training.

Several "shop" units have been developed. "The Drill Press" unit describes

the standard floor model drill press and how it is used for both wood and

metal work; operations of boring, routing, shaping, etc. are taught. "The

Wood Lathe" provides the student with instruction on the use of two different

types of wood lathes, and covers use of various lathe tools and operations of

turning, sanding, etc.

Excerpt from Graflex Program on "The Lathe".

Slide (Inserting Wood on Lathe)

Tape "Now take the wood with the spur hammered in its end; carefUlly

insert the spur into the head stock."

Natch how the man in the picture is doing it. Be carefUl that you don't

knock the spur out of the wood as you are doing this."
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Consideration has been given to the use of Graflex instructional programs in

teaching job operations which require manipulation and physical activity, as for

example, in checking electrical contact continuity in amall household appliances,

of the type which find their way in neighborhood "fix-it" shops for repair.

Excerpt from Graflex Program on Continuity Checks

Slide (Continuity Check Board)

Tape "Now take the little blue board marked Continuity Check Board. Put

this board in front of you."

Slide (One Hand and Meter)

Tape "Now take the black prod and touch it to the metal strip at the left

end of the black wire at the top of the board. Do as the man in the picture

is doing. He has firmly touched the black prod to the left end of the black

wire at the top of the board. Make sure you have a firm contact."

Slide (Two Hands and Meter)

Taat "Now take the red prod and touch it to the right side of the board

where the black wire is fastened to the metal strip. Do as the man in the

picture is doing."

Slide (Two Hands and Pencil)

Tae "When you touched the red prod to the board, the needle on the dial

of the voltmeter should have swung to the right. If the needle on your

voltmeter swung all the way to the right, that indicates that the black

wire on the board is continuous. That's the reason this is called a

continuity check."

ProIrammed Lesson Units Related to the TOWER S stem - Devereux utilizes the

TOWER System, a program for evaluating work potential through simulated work

samples, to dbtain a wider perspective of the student's potentials and occupa-

tional readiness. Vocational areas sampled by the TOWER tests include: clerical

skills, drawing, drafting, electronics assembly, jewelry manufacturing, leather

goods, lettering, mail clerk, receptionist, sewing machine operator, and
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workshop assembly. A TOWER appraisal explores entry occupations ranging from

those which require little or no training, to positions of greater skill for

which prerequisite training may be necessary.

Use of the TOWER tests at Devereux highlighted the need for a more objective

means of test presentation to reduce or eliminate bias of the evaluator from

influencing the appraisal. It was felt that programmed instructional tech-

niques could be applied to the TOWER appraisals and that such techniques would

provide a more objective evaluation procedure since the instructions would be

identical for each student. Moreover, a mode of presentation which utilized

both auditory and visual components would be most beneficial to students with

reading problems and to those who have difficulty in visualizing complex

operations when instructions are presented in the conventional manner during

the TOWER appraisal.

In programming TOWER tests for use on the Graflex Machine, the student may

repeat the showing of the visual materials or control the taped commentary,

as needed. This tends to increase the reliability of the TOWER evaluation by

insuring the student's learning of the operation under study. Under the

conventional mode of presentation, there was a greater chance of the student

being penalized in the evalua+4on because he did not learn a particular task

too well. Thus, what might appear on the evaluation to be a lack of aptitude

or skill, might in fact have been an incomplete learning of the required task.

It was felt that the TOWER system appraisal of the student's vocational

potential followed by automated instruction in the area recommended for voca-

tional exploration would provide a more extensive pre-vocational sampling of

various job fields, prior to entering an occupational area. A pilot pro-

grammed instructional unit on the TOWER System for use with the Devereux

Model 50 Teaching Aid has also been prepared and is described in Section III.

The TOWER appraisals are currently being used in a pre-vocational training unit

of the Devereux Schools. The population of this unit is primarily mentally

retarded, some with neurological impairment and/or emotional overlay

associated with the retardation. Generally, the TOWER program appears to work

more effectively with retarded than with emotionally handicapped students.

The performance of the emotionally disturbed individual is too variable to

give a reliable evaluation of their skills in testing. However, mentally

retarded adolescents are more consistent in their performance and hence

test data from them are more reliable indicators of work potential.

Two instructional units of the TOWER system of vocational appraisals were

prepared for presentation on the Graflex. The selection was largely de-

termined by the ease with which the unit could be divided into operational

steps which could be programmed with facility. The visual and auditory

components of each programmed step had to be clear and concise in order to

minimize misunderstanding of instructions. The selected units met these

criteria for they consist mainly of manual operations which are easily

photographed. The verbal instructions are taped and coordinated with the

slide presentations. The original TOWER instructions have not been changed

to any great extent and only minor modifications were made in adapting them

to Graflex presentation.
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Pilot programs which have been prepared in the TOWER series include:

Electronics Assembly - Covers the ten parts of the TOWER electronics assembly
work-sample. The student performs the required tasks to a taped commentary
accompanied by colored slides; he is required to lace a cable harness, to.
solder, to learn the color code of wires, and to become familiar with the
various techniques of wiring and assembling.

Leathergoods - The student is required to use such tools as: dividers,
knife, steel square, and cutting board in cutting pieces of material and
leatherette to specific shapes and sizes. He then assembles items such
as an ashtray and desk pad.

AL
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Providing Practice in Electronics Assembly Activities Through
the Simulated Work.Samples of the TOWER System.

A sample frame from the Graflex program in "Electronics Assembly" follows.
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Taped Directions:

"The insulation is removed by using stripping pliers. They

have cutting holes for all gauges of wires: 10, 12,4 14, i6, 18,

etc. 18 gauge is the wire you are using. The red arrow points

to this hole on the pliers."

Slide

Student Activity:

The student has on hand the specific items discussed on

tape and graphically portrayed on the slides; he manipulates

them and/or performs the required tasks as per the taped in-

structions.



THE CAR-TAP TEACHING AID

A Kodak Carousel Projector is Utilized as One of the Basic Components

THE CAR-TAP TEACHING AID - The Car-Tap (Carousel and Tape Recorder) Teaching
Aid is essentially an adaptation of the Graflex

Audio-Graphic Instructor and the Graflex instructional programs. It was evolved

during the course of the Automated Instructional Aids Project. As the project

approached the terminal stage it appeared that consideration might be given

to a technique for adapting the Graflex programs to a presentation requiring
lighter weight equipment which would be less cumbersome and less complicated

to use and to repair, cost less to purchase and to maintain.

The evolved procedure makes use of equipment available in many public schools

and agency settings. The equipment consists of: (1) an Eastman Kodak Carousel

Projector of the Model Number 800 series; (2) any suitable tape recorder

which can be hooked up with the Carousel Projector; (3) a special piece of

equipment, a Carousel Programmer, a comparatively inexpensive piece of equip-

ment which may be purchased locally for use with the Carousel Projector;

(4) a regular motion picture screen is also desirable.
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The Car-Tap Teaching Aid Unit, like the Graflex Audio-Graphic Instructor, is

a device which projects regular 35mm color transparencies onto a screen to the

accompaniment of a taped commentary. The slides prepared for use on the
Graflex equipment may also be used on the Car-Tap Unit. The taped commentary
accompanying the Graflex material may also be used; however, it must be
recorded on a new tape for use on the tape recorder which will be used with

the Car-Tap Unit, since the Graflex tape utilizes a special cartridge holder.

This Car-Tap technique adapts the Graflex programs, ordinarily utilized for

individual instruction, to a group procedure, without reducing the quality and

effectiveness of the instructional programs. It also provides a means for

group presentation of automated instructional material which is already avail-
able to many educational institutions, is within the technical skills of most

classroom teachers, and would not require involved training for personnel
interested in making use of this procedure.

The preparation of a Car-Tap program is a relatively simple procedure, once
the slides have been taken. The recording of the tape involves the previously
described equipment set up as shown in the diagram belaw:

Setting Up the Equipment

T-Dxpe Re.corder Power Cord---I

__

I

II Speaker. Eat II
l

li

crophoi2
ord-Grai

1

1== 0
0 0 00

Tape Recorder Id 4 1

I
L

0 W. 10W

0 0 0 "

Programmer

CAROUSEL

52Remote-
Black

Programmer Power Co

THE SET-UP FOR RECORDING ChR-TAP PROGRAMS
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THE CAR-TAP UNIT IN USE

In the above photograph only one student is shown at work. In a group situation

either one of the students or the classroom instructor would handle the equip-
ment. The projector and programmer are seen on the desk behind the student.
The tape recorder (not shown) is set up and playing in the background. To
completely exclude extraneous auditory stimuli, a set of earphones may be
provided to the student. Impulses are recorded on the tape for automatic

slide changes. As in the case of the Graflex programs, the Car-Tap programs
are self-pacing and one student can control the instructional pace.

There has been little opportunity to field test the effectiveness of the Car-

Tap technique as compared to the use of the Graflex Audio Graphic Instructor;
however, preliminary try-outs of the equipment suggest that the procedure is
worthy of further exploration. It is hoped that other investigators will be
interested to continue to work with the equipment and further explore its
possibilities for use in vocational training of mentally retarded and
emotionally handicapped youth.

A leaflet giving instructions for utilizing the Carousel Projector and other
equipment described above in a Car-Tap Unit has been prepared by the project
staff and distributed to interested individuals.

The Kodak Carousel Projector and Programmer may be purchased from most local
distributors of Eastman Kodak products. Further information on this equipment

may be obtained from the Eastman Kodak Co., Customer Service Division,

Rochester, N. Y.
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THE A-V-K TECHNNUE

A-V-K PROGRAMMING - A technique which is called, for want of a better name,

A-V-K Programming, was employed in the automated teaching

aids project. The letters stand for "Auditory" - *Visual" - "Kinesthetic"

stimuli. The technique offers much promise in programming for the student who

is a poor reader and for the mentally retarded student in the 50-70 I.Q. range.

Many slow learners are handicapped by poor reading ability; jobs which might

be of interes1; to them are often overlooked because of an inability to read

promotional or ordinary newspaper material prepared to orient young people to

the world-of-work and to the basic skills that are required for various jobs.

The A-V-K programs attempt to make job information available through small,

programmed instructional units, designed specifically for the retardate in the

lower I.Q. range. They have been well received by students in this group.

The technique for presentation is a group procedure which resembles a small

homemade language laboratory and accommodates six students and one instructor.
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The basic equipment for A,V-K programming is generally available in many set-

tings, particularly in public schools, community centers, state schools and

institutions serving the mentally retarded, and consists primarily of an

opaque or overhead projector set-up which utilizes a coordinated taped lesson

and makes use of multi-sensory stimuli.

The required equipment includes a tape recorder which can accommodate a 5"

reel of tape. Also, a simple jackbox which plugs into the tape recorder and

accommodates six earphone attachnents that are in turn connected to individual

volume control units. This piece of equipment can be easily constructed by

a local radio repair shop at a very small cost.

A regular opaque projector or an overhead projector which projects trans-

parencies is also used. Visual Aids are required for projection by the opaque

or the overhead projector. In addition, readily available and inexpensive

"props", i.e., nuts and bolts, measuring cups, etc. which can be handled by

the student during the course of the lesson are also utilized to enrich the

lesson.

The lessons and review material follow the general tenets of linear programming

techniques described on the preceding pages in summarizing the programming

techniques employed in the teaching aids project; small points of information

are introduced and there is a gradual step-by-step development of learning

with provisions for cueing, repetition and reinforcement of learning.

Multi-sensory Stimuli are Employed - The A-V-K instructional programs, as

in the case of automated programmed units prepared for the Graflex Audio-

Graphic Instructor, make use of multi-sensory stimuli:

Auditory Stimulation is provided by a pre-recorded lesson tape which the

student hears through the earphones connected to the thpe recorder.

Visual Stimulation comes from graphic aids such as: homemade drawings,

illustrations from a book, or pictures, cartoons, advertising copy, etc.,

which may be'used directly from, or cut out of, newspapers and magazines,

which are projected by means of the opaque projector onto a screen or

the wall. If suitable equipment and supplies are available for making

of transparent projectuals, these can be prepared and shown by means of

an overhead projector.

Kinesthetic Stimulation is derived from the "props" which are keyed to

the lesson units. The "props" are placed before the student for him to

handle and manipulate as dixected by the taped.commentary. Additional

kinesthetic stimulation also comes from the student's written responses

,to a simple review and quiz sheet.

The average lesson may take an hour buttis broken down into small units, each

requiring ten or fifteen minutes to complete. The length of time spent by

each student or any one A-V-K program will vary from program to program and

will depend, to some extent, on the attention span, threshold of fatigue, and

the individual capabilities of the particular student.

The Procedure - The A-V-K technique is not intended as a replacement procedure

for regular classroom instruction which is ordinarily provided by a teacher.

Indeed, the instructor is a vital component of the lesson unit and provides

a good deal of concurrent support to the mentally retarded student in A-V-K
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programming. As emphasized throughout the report, teacher support is an important

factor in working with the mentally retarded, especially in the early stages

of their educational and vocational training.

mm4,014114

Slow or reluctant learners respond enthusiastically during the lesson

unit under stuly, to a projectual showing questions related to measure-

ment which is projected on a screen by an overhead projector.

The A-V-K programs may be used to complement the classroom instruction and to

reinforce concepts covered in class. The teacher plays the pre-recorded lesson

tape which the student hears through the earphones connected to the tape recorder.

He simultaneously views the projected material on the screen while listening to

the tape; it has been noted that the use of earphones helps to reduce distractions

during the lesson. He also handles the "props" related to the lesson which are

on his desk, as directed by the instructions on the tape. The student is required

to do little reading on his own; the taped commentary which is synchronized with

the program content is quite comprehensive and any required written material may

be projected on the screen during the course of the lesson or as a review activity.

Instruction booklets on: 'tow to Use A-V-K Programs; Suggestions for Classroom

Use" and "How to Prepare A-V-K Programs" have been prepared by members of the

project staff and distributed on a limited basis.

A sample frame from the A-V-K program on "A Gas Station Attendant" follows.
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"But how does George know how much gas he is giving
to the customer? Look at the picture on the
screen. George watches the front of the gas pump
to see how much gas he is giving to the customer.
Here is a picture of the front of the gas pump. See
the numbers showing on the front of the gas pump?
The numbers are one, eight, five. One and eight
stand for "eighteen gallons of gas. But what does
the five stand for?"

Sample of A-V-K "frame" and coordinated taped
commentary.



There is reproduced below a segment of a taped lesson coordinated with pictures

shown on a screen by the opaque projector. The program unit describes the work

environment and the functional tasks of a dishwasher. The class has alreaay

completed a project related to ways and means of seeking employment. In the

beginning of this unit, the teacher projected a "help wanted" ad.

Picture (Help Wanted A) - The tape at this point discusses the qualifi-

cations of a dishwasher and discusses the pay he might receive.

Picture (Sink) - The taped commentary proceeds to discuss where a dishwasher

might find work and what the place of employment night look like.

The teacher uses a pointer to highlight the items under disaussion as

projected on the screen.

Picture (Dishwasher's Tools) - The student is also provided with "props",

samples of the described items which he may handle, as directed by the

taped instructions.

am- The students hear the following:

"1What are some of the tools a dishwasher needs to do his job? He needs a

wire brush and soft brushes for 'scraping bits of food off the dirty dishes.

This is the wire brush and those are the soft brushes."

"He needs soap to make good soapsuds for washing the dishes. Here is a

box of soap."

"Sometimes food burns and sticks on pots and pans. Then the dishwasher needs

steel wool to rub off these spots. I am pointing to the steel wool pads."

"The dishwasher sometimes needs dish towels to wipe water off the dishes

and to dry the counter tops."

"A wire brush and a pad of steel wool have been placed on your desk. Find

the brush and then find the steel wool. Feel how rough it is."

"DOes the dishwasher need any other kinds of tools?"

"Yes, he also uses a broom and a mop."

Picture (Brooms and Mops)



Tape - The students continue to hear the following:

"Now, why would a dishwasher use a broom and a mop?"

Nell, while he was washing the dishes, some food may have fallen on the

floor and some water and soapsuds may have spilled on the floor, too."

"So the dishwasher first uses a broom to sweep up the dirt and then a mop

to wash the floor clean. Here are two kinds of brooms and this is a mop."

When the recorded lesson is finished, several methods may be used to assess how

much the student has learned. Again, the ingenuity of the teacher is of major

importance; students may be provided with a worksheet, actually a short review

and multiple choice quiz, which can be employed in a simple testing procedure.

Each question on the sheet is flashed on the screen and the student is asked to

select and encircle the best of the three answers accompanying the question.

Following this, the correct answer is flashed on the screen for reinforcement

of learning.

Some teachers may ask the students to remove their earphones and as the question

is flashed on the screen, it is read aloud by the teacher or by the students

taking turns, depending upon the ability level of the group, the emotional

"climate" of the classroom, etc. The student gives the answer orally. Again,

the correct answer is flashed on the screen and the student then encircles

the correct answer on the sheet for reinforcement.

The A-V-K programs include an orientation to a variety of jobs that seem

promising for mental retardates and are available in most cities and towns.

Programs providing information on unskilled jobs include:

Cook's Helper - Introduction to employment in a commercial kitchen; the

requirements of the job, salary and working hours, a day in the kitchen,

vocabulary related to the job.

Laundry Helper - General description of jobs in a commercial laundry, the

routeman, the sorter, the washing machine helper, receiver, feeder, ironer,

wrapper and shipping room clerk and other jobs that could be handled by a

mental retardate.

Dishwasher - Dishwashing in a commercial kitchen which does not use a

mechanical dishwasher; requirements of the job, "tools" of the dishwasher;

signs which may be found in a kitchen; washing dishes, silverware, pots and

pans.

Sample frames from the A-V-K programmed units on the Cook's Helper follow.
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TI-1E Cook

"'Who makes the food for the hungry customers who

come to the restaurant? It is the job of the

cook to make the food for the hungry customers.

Charles is a cook at Brown's Restaurant. Do

you see the picture of Charles, the cook, on

the screen? H.e needs a helper because he must

cook for hundreds of people who come to Brown's

Restaurant for a delicious meal. Charles's

boss, Mr. Brown, hires Dick to be the Cook's

Helper."

Sample of A-V-K "frame" and coordinated taped

commentary.
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Since the A-V-K programs require little or no reading, they offer a great deal
to the student with reading problems who may be more skilled in performance
and manipulative areas than he is in verbal areas. Other programs which have
been well received by the mentally retarded students in the automated teaching

aids project are:

Measurin in the Kitchen - Introduction to measuring in the kitchen; teaspoon
and l 2 teaspoon, measuring cup; simple fractions related to measurement
in the kitchen are illustrated.

Gas Station Attendant - General orientation to basic tasks in a gas station;

duties of the gas station attendant, selling gas, washing a car, mopping
the floor and keeping work area clean.

Settin& a Table for Breakfast - A practice unit which can be used in a train-
ing program related to jobs in the food services.

Several A-V-K programs have been tried out in public school special education
classes of students with retarded mental development as well as with a group
of young adult retardates in residence at Devereux Schools. The findings
obtained during development and testing of the programs have been every en-
couraging, both in terms of feedback frcaL the students, and in the enthusiasm
shown by the special education teachers who have used the A-V-K programs. The

opportunity to respond and to function on an individual basis in a group learning
situation, together with the teacher's support, as needed, helps to establish a
base for more independent thinking and doing later on, as the student gains ln
self-confidence and in knowledge related to the world-of-work.

Working independently during practicum on measurement
following A-V-K program related to this subject.
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RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

This section deals with two phases of research conducted to determine the effective-

ness of automated vocational programmed instruction with mentally retarded and/or

emotionally disturbed adolescents. Part A reports'on preliminary teting of materials

with several different student groups. Each auto instructional device discussed in

Section III through VIII was utilized with the exception of the Learn-Ease and the

Car-Tap Teaching Device. Part B reports on field test studies utilizing only the

Model 50 Teaching Aid. Part C integrates the findings.

PART A

PRELIMINARY FIELD TESTING - For the most part teenager students enrolled at The Deveret

Schools were utilized in developmental testing and in the preliminary field testing.

Although preliminary field testing was also conducted at The evereux Schools it was

decided that DeVereux students, while appropriate subjects fOr studies evaluating the

,effectiveness of the programmed instructional material, had already been exposed to

mulch of this material during the course of such testing. It was felt that this prior

exposure to the material would confound experimental results through an inability to

control for task variables. Furthermore, it was noted that teachers, school principal:

and the students who had previously cooperated during the developmental and preliminar

field testing were reluctant to continue in further prolonged studies feeling that a

good deal of their time had already gone into the project over a three-year period.

Arrangements were made to conduct field testing of'selected Model 50 programs at nearb:

residential institutions and public school special classes serving the mentally retard(

that, on the whole, have comparable student populations to those at The Devereux

Schools. Moreover, it was possible to utilize students at these facilities which had

no prior experience with the instructional materials under study.

Considerable time and effort was expended in planning for and in actually carrying out

the off-campus field testing activities at the cooperating facilities which typically

involved:

a. Evaluation of the institution's interest in a cooperative research venture.

b. Personal contacts with administration and staff as to project purposes.
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c. Mutual planning (included time, student, and teacher factors.)

d. Inservice training of teachers to conduct controlled studies.

e. Transportation of the programmed units and equipment.

f. Supervision of research.

g. Presentation of research highlights to the participating installation.

Procedures Employed - Pre and post-tests on several programs were prepared and used

with varied groups of mentally retarded and/or emotionally disturbed adolescent

boys and girls enrolled in the vocational rehabilitation units of The Devereux Schools

in Pennsylvania, as well as the outside facilities with a comparable population. All

were slow learners ranging in ages between 13 and 20 years with an I.Q. range of'

51 to 90. These groups received instruction in subject matter related to vocational

training areas utilizing four techniques which are defined as follows:

a. Automated method refers to a procedure where teacher function is to guide

students in the use of the auto-instructional device, supervise classroom

activity and encourage continuence. The teacher maintains a record of

student progress and organizes each session so that each student proceeds

from the point he left off at the previous session. Each student is dbserved

to see that he is operating the machine properly and is not running into

mechanical difficulty. If a student seemed to be proceeding with difficulty,

the teacher would instruct him according to need; such instruction was designed

to be minimal. No formal classroom lesson was'taught.

b. Conventional method refers to a technique where teacher function is to present

material using proven approaches such as lecture, discussion, demonstration.

NO use is made of auto-instructional devices. The teacher is responsible for

planning the lesson.

c. Integrated method refers to a technique wherein the teacher employs auto-

instructional devices with programmed vocational material in addition to

utilizing proven teaching approaches. When this method was employed, the

f:dllowing standardized sequence was followed:

1. Lecture and/or demonstration.

2. Use of the machine to stabilize concepts introduced (usually two

to four pages were covered with the machine.)

3. Discussion centered around what has just been covered.

4. Pacing standards were set. The students proceeded at a'prearranged

pace.

d. Programmed lecture approach refers to a method which deviates from conven-

tional procedures through teacher use of prepared lecture materials. In

contrast to the conventional teaching methods as outlined in (b)

these materials follow the same sequential steps and content outlined in

the programmed vocational instructional units.
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Orientation for Teacher Participants - In-service training was provided for select
teachers of the cooperating institutions as well as for the Devereux teachers.
Training included orienting instructors to the background, development, standard
nomenclature and instruction on the use of the Teaching Aid. Learning theory was
discussed as it applied to the classroom sitUation. In lining up the Model 50
studies, tape recordings of courses previously taught by teachers using the Model 50
were played and discussed. Making use of this background, the instructors then
received practice in the use of the teaching aid while a member of the project staff
observed them and acted as a consultant. Feelings and reactions reflected by the
teachers toward the machine were discussed. This preparation served to standardize
the procedure and to reduce teacher anxieties in the use of the teaching aid and
the prepared programs.

Orientation for Students - An orientation period was also provided for students who
acted as subjects. Orientation varied from method group to method group. Conven-
tional and programmed lecture groups were introduced to the content areas to be
covered. A format was developed to show students how knowledge in the area under
study could be of benefit to them. Also discussed was how the teaching aid could
help in the learning process. After initial structuring the students had discussions
with the teacher acting as moderator. The same procedure was followed for both auto-
mated and.integrated groups. The major difference was the introduction.of the teaching
aid into the orientation, sessions in the following manner:

a. Students were given a machine and allowed to experiment with it and to
discover as much about it as they desired.

b. The student was provided with an opportunity to become familiar with the
standard nomenclature related to the machine; the focus was on student self-
discovery.

c. Sample programmed material was introduced. Students learned to use the
teaching device with the programmed units prepared for use with it.

Auto-instructional devices used in the studies included:

1. The Devereux Model 50 Teaching Aid

2. The Mast Teaching. MaChine

3. The Graflex Audio-Graphic Instructor

4. The Amq-K Unit

It should be noted that the following two additional auto-instructional techniques
were evolved during the course of the field testing:

1. The Learn-Ease Teaching Device - this is described in Section IV and is a
non-machine adaptation of the Model 50.

2. The Car-Tap Unit - this is described in Section VII and is essentially an
adaptation of the equipment utilized in the Graflex Audio-Graphic Instructor.

Although several programmed instructional units were prepared for the Learn-Ease
from Model 50 programs and developmental testing was conducted with these units,
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time did not permit the inclusion of the Learn-Ease programs in the field testing
program. The Car-Tap technique evolved'shortly before the termination of the project
itself; consequently there wasn't sufficient time to prepare programmed units for
use with this technique. Limited experimentation with the Car-Tap utilizing pro-

.
grammed materials designed originally for the Graflex indicates that it has consid-
erable merit for further exploration and development.

Preliminary Field Studies - A number of field studies were conducted which focused
upon evaluating program effectiveness using different methods of presentation. It

was not our intent to pit the teacher against the machine; rather, more efficient
ways were sought to aid special class teachers to develop a learning atmosphere'using
auto-instructional programmed vocational materials.

Basic experimental design, for the most part, included a comparison of the effect
of different techniques, i.e., the automated, conventional, integrated and programmed
lecture approach, as described on page IX-1, in performance of mentally retarded or
emotionally handicapped adolescents. In most cases equated groups were used; occa-
sionally, this was neither possible or desirable. When equated groups.were not
employed, studies dealt with "life-centered" situations and the methods were evaluated
using classes for educable mentally retarded students.

Several studies have been reported at various conventions and special meetings of
national professional groups, i.e., APA, APGA, AAND. (See Section X for a detailed
listing of these conferences where highlights of the project were shared with members
of the professton.) In the pages that follow, the findings obtained in current
investigations'are integrated with the earlier research in developmental sequence.

Several studies were conducted which involved the development of skills in filling out
job application forms and in applying for a job. Two of these were prepared for use
on the Model 50 Teaching ,Aid; two others utilized the Mast Teaching Machine and another

study on "Applying for a Job" was prepared for use on the Graflex Audio-Graphic
Instrtuctor. The highlights of the studies are reported below.

Program for the Model 50 Teaching Aid - A lesson on job responsibilities was prepared
for conventional instruction as well as for use with the Model 50 Teaching Aid.
This program 'included explanations of abbreviations used in help wanted ads,in news-
papers. It also contained a discussion of work habits. There was included infor-
mation related to employment procedures, as for example, the filling out of employment
forms,,ekplanatiOn of wage deductions and other essential job iinformation. The content
was designed to acquaint the student with common employment practices in industry and
to help minimize the fear of job hunting, by reducing the "unknown" in applying for
a job.

Fifty slow learners in classes ranging from the 5th to llth grade levels, were given
a pre-test on the subject. From this group of subjects, twenty students who were
most nearly matched on the variables of sex, age, class level, I.Q., and pre-test
scores, were randomly assigned to one of 2 classes. One teacher was responsible
for both groups. One class was instructed using a conventional approach. The second,
by an automated approach. Both groups met for one hour for five consecutive days.
Individuals in the automated method group were allowed to proceed at their own
pace, while the students in the conventional group were paced by the teacher.

The results demonstrated that the group taught by tho automated method showed a
54% gain over the group taught by conventional methods. The greatest gains were



made by students with I.Q.'s in the middle and lower ranges. Least gains were made

by students with I.Q.'s in the higher ranges. The greatest gains were found at the

fifth grade level for the conventional group. Little improvement, was demonstrated

at 7th and llth grade levels. With the automated methods group, greatest gains were

made between 7th and 9th grade levels.

A second study using the Model 50 job responsibilities programmed instructional

program was conducted with a group of 12 adolescents who had a mean I.Q. of 79,

and a chronological age of 16 years, 6 months. The experiment was designed to

evaluate three classroom procedures: (1) using a teacher along with programmed

instruction; (2) the teacher and conventional classroom,teaching Methods; and

(3) programmed instruction alone.

Three books in the series "Job Responsibilities" were selected on the basis of pre-

test scores made by the subject as well as on the basis of a pre-determined 'level

of difficulty of the frames in each book. In this instance, we were equating the

material rather, than the subjects. Having equated the material on the basis of

difficulty level and the ambunt of information:the experimental subjects had in

each area, it wles'then passible to use the same population with the three procedures,

Asing :a different set of instructional Material for each.

The findings showed a significant gain between the pre and post-test results.at the

.05 level, for that procedure where the teacher applying conventional teaching methods

was used. Where the Model 50 Program was used by itself, no statistically significant

gains were realized. However, when the teacher and programmed instruction were used,

gains were at the .01 level.

A display board summarizing findings obtained on the study on Job Responsibilities

utilizing the Model 50 Teaching Aid appears on the next page.

The Mast Teaching Machine was used with two matched groups of slaw learners who

were given fictitious biographical data and told to use it to fill out a standard

job application from. One group was given one hour of teacher instruction ip

the proper way to complete the form while the other group worked independently

with the Mast Teaching Aid. Both groups showed significant performance gain

from pre to post-tests. Differences in post-test means were slight and not

statistically significant.

A second study utilizing the Mast Teaching Machine with a job application program

was conducted using a group of 30 mildly retarded teenagers. Subjects were

randomly assigned to one of two treatment groups. One group was taught by a

classroom teacher along with the Mast Teaching Machine. The second group'had

the same teacher who used conventional methods in her classroom presentation.



JOB RESPONSIBILITIES
A PROORAMMED WORKBOOK FOR TN MODEM ON 110 AID
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Both groups were tested on filling out a job application before and after the

experiment. No statistically significant differences were found between group

gain score means. In a comparison of the differences between the pre and post-

tests, performance gain was significant at the .05 level in favor of the experimental

group.

However, of greater importance, was the fact that in handling simulated job problems,

as encountered in a group guidance program, the experimental group .was better able

to fill out job application forms. Also, to deal with questions in oral interviews

as they came up in role-playing experiences, and in actual applied work situations

in the community.

The group guidance sessions referred to above, were very helpful to the students and

to the investigators evaluating the Mast programs. Subjects were randomly assigned

to one of two group guidance sections. The counselor for both groups had no prior

knowledge as to which treatnent conditions the subjects in the group had been exposed.

He was asked to rank the subjects using a method of paired comparisons (each subject

was compared to every other subject) on their ability to fill out jcb application

forms and to deal with questions in oral interviews during role-playing experiences.

Students were ranked from highest to lowest in each of the two group guidance sections,

for each of the two variables.

Results indicate that the group taught by the teacher using the Mast Teaching Machine

to supplement his lecture ranked higher at the .05 level than did the conventional

group in one of the group guidance sections. No differences were found between group

ranks in number two section. No statistically significant differences were found

between groups in their ability to deal with questions in oral interviews - the

trend in both cases was in favor of greater proficiency on the part of the integrated

method groups, in the role-playing situation.

Results are not consistently in favor of the integrative nethod which utilizes the

auto-instructional device and programmed lesson units along with the proven teaching

methods. The sane trend was evident in ratings obtained from observations in a group

guidance session. No significant di.fferences were found between treatment conditions

with the exception of one integrative method group demonstrating greater proficiency

in filling out job applications in but one of the group guidance sessions.

Ratings on student ability to deal with questions in an oral interview were subjective

and dependent upon the observations of one person, the group leader. More sensitive

measures could be devised. For examplellseveral raters could observe group process

fram behind a two way mirror with sound piped into their observation room. Using

a method of paired comparisons based upon a specific criteria, ambiguity in ratings

could be reduced.

The Mast program is heavily reliant upon verbal content and constructed responses.

Students were able to profit from a program of this sort, although it could be

predicted that retardates would profit more from a less verbally oriented program .

Writing out answers may account for the results. Material equated so that the

vocabulary level was commensurate with student ability and/or the novelty effect

of using a new device may also account for positive findings.

A section of a Mast exhibit at a professional meeting summarizing findings obtained

in a programmed unit - Filling Out the Job Application Form follows.
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The Graflex Audio-Graphic Instructor - Two studies were conducted using the Graflex
programmed unit on "Applying for a Job."

The subjects for the first evaluation were a sample of 4o students drawn from a
residential population of mildly retarded adolescents. The procedure was similar to
that employed with the second investigation reported with the Mast Teaching Aid
(see pageIX-7).

Results indicated the students in the experimental group learned significantly more
and were also better able,to deal with job interviews, both in role-playing and in
applied practical situations involving cooperating employers who ranked the students
on their performance in an initial job interview.

In the second study the Graflex Audio-Graphic Teaching Device was used with one of
two matched groups of slow learners. The second group was taught by conventional
methods. Both groups attended classes covering the topic of how to apply for a job.
Each group was pre-tested and tested at the conclusion of the lesson on the content
covered.

Students who received programmed instruction with the Graflex Made greater gains (as

measured by the difference between pre-tested and post-test scores) and reached higher
levels of achievement than did those students taught by conventional methods. The

difference was statistically significant at the .01 level (t=3.4 df 38). It appears
that the combination of auditory and visual stimuli, as presented by the teaching
device, facilitates learning of this type of matetial by students observed in the study.

A panel display of the Graflex exhibit summarizing the findings on the study, "Applying
for a Job" follows on the next page.

Graflex Study on TOWER System Program - A:stlidy involving the use of a programmed
version.of the TOWER test, gElectronics Assembly" (this program is described in Section
VI-9) was conducted utilizing the Graflex Instractot. The "Electronics'Assembly"
program consists of ten subtests and assesses a student's ability in the area of
electronics, e.g.,learning color code, running wires, inspecting the job, tying knots,
running a cable harness, lacing, measuring wires, stripping wires, and tinning wires.

Ten pentally retarded adolescents drawn from a Devereux residential, pre-vocational
unit were used as subjects. The design required that half of the grogp be evaluated
on the Graflex Version of the test while the other half were administered the test in

the regular manner. (The regular procedute involves a good deal more of the evaluator
devoting his time to the subject in explaining the instructions and assisting in any
difficult steps.)

The students were rated on two measures - quality and performance. The latter refers
to the amount of work completed and the former to the quality of the finished product.
Each measure was scored a five point scale ranOng from a low of 1 up to a high of 5.
No statistically significant differences between the groups was found. It should
be noted that the Graflex method resulted in a saving of time for administration,
thereby freeing the teacher for Intensive guidance of indicated students. It is
felt that the Graflex method of administration of the TOWER tests may be considered
worthy of further exploration as an aide in conducting diagnostic vocational eval-
uations.

Chart #1 giving a description of quality and performance scores for the programmed'

instruction and regular method group on the TOWER System appears on page IX-10.
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Chart #1

A description of Quality and Performance Scores for Programmed
Instruction and Regular Method groups in the TOWER System.
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Studies Utilizin the A-V-K Technique - An A-V-K lesson unit on "Measuring in

the Kitchen' included .an introduction to the operation of a commercial kitchen
and an orientation to measuring, as used in the preparation of food. Both

measuring spoons and cups were included in the instruction as "props" (Section

VIII describes the A-V-K Technique.)

The subjects were 24 male and female'adolescents drawn from a residential popu-
lation of moderate to mild retardates. No difference was found between the .

groups on variables of age and intelligence. Both groups, in addition to class-

room teaching, received instruction through use of the A-V-K Technique.

At the beginning and end of the classroom phase of the study, the students were
administered a test consisting of two sub-tests: Part 1 - the theoretical aspects
of measuring such as, where, when, and how to use the measuring cups and spoons,
and Part 2 - a performance test which required the subjects to actually measure
quantities of such items as salt, using the measuring utensils in a practicum
situation.
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The findings on pre and post-test scores related to.Part I - the theoretical
aspects of measuring, found no significant differences between the two groups.
However, it was later observed that the instruction received from the class-
room teacher along with automated instruction seemed to result in greater ease
and a higher degree of success in a practical work situation. This factor is
experimentally taken into account in the stUdy which follaws.

In a second investigation using the A-V-K program, "Measuring in the Kitchen,"
a group of moderately to mildly retarded male and female adolescent students
were randomly assigned to two test situations. In addition to intellectual deficit,
students in both groups mainfested emotional problems.

One teacher cooperated in teaching one group by an integrated method utilizing
the auto-instructional devices encompassed in the A-V-K technique along with
proven teaching approaches; the second group was taught by a conventional method
with no use made of the automated teaching aids. Both groups were pre-tested on
both the Part 1 and Part 2 subtests encompassing theoretical and practical aspects
of measuring as discussed above.

The group of students taught by the conventional method scored significantly
higher on the pre-test related to the theoretical aspects of measuring than did
the group exposed to the integrated method. It should be noted that although both
groups were of approximately the same age, the measured intellectual and reading
level of the students in the "conventional method" group was higher than that
of the other group.

Each class met for one 45-minute period for three successive days. On the 4th
day, both groups were tested on the material that was covered in the study.
Results showed that each' grouP gained at a statistically significant level from
pre to post-tests for both theory and practicum in measurement. No statistically
significant differences were found between groups on the theoretical sub-tests.
However, the "integrated method" group demonstrated a higher level of proficiency
on the practicum sub-test when the post-test means were compared.

Results from the two studies suggest that: (1) for both experimental
conditions, each group in general learned theoretical material fairly well, whether
it was taught by the conventional.classroom method or the integrated method utilizing
the automated devices encompassed in the A-V:;,K technique; (2) in a practical task-
oriented situation, however, the group of students taught by means of the integrated
approach, demonstrated greater proficiency in the practicum of handling of the
assigned task with ease and facility in contrast to the students in the group taught
by the conventional method. The latter group, although reflecting a knowledge of
measuring on the theoretical level did not do as well in the task-oriented situation.

One possible explanation for the latter finding is that learning by the students
to manipulate "props" through the integrated approach of the A-V-K technique
provided positive transfer fram the teaching to the practical task situation.
This finding is consistent with the belief that retardates learn best by practical
concrete tasks oriented to seeing and doing.
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RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

PART B-

FIELD TESTING - This section reports on highlights of findings obtained in repre-
sentative field testing of certain Model 50 programmed units with students in the
population under study.

JOB RESPONSIBILITIES - Two studies are reported using the Model 50 Teaching Aid to
develop concepts concerning job responsibilities. The studies presented drew students
from a variety of differing populations and utilized the services of certified special

class teachers.

Study Number One - An investigation of program effectiveness on a Model 50 job respon-
sibilities workbook series was conducted at a residential school for mentally retarded
pre-adolescent and auolescent males and females. Subjects were randomly assigned to

one of three treatment groups. One teacher taught each group using one of three
different methods: programmed lecture, integrated, and automated approaches. The

instructor was a certified special class teacher with ten years of experience.

In order to develop a skilled approach, the instructor practiced combining the Model 50

with classroom presentation. Proficiency with the integrative method came about as a
result of testing out different ways of presentation with evening classes he was
conducting for mentally retarded adult students employed in the outlying community.
Practice sessions were observed by the investigator.

Procedure - An orientation period was conducted by the classroom teacher. Pre-testing
was done during the first fifteen minutes of the orientation. It served as a jumping

off point for discussion as well as providing actuarial data about the groups. Orien-

tation was conducted independently for each group. This session was tape-recorded, as

were following classroom sessions.

Excluding the orientation, each group met for four consecutive one-hour sessions.
Groups met on the same days at the same hour. The automated group was allowed to

proceed at their own pace. They could review material if they completed the program
before the time limit. Both programmed lecture and integrated method groups were
exposed'to one quarter of the content of each session. Students were post-tested

directly following their last class period.

Results - Data was analyzed using the Analysis of Covariance. Test of Significance
of difference's between the group Regression Coefficients demonstrated that the separate
regression lines were not parallel and as such had significantly different slopes. A
square root transformation (V x+.5) was used to help stabilize the data. Table IA

gives the results of the analysis. It will be noted that no statistically significant
differences were found between treatment groups. Pre- and post-test comparisons
were calculated for each group.

Table 2A summarizes the results of the three comparisons. Here again there were no
statistically significant differences found between pre-and post-test scores for the
programmed lecture groups. Gain was significant at p4.025 for both automated and
integrated method groups.

Results indicate that under both conditions when the Model 50 teaching was employed,

Sect. X



significant performance was demonstrated. Results may be attributed to (a) the

teaching aid facilitating learning; (b) novelty cr lawthorn effects; (c) opportunity

for repetitive practice for students taught by tne automated method.

Table IA

Analysis of Covariance for Job Responsibilities

Test Scores

SV SS

1 2

Treatments .29

Error 2.42

Total 2.71

df
3

2

17

19

4 5)

1.02

6

N.S.

.142

Table 2A

A Comparison of Pre and Post-test mean Scores for Each Treatment Condition

Group

Automated

Pre-test Post-test

Mean SD Mean SD

8.86 2.94 12.57 2.45 2.36 .025

Integrated 6.43 2.87 9.85 2.26 2.32 .025

Programmed Lecture 7057 2.33 10014 3.65 1.45 N.S.

m=21

Study Number Two - A second investigation on the effectiveness of job responsibilities

programmed instructional material for use with the Model 50 Teaching Aid was con-

ducted at a residential treatment center for mentally retarded and/or emotionally

disturbed pre-adolescent and adolescents of both sexes.

Procedure - Twenty-four male and female adolescent students between the ages of 14

and 19 were matched on pre-test scores. The test was administered thirty days before

the study was to begin. Matching was accomplished by finding three students who were

most nearly alike and then assigning each to one of three treatment blocks, then

taking the next three, etcetera. Comparability of groups was calculated, for the pre-t
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scores as well as for variables of WAIS and WISC full scale I.Q., reading level, and
age. Analysis of variance using a randomized groups design demonstrated no difference
between groups.

In addition to evaluating program effectiveness, this investigation was designed as a
pilot study to compare student performance under the different treatment conditions of
automated, integrated, and programmed lecture approaches when teacher variable was not
held constant but controlled on the basis of years of teaching experience and past
performance.

Three certified special education teachers were the instructors in this study.
Teacher A, considered the most effective, was assigned the programmed lecture group;
Teacher B, the second most effective was assigned the integrated methods group;
Teacher C was assigned the automated group. Criteria for assigning levels of effective-
ness was staff ratings.

Teacher in-service training and student orientation was conducted by a staff psycho-
logist at the institution. This procedure was essentially the same as that reported
in the preceding study. The classroom teacher, however, was not involved in the
orientation program.

Each group met three consecutive days for one hour per day. The automated group was
allowed to proceed at their own pace. They could review material if they completed the
program before the time limit. For the programmed lecture and integrated methods the
teacher presented one third of the content each session. Groups were run concurrently.
Students were post-tested directly following their last class period.

Results - Data were analyzed using an analysis of variance, randomized block design.
No statistically significant differences were found between treatment groups. Table
IB gives a description of this comparison.

SV

Table IB

Analysis of Variance for Post-test Results

SS df

Treatments 48.25 2

MS

24.13 2.26 NS

Blocks 468.95 7 67.97

Residual 149.92 14 10.67

Total 661.62 23

Pre- and post-test means comparisons were calculated for each treatment group.
Table 2B gives a description of pre- to post-test comparisons.
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Table 2B

A Comparison of Pre-Test and Post-test Error Mean Score for each Treatment
Condition

Mean SD Mean SD

Automated 12.12 4.00 8.50 2.12 2.17 .025

Integrated 14.12 3.17 11.63 5075 1.00 N.S.

Programmed Lecture 12.62 5.14 8.75 5.11 1.41 N.S.

Each group demonstrated mean error reduction from pre- to post-test. Gain was
statistically sign-Ificant for the automated method group (p<.05) but not for either
the teacher-machine combination or for the Programmed Lecture group. There was a
trend in the direction of significance for the Programmed Lecture group. The level
of confidence, p< .10, is however, not reliable.

The results of this experiment using a program on job responsibilities suggests
that: (1) for the condition where students used only the Model 50 Teaching Aid with
an opportunity to review if time allowed, significant gain was demonstrated from
pre- to post-testing; (2) results are inconclusive as to whether the use of the
Model 50 Teaching Aid will help bring a lesser experienced teacher up to the per-
formance level of a highly qualified and experienced instructor.

It must be pointed out that despite efforts to use matched groups for each treatment
condition, the integrated method class was composed of a group of less stable and
more disturbed individuals than either of the other two sections. It was originally
thought that levels of pathology would be randomly distributed among the three groups.
A post hoc check of clinical classification demonstrated categories were equally
distributed. S=vPrity of psychological deficit resulting from emotional factors
apparently was not:.

This difference between groups was detected by both the classroom teacher and staff
psychologist after the study was already underway. Because of this factor, compari-
sons made with the integrative methods group cannot be considered reliable for this
experiment.

Tool Recognition - A study which employed a Model 50 programmed unit on "Tool
Recognition" was conducted at two cooperatin junior high schools located in a town
in Pennsylvania where the economy was predom_lately related to a large steel industry
in the town. Three intact classes for educable mentally retarded students (E.14.R.
classes) cooperated in this study.

Six programmed workbooks are ericompassed in the Tool Recognition Program. The student
is required to associate the name of a tool with a picture of a tool; he then makes
a discrimination between this tool and others on the page like it. This particular
program has the lowest verbal loading of any of the prepared Model 50 programs.



Procedure - Two special class teachers participated in this study. Three methods of

instruction served as the independent variables. One. teacher (Teacher A) taught two

classes; one of these classes learned using the conventional method of approach and

involved a group of 10 students; the second class taught by this teacher, consisted of

13 students, and learned through an integrated approach. The second teacher, (Teacher

B), supervised a class of 9 students and utilized an integrated approach utilizing

the Model 50 Teaching Aid along with the usual classroom instruction.

Each teacher had in-service training in the use of the Model 50 and manner of present-

ing material using it. Each group participated in an orientation when there were

discussions on advantages of knowing and recognizing various tools. The machine groups,

in addition, practiced using the Model 50. No workbooks were used during the orienta-

tion period. Each group was pre-tested on the subject matter.

Analysis of variance using a randomized group design demonstrated no differences be-

tween groups on the factors of intelligence and reading level. The groups differed

significantly on pre-test scores. The integrated method gfoup had the highest pre-

test error rate. The difference was statistically significant in comparison with both

automated and conventional method groups. No statistically significant differences

were found between automated and conventional method groups.

The study was limited by socioeconomic factors and class level. Students taught by

teacher A were generally from "white-collar" backgrounds. The integrated method groups

were 8th grade E.M.R. students, the conventional method groups were 9th grade E M R

students. The automated method group was a 9th grade E.M.R. class from typically

"blue-collar" backgrounds.

The automated group met one hour for three consecutive days. Each day students,prac-
ticed tool recognition using the Model 50 with two of the workbooksr Time needed to

complete the task varied from student to student. With both integrated and conventional

method groups, students met for L. one-hour sessions. Tool displays supplemented

lectures and discussions for both classes. At program conclusion, the pre-test was

re-administered.

Results - A one-tailed test was calculated for each treatment group for pre to post

test results. Analysis of the three calculations indicated that each group increased

in performance at a statistically significant level. Greatest error reduction occurred

in the group taught by the teacher machine combination. Table IC summarizes the
significance of differences between means for pre to post-test error score reduction.

Difference scores were calculated for each group and an analysis of variance using a
randomized groups design was performed to determine if a statistically significant
difference existed between groups in terms of pre to post-test gains. Groups were

found to differ at the .01 level of confidence. Table 2C gives the analysis of

variance results.

Two-tailed t tests were calculated to compare gain scores for each treatment ccabi-
nation. Tables 3C, 4C, and 5C summarize the significance of differences between
means for difference score comparisons.

No statistically significant differences were found comparing automated and conven-
tional approaches. Statistically significant differences were found comparing auto-
mated and integrated methods, and conventional and integrated methods. In both
instances, greater gain was demonstrated by the integrated methods group.



Table 1C

Significance of Difference Between Means for Pre to Post Test Error Score
Reduction

Pretest Post Test

Mean SD Mean SD

8.85 3.50 5.5 3.47 1.82 .05

Group

Automated

Integrated 13.00 2.82 6.44 3.31 4.28 .001

Conventional 8.77 3.09 6.61 3.19 1.71 .05

Table 2C

Analysis of Variance of Difference scores between Pre and Post-Tests for

Automated Conventional, and Integrated Methods Groups 1 - 1

S.S. df M.S.

Treatment 109.31 2 54.66 4.36 .01

Error 363.91 29 12.55

Total 473.22 31

Table 3C

# t Test of the Difference Between Automated and Conventional Method Groups

Automated Conventional

Test Mean SD Mean SD

Tool
Recognition 3.00 1.73 2.15 3.68 .64 NS



Table 4c

t Test of the Difference in Means Between Conventional and Integrated Method
Groups

Test

Tool
Recognition

Conventional Integrated

Mean SD Mean SD

2.15 3.68 6.56 4.19 2.48 .025

Table 5C

t Test of the Differences in Means Between Automated and Integrated Method
Groups

Automated Integrated

Test Mean SD Mean SD

Tool
Recognition 3.00 347 6.56 4.19 2.32 .025

The results of this experiment suggest that: (1) mentally retarded special class
students can learn to recognize various carpentry tools whether they are taught by
conventional methods, automated methods or integrated methods; (2) when the teacher
utilized the Model 50 Teaching Aid to reinforce concepts introduced, significantly
greater performance gain resulted, than 6f the other method used; (3) savings in
class time was evident for the automated group. Gain was identical to that of the
conventional methods group, but not to that of the integrative methods group.

HOW TO USE THE TELEPHONE - Two studies are reported using the telephone series which
was designed to develop skills in locating selected phone numbers and the following
through by dialing these numbers.

Study Number One - The telephone series was field tested at The Devereux Schools,
using 14 male and 14 female brain-damaged adolescent students. Subjects were pre-
tested and then randomly assigned to each of two groups. Statistical comparisons
demonstrated no difference between groups in age, I.Q., or pre-test scores.

Procedure - Two methods of instruction were employed with a different teacher used
for each approach. Group #1 was presented material using a combined teacher-learning-

aid approach. Group #2 was presented materials in a conventional manner. The sane
content was covered for both groups. Both groups met for one hour per day for five
consecutive days. Upon completion of the program, students were tested.

Results - Results indicate that the group which utilized both the teacher and the pro-
grammed material, showed greater gains than the group which used only the teacher. A
comparison of the differences of the means on the pre and post-tests between the two



groups was significant at the .05 level of confidence in favor of the experimental
group.

Since students are permitted to telephone home under the supervision of staff members,
informal observation of the subjects in the study, by two of the unit supervisors,
was employed to determine the effects of the two methods in a practical applied situation
Without information as to which students were in the experimental or control groups,
the two unit supervisors were asked to indicate which students, of the 28 in the study,
were able to handle the telephone with greater ease. Reviewing their observations, it
was noted that in a practical situation, 70% of the integrated group, while only 30%
of the conventional method group, were rated as much improved in using the telephone.

Study Number Two - A second evaluation of the telephone series was made at a public
lunior high school. Two classes of educable mentally retarded students participated. The
students had participated in an earlier study involving the tool recognition program
and had been instructed by the integrated and conventional methods. In this experiment
mode of presentation was switched so that students previously taught conventionally
were now taught using the teacher-machine combination and vice versa. The same teacher
was used in this experiment who had taught in the tool recognition study.

Procedure - Prior to instruction, the integrated group was given a session on how to
use the Model 50 Teaching Aid. Each group was administered a pre-test. No statisti-
cally significant differences were found between classes on mean error rate. Table
1D gives a description of pre-test results.

Table 1D

A comparison of Mean Error Scores on a Pre-test on Learning to Use the
Telephone

Integrated Conventional

Mean SD Mean SD

Group

14.92 2.79 14064 3.o4 .18 ns

One Teletrainer unit supplied by the Bell Telephone Company was used with both experi-
mental methods. The Teletrainer is used for training students in the use of the
telephone. It is composed of a central unit with switches that the teacher can use
to cause two phone outlets, wired from this unit, to ring, demonstrate busy signals,
dial tones, etcetera. Students may use the phone outlets in the same way they would
a regular phone. Conversation, of course, can only be made between the two phones.

The Teletrainer unit, because of its observed play value, might be considered a novelty
item. It is reasonable to assume that if there were a novelty effect for the group
using the Model 50 Teaching Aid with the Teletrainer unit, it would be no greater than
when the teacher uses the Teletrainer in a conventional approach.(Under both treatment
conditions, this would serve to supplement and bring life centered materials into the
classroom.)

The design called for both groups to meet for 8 consecutive one-hour sessions (excluding
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weekends.) Snow and adverse weather conditions caused the school to be closed for

two days midway through the study. The following week, the school system was closed

because of snow for an additional week. Because of administrative time factors, the

program was completed with no time available for review of subject matter. Although

these factors probably affected performance, it is not known if one group was affected

more than the other.

Results -
done upon

Data were
describes

Group

The experiment was completed after the students x 'urned. Post-testing was

completion of the last class period.

analyzed comparing both groups on mean post-test error scores. Table 2D

the significance of difference between post-test means.

Table 2D

A Comparison of Mean Error Scores on a Post-test
on Learning to Use the Telephone

Integrated Conventional

Mean SD. Mean

11.83 3.61 13.1

SD

4.27 .88 NS

No statistically significant differences were found between groups.

Groups were used on their own controls comparing pre- to post-test mean error scores.

Error reduction from pre- to post-tests was not significant for the conventlonal

method group.

Error reduction from pre- to post tests was significant for the integrated method

group at rz.025.

Tables 3D and 4D provide a comparison from pre- to post-test gain for intergrated

and conventional method groups.

. Table 3D

A Comparison of Mean Error Scores from Pre- to Post-tests for the Conventional
Method Group

Pre-test Post-test

Conventional
Method Mean SD Mean SD

14.64 3.014. 13.1 4.27 .93 NS
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Table 10

A Comparison of Mean Error Scores From Pre- to Post-tests for the Integrated
Method Groups

Integrated
Method

Pre-Test Post-Test

Mean SD Mean SD

14.92 2.79 11.83 3.61 2.17 .025

The results of the two experiments using the telephone series suggest that: (1) groupstaught by the integrative methods demonstrated significant gain over groups taught
by conventional methods; (2) in the case where students were observed using the tele-
phone in a practical setting, qualitatively superior performance was demonstrated
for the integrated method group students.

For this study, it is likely that treatment effects cannot be attributed solely to anovelty or "new game" effect where the Model 50 Teaching Aid was used. The intro-duction of an item which is likely more of a motivator because of its play value thanis the Model 50, probably washed out any group differences attributable to,this effect."Hawthorn effect" was compensated for by attempting to give both groups equal attention,
i.e., pre-testing and post-testing orientation period.

Home Nursing Program - An intensive study was undertaken to investigate the effective-
ness of three methods of programmed instruction in presenting a Home Nurse's training
course for mentally retarded adolescent girls. The study was conducted at LaureltonState School, in Laurelton, Pennsylvania. 'This is a residential school serving 900individuals who reside in cottage units. The institution population consists of court
committed, puberty through menopause females from lower socioeconomic backgrounds whoare moderate to borderline retardates. In this respect, it is quite unique. Subjectsused for this study were a population of fifty-four non-psychotic mentally retarded
adolescent females between ages 16 and 19. Non-psychotic,diagnosis was based upon abattery of psychological tests, including at minimum the Wechsler Adult IntelligenceScale (WAIS), Rorschach, Bender Gestalt, and Draw-a-Person test, which were part ofeucn individual's intake evaluation.

Procedures

Evaluation Instruments Developed for Study - A sixty-two multiple-choice test wasprepared to measure student course achievement (Home Nursing Achievement Test). Thetest was developed in conjunction with content specialists and Psychological Consul-tants in Mental Retardation. The sequence followed in construction was that recommendedby Trump and Haggerty (1952.) The instrument went through several item analyses andrevisions prior to its administration to the experimental population. Odd even re-liability was computed using product moment correlation and the Spearman Brown formula.An added reliability, check was made using the deviation formula.

r=2 (1- 12 + g-22

Tt2
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The deviation formula was used for the reason that the assumption of the Spearman

Brown formula, the variables of the two half scores are equal, may not always be

met (Anastasis 1961, pg. 122.) Reliability by each method was found to be .72.

Standardization population were the fifty-four subjects in this study plus thirty-

two comparable but older females (18 to 20 years of age) at the same institution.

A post-hoc reliability check was made to determine test re-test reliability. This

was accomplished by correlating the results of the test administered at the conclu-

sion of the course and two weeks after the termination of the course when it was

used as a measure of retention. Reliability was determined to be .89 using the

product moment correlation (N=52.)

A check list was developed to help determine proficiency on a performance test. Content

covered was a sample of the areas taught each treatment group. It was designed so that

the student could receive two possible scores, +1 if she made a correct response, 0 if

her response was not correct. Additional space was provided for the recorder to list

other responses not inherent in this program, but which could be correct.

A student evaluation form was developed that focused upon student appraisal of the

course. This consisted of seven questions requiring students to select one of the

three possible preferences.

The fourth instrument was constructed to tap student liking vs. disliking of the

Model 50 Teaching Aid, the class in Home Nursing, and the classroom teacher (Programmed

Instruction Attitude Scale.)

Experimental Design - The focus of the programmed course in Home Nursing is upon pro-

viding the occasion for the retardate to develop theoretical knowledge in the care

of the sick and injured. The program itself was designed to be used in classes for

training ndldly retarded adolescent girls for employment as home nurses in institu-

tional settings. It was developed to be used in conjunction with classroom demon-

strations and student practicum experiences.

The Home Nursing programmed workbook series was developed specifically for use with

the adolescent borderline retardate. It is based upon the Anerican Red Cross Home

Nursing Course. It was developed in collaboration with a content specialist and

programming expert. The subject matter consists of such topics as: hand washing, bed

making, bed baths, using the cover-all apron, feeding the patient, washing rubber

gloves, making the patient comfortable in bed, helping the patient out of bed, the

back rub, and mouth care. The total number of program frames is 912.

The experimental design provided for six sub-groups, a proficiency test control group,

two nursing instructors, and three methods of presenting programmed materials.

Fifty-four mentally retarded adolescent girls between the ages of 16 and 19 were pre-

tested using the home nursing achievement test and then randomly assigned to one of

the six sub-groups. An additional group of comparable, but older females (18-20 years

of age) were tested at the same time. The purpose of this additional group was to

add information as to the reliability of the test; secondly, 17 of these girls served

as subjects in a control group which was compared with the six treatment groups on

a proficiency test.

Participating instructors were two nurses who, in addition to a R.N. possessed a

B.S. degree, which qualified them to instruct nursing trainees. Both were certified
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by the Red Cross to teach Home Nursing. Both had ten years or nore of experience

working with and teaching mentally retarded adolescent girls at Laurelton State

School. Both had taught the course previously, but not to any of the students in

this study. Each teacher was assigned three groups of nine students each.

Analysis of variances were computed to determine the L mparability of the treatment

groups on the variables of Wechsler Full Scale I.Q., Wide Range Achievement Test -

reading level, age, length of time institutionalized at,Laurelton, and home nursing

pre-test achievement scores. No statistically significant differences were found

between groups on any of the variables. Table 1E gives a description of the experi-

mental population. The column 11,beled F gives the interger to be compared to a signi-

ficant F ratio of 2.38 e pZ.05. The range, standard deviation and group means describE

the experimental population (n=54).

Table lE

F ratio and description of the experimental population on the variables of intelligence.

reading level, length of time institutionalized, age and pre-test scores.

Standard

Variable Range Deviation Mean

Intelligence (WAIS Full Scale I.Q.) 51-91 8.82 68.33 .83

Reading Level 3.9-7.0 .81 4.81 .53

Length of time institutionalized (years) .66-4.30 1.10 2.32 .40

Age 16-19 .82 17.73 .25

Pre-test error scores(Maximum 62 errors) 26-51 5.74 36.22 .40

These groups received instruction in subject matter related to care of the sick and

injured, taught by automated methods, integrative methods, and programmed lecture

methods. In-service training was provided for both nursing instructors. An orien-

tation period for students participating in the program evaluation was conducted

prior to beginning the instructional phase of the experiment. They were informed at

this time the Red Cross wauLd provide certificates for those successfully completing

the program.

Teachers were provided with a twenty-two page booklet covering material in the same

sequence as the programmed workbook. This provided the lecture material and format

for the programmed lecture and integrated method groups.

Lectures for both instructors were tape-recorded. This acted as a check to assure

all groups were being exposed to the same material at approximately the same rate.

It also Served to function as an additional novelty item in the classroom situation.

It is possible that introduction of the tape-recorder into the classroom taught by

program lecture methods might have a new treatment effect on that group and as such

could equate for possible novelty effect for groups using the Model 50 Teaching Aid.
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Results - At the conclusion of the classroom phase of the study, students were

administered the Home Nursing achievement test, and filled out the student evaluation

form and programmed instruction attitude scale.

Five days later, students took a proficiency test covering the didactic materials

disseminated, and demonstrated, during the course. The proficiency test was held

at the institution hospital. Five stations were set up to test student's practical

skills and knowledge in care of the sick and injured. Students other than those

participating in the experiment role played as patient. Each station was designed

so that it was "life centered." Naterials used were authentic.

Five registered nurses at the institution were used as raters. This group of personnel

were trained on the procedure to be followed which included several supervisory pre-

trials, and practice runs with students other than those participating in the experi-

ment. This assured a standardized mode of evaluation.

The procedure for this testing was as follows:

a. Students were randomly assigned times to be at the hospital for test purposes.

b. Each student that participated in the classroom phase along with seventeen

older, but comparable students who originally took the Home Nursing achievement

test were given a proficiency test check list which they presented at each of

the performance test stations.

c. The student would attempt the designated tasks at each station, then move on

to the next until she had worked at all five sectlons. Students worked at

each station from five to ten minutes. Except, perhaps, in the case of a few

students, raters had no prior knowledge as to which person was taught by what

method, or if they had gone through th... classroom phase.

d. Nurses wrote down responses made by each student which were not provided for

on the check list.

Two weeks after the classroom phase, the students were administered the achievement

test, which served as a measure of retention.

This study involved a comparison of three different methods of presenting material

on home nursing by two different teachers, each instructing three equivalent groups.

An additional group was introduced which had not gone through the classroom phase

of the study. This group served as a control for the proficiency test. The depend-

ent variables analyzed were gain scores between pre and post-test, retention, as

measured by the re-tests, time to complete the tests, proficiency in a practical

situation, attitude toward teacher and machine, and evaluation of groups, methods,

and teacher.

During the course of the investigation, two students were forced to drop out. One

girl was hospitalized because of illness, the other was released from the institution

so that she might go to work. Both belonged to different groups. Absenteeism was

equally distributed throughout the groups. No one person missed more than two sessions.

t tests from pre to post-test were calculated for each treatment group. Differences

were highly reliable statistically. All groups had gained ac better than the p4. 01

level of confidence.
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Table 2E is a description of the significance of differences between means from
pre to post-testing. For ease of identification, one teacher will be designated
as A, the second teacher will be designated as B.

Table 2E

Significance of differences between means from pre to post-tests for each of the
treatment conditions.

Pre-Test Post-Test

Teacher Mean SD Mean SD t

Automated A 37.89 5.19 19.00 4.83 7.59 .001

Integrated A 35.33 6.32 20.50 5.17 4.80 .001

Programmed lecture A 34.67 4.00 23.00 3.89 5.94 .001

Automated B 36.44 6.15 15.00 8.79 4.82 .001

Integrated B 37.22 5.37 21.00 3.77 6.63 .001

Programmed lecture B 35.56 4.74 26.76 7.38 2.94 .01

Originally, a 2 x 3 factorial design was designated to determine if differences existed
between treatment groups because of methods or teachers, and to test whether these two
factors interacted. Prior to this calculation, a product moment correlation was com-
puted between pre-test scores and gain scores. The purpose of this correlation was
to answer questions as to whether any significant relationship existed between student
pre-test score level and amount of performance gain. The resulting correlation co-
efficient,r= -.19, was not statistically significant. No significant relationship,
therefore, was found to exist between pre-test scores and gain scores. Necessity of
using a multi-variate analysis of covariance design was ruled out, and a 2 x 3 analysis
of variance was computed. Table 3E gives the results of the analysis.

A statistically significant difference was found to exist between the three methods.
No differences were found between teachers. There was no interaction between teacher
and method. At least one group, therefore, differed from the other as a result of the
experimentalttreatments. Multiple comparison of the treatment conditions were made
using Scheffe's test. Alpha was set at .101.

Results of comparisons of treatment conditions demonstrated greater mean differences
when both the automated and programmed lecture method groups taught by Teacher B
were tested for significance. The automated method group taught by Teacher A was
compared to B's programmed lecture group. The automated group demonstrated greater
gains at p401 level of confidence. Automated method group B demonstrated significantly
greater gain over programmed instructional group A at p.01. When the average gain
score of the two groups for each treatment condition was calculated; the automated

1Larger differences are required for significance in using Scheffe's test. Scheffe's
suggests that with this test one might consider ta1ings:.10 rather thanoc.05.
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method demonstrated significantly greater gain (p<.001) in comparison to the

programmed lecture group; the integrated method group gained over the programmed

lecture group at p<.06; no statistically significant differences were found between

the automated and integrated method groups. Least statistically significant

differences were found between like comparisons i.e., integrated method group A

and integrated method group B. Table 4E summarizes the results of Schaffe's test.

Table 3E

Analysis of variance of differences between gain scores for treatment conditions

and teachers.

Source of Sames of Degree of Mean

Variation Squares Freedom Squares

Methods 729.04 2 364.52 16.29 .001

Teachers 5.56 1 5.56 .25 N.S.

Interaction 36.51 2 18.26. .81 N.S.

Error 1051.87 47 22.38

Residual 1088.38 49 22.21

Total 1822.98 51

N=52

t tests were computed to determine significance of differences between means from

post to re-test conditions. Each group was used as its own control. No statis-

tically significant gains or losses were found for any of the treatment conditions.

Table 5E provides a description of the groups on post-test and re-test comparisons.

A simple analysis of variance using a randomized groups design (Edward 1961)

was calculated to determine if significant differences existed betwen treatment

and control conditions on the proficiency test. (see Table 6E).
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Table 4E

Summary of Comparison Between Groups in Gain Score Using Schaffe's Test

Teacher
,

A B

Group
1

Programmed
2

Automated
3

Integrated
4

Programmed
5

Automated
6

Integrated

Mean Gain Score 12.05 18.89 15.50 8/87 19.63

1

15.47

Comparison

1 vs 2

1 vs 3

1 vs 4

1 vs 5

1 vs 6

2 vs 3

2 vs 4

2 vs 5 . . . . . . .... . . ** OOO

3.08

1.52

1.43

3.34

1.54
,

1.49

4.51

. OOOOO .33

N.S

N.S.

N.S.

.10

N.S.

N.S.

.01

N.B.

2 vs 6 0 0 . OOOOOOOO . . 0 . . . . OOOOOOO 1.54 N.S.

3 vs 4 2.92 N.S 0

3 vs 5 OOOO O 0 . .0 0 0 a. . . OOO OOO 1.74 N.S.

3 vs 6 . . .. 0 . . . 0 0 . 01 N.S.

4 vs 5 . . ..... . . . . . . ........ 0 . . . . 4.74 .01

4 vs 6 2.97 N.S.

1 and 4 vs 2 and 5 5.52 .001

1 and 4 vs 3 and 6 . .... . . . . . . ....... . 3.47 .o6

2 and 5 vs 3 and 6 . . 0 . . . . . . . . 0 ....... . . 2.05 N.S.
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Table 5E

Significance of differences between means from post to re-tests for each of the

treatment conditions.

Post-test Re-test

Group Teacher Mean SD Mean SD t P

Automated A 19.00 4.83

Integrated A 20.50 5.17

Programmed lecture A 23.00 3.84

Automated B 15.00 8.79

Integrated B 21.00 3.77

Programmed lecture B 26.77 7.38

n=52

Table 6E

19.22 7.63 .07 N.S.

18.75 5.76 .60 N.S.

20.44 4.85 1.17 N.S.

16.62 9.69 .33 N.S.

19.44 3.43 .86 N.S.

25.67 7.28 .03 N.S.

Analysis of Variance for Proficiency Test Scores Between Treatment and Control

Groups

SV SS df MS F P

Between 2479.00 6 413.17 10.14 .001

Within 2524.25 62 40.71

Total 5003.25 68

Results were highly significant (13(.001). To determine if significant differences

existed between means for the treatment conditions and the control condition,

Dunnett's test for comparisons with a control was calculated. In all comparisons,

significantly greater performance was demonstrated by treatment groups at p<.01.

Most highly significant, were performance scores obtained by both integrated method

groups, and the programmed lecture group taught by Teacher A. Tab1c 71] gives the

results of Dunnett's test.
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Table 7E

Significance of Differences Comparing Each Treatnent Condition With the Control

Condition or Proficiency Test Performance.

TeaCher

Group

Means Proficiency
test scores

Mean Difference

n=69

A A A

Programmed Auto- Inte- Programmed Auto- Inte-
gratedControl Lecture mated grated Lecture mated

34.76 50.67 43.22 50.87 45.00 44.44 49.11

15.91 8.46 11.11 10.24 9.98 14.35

.001 .01 .001 .01 .01 .001

A review of extra response categoriet on the proficiency test check list revealed that

a greater percentage of responses which could be correct, but were not listed as such

were made by members of the experimental group as compared to the control group.

Differences were not statistically significant.

A 2 x 3 analysis of variance design was used to determine if differences existed be-

tween treatment groups on proficiency test performance because of methods or teachers,

and to test whether these two factors interacted. Results indicate that at least one

group differed as a result of treatment conditions. Significance was at p401. No

differences were found between teachers. The two factors did not interact. Table

8E describes the analysis of variance results.

Table 8E

Analysis of Variance for Proficiency Test Scores for Treatment Groups.

Source of
Variation

Treatments

Teachers

Interaction

Error

Residual

Total

n=52

SS df MS F P

322.03 2 161.02 4.77 .01

44.33 1 44.33 1.31 N.S.

121.67 2 60.84 1.80 N.S.

1555.20 46 33.74

1676.87 48 34.99

2043.23 51
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t tests were calculated to determine significance of differences between means

for groups taught by Teachers A and B. To reduce overlapping information, groups

were not compared with every other group, only with those in their own section.

Tables 9E and 10E give a description of significance of differences between means.

Table 9E

Significance of Differences Between Means for Groups Taught by Teacher A

Comparison Integrated
vs.

Automated

2.68

.01

Programmed Lecture
vs.

Automated

2.45

.05

Table 10E

Programmed Lecture
vs.

Integrated

.09

N.S.

Significance of Differences Between Means for Groups Taught by Teacher B

Comparison Integrated
vs.

Automated

1.66

Programmed Lecture Programmed Lecture

vs. vs.

Autamated Integrated

.13

N.S. N.S.

1.66

N.S.

For groups taught by Teacher A, the integrated method group demonstrated significantly

stronger performance on the proficiency test than did the automated methods group

(134.01). The progranmed lecture group demonstrated greater proficiency than the

automated method group at p6050 No differences were found between programmed lecture

and integrated method groups. For groups taught by Teacher B, no statistically

significant differences were found between treatment conditions. However, a trend

was in favor of stronger proficiency test performance for the integrated method

group.

t tests were computed for the variable time to complete the achievement test for

pre to post-test conditions. Each group was used as its own control. Time reduction

appeared to occur most significantly in those treatment conditions where the Model 50

Teaching Aid was used. Automated method groups demonstrated greatest savings in time

to complete the post-test. No stItistically significant time sav'ngs was found

for the programmed lecture groups taught by Teacher B. Table 11E provides a

description of pre to post-test time savings.
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Table 11E

Significance of differences between means for treatment conditions

Pre-test Post-test

Teacher Mean SD Mean SD

Programmed B 28.44 5.91 21.33 7.05

Automated B 26.33 5.57 15.89 1.90

Integrated B 26.13 6.73 14.50 6.04

Programmed A 23.22 5.66 19.44 3.49

Automated A 32.63 6.03 16.50 3.08

Integrated A 23.44 6.25 15.00 4.58

t P

1.17 N.S.

5.05 .001

3.41 .01

3.03 .01

6.30 .001

3.43 .01

Analysis of covariance was computed to determine if differences existed between

treatment conditions on time to complete the pre and post-tests. Results were

significant at 1)4.05. Table 12E summarizes covariance results.

Table 12E

Analysis of covariance for time scores between pre and post-tests

Source of Variation SS df MS F P

Treatments -153.94 5 -30.78 -3.196 .05

Error 433.43 45 9.63

Total 279.49 50

n=52

Means were adjusted and t tests performed to determine significance of diffe-
rences between adjusted mean scores. To reduce overlapping information, groups

were not compared with every other group, only with those in their own section.
Tables 13E and 14E give a description of significance of differences between
means. A two tailed t test was used.



Table 13E

Significance of differences between adjusted time score means for groups taught
by Teacher A.

Comparison

n=27

Integrated
. vs.
Automated

1.33

N.S.

Programmed Lecture
vs.

Automated

2.55

Table 14E

.025

Programmed Lecture
vs.

Integrated

1.54

N.S.

Significance of Difference Bewteen Adjusted Time Score Means for Groups Taught

by Teacher B.

Comparison

n=27

Integrated
vs.

Automated

.56

N.S.

Programmed Lecture Programmed Lecture

vs. vs.

Automated Integrated

3.18

.01

2.29

.05

For groups taught by Teacher A, the automated method group was able to complete the

post test more rapidly than the programmed lecture group (pz.025). Neither of the

other two comparisons yielded statistically significant results.

For groups taught by Teacher B, the automated method group was able to complete the

post test more rapidly than the programmed lecture group (p4.01). The integrative

method group was able to complete the post test more rapidly than the programmed

lecture group (p4.05). No significant difference was found between automated and

integrative method groups.

On a Student Perception Form, each treatment classification evaluated themselves

in terms of what they believed their performance to be in comparison to persons in

their own groups and those in other groups. Argendix C is a reproduction of this

forma. With little exception the majority of students, across treatment conditions,

saw themselves as doing no better and no worse than others. The majority of students

preferred to remain in the same class they had been in, and expressed a liking for

content material on home nursing. A sizable ninority, however, in the automated methods
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group (35%) expressed a preference to be in another class. The groups appeared

to differ as to whether they would prefer being taught by a teacher, a teaching

machine, or both teacher and machine. Only one student out of the 52 preferred'

to be taught by the machine only. Most students in the programmed instruction

groups preferred being taught by teacher (61%) or by both a teacher and a machine

(39%). Most students in the automated group expressed a preference to be taught

by both machine and teacher (53%) and a nearly comparable minority (41%) expressed

a preference to be taught by teacher alone. The groups which had been taught by

both teacher and machine clearly preferred this combination (76%) over tLe other

two approaches. Twenty-four percent of this group, however, still preferred to

be tavght by teacher alone.

The results of analyzing attitude toward the Model 50 Teaching Aid and the instructor

suggests students on the whole, preferred working with the teacher in preference to

the machine. (Appendix D is a reproduction of this form.) Students who used the

teaching aid were more favorably disposed towards it than were students taught by

the teacher alone. However, the majority of students in each clgss preferred working

with the teacher if a choice were given them. Each group felt they profited from

the experience and learned from it. The students taught using the Model 50 Teaching

Aid overwhelmingly believed their class was taught in a way different from that which

they had been taught before (97%). Students taught by programmed lecture methods,

believed they, too, wyre taught in a new way (83%).

Programmed instruction was a reliably good method of presenting information to a

population of mentally zetarded adolescent females at Laurelton State School.

From the standpoint of greater measured acquisition using an achievement test,

the automated method is most efficient from the standpoint of both time and level

of achievement. The integrated group proved to be more efficient in the area of

transfer to a work situation in comparison to both automated method groups and one

programmed lecture group. This factor combined with higher mean score on the achieve-

m.ent test as compared to programmed lecture mthods, recommends the integrated method

group as the better all around method of presentation.
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RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

Part C

SUMMARY - Sections IX and X of the Chapter on Research Highlights discusses: (1) pre-

liminary field testing using the programmed instructional material developed for use
with most of the auto-instructional teaching aids reported in Sections III through
VIII; and (2) more current field testing of programmed instructional material de-
veloped for use with the Model 50 Teaching Aid. The studies reported in these two
sections were designed to evaluate the effectiveness of utilizing the prepared programmed
instructional material in vocational training of mentally retarded and/or emotionally

disturbed adolescents. The following four different teaching methods were employed:

1. Automated method - a procedure where teacher function is to guide students in
the use of the auto-instructional device and to supervise and encourage con-
tinued activity utilizing the teaching aid. The teacher maintains a record
of student progress and sees that he is operating the machine properly. No

formal classroom lesson is taught. The course content is made up of prepared
programmed instructional material.

2. Conventional method - a technique where teacher function is to present material
using proven approaches such as lecture, discussion, demonstration, etc. The

teacher is responsible for planning the lesson. No use is made of auto-instruc-

tional devices.

3. Inte rated method - a technique wherein the teacher employs auto-instructional
devices with programmed instructional material in addition to utilizing proven
teaching approaches.

4. Programmed lecture approach - a method which deviates from conventional procedures
through utilization of lecture materials prepared and used by the teacher that
follows the same sequential steps and content outlined in the programmed voca-
tional instructional units.

Basic experimental design, for the most part, included a comparison of the effect of
utilizing the four described teaching techniques in presenting vocational training
material to the mentally retarded or emotionally disturbed adolescents comprising
the population of this study. In most cases equated groups of students from Devereux
Schools and from other residential settings and public school special classes were
utilized in the studies. Occasionally, this was neither possible or desirable. When
equated groups were not employed, studies dealt with "life-centered" situations and
the methods were evaluated using classes for educable mentally retarded students. It

was not the intent of the investigators to pit the teacher against the machine; rather,
more effective ways were sought which might help special class teachers to develop a
learning atmosphere utilizing automated instructional materials.

Several preliminary field tests were conducted which involved the development of skills
in work related areas such as filling out job application forms and in applying for a
job. Two of these stndies used material prepared for use on the Model 50 Teaching Aid;
two others utilized the Mast Teaching Machine and another study used a program on
"Applying for a Job" which was prepared for use on the Graflex Audio-Graphic Instructor.
A study involving measurement in the kitchen utilized the A-V-K technique. Later field
testing concentrated on the use of the Model 50 Teaching Machine and employed programmed
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instructional units encompassing: job responsibilities, tool recognition, how to

use the telephone and instruction in home nursing.

Statistical treatment of the obtained data included simple and 'complex analysis of

variance designs, analysis of covariance, Dunnett's test with a control, Shaffe's

test for multiple comparisons, and one and two tailed "t" tests. The statistical

procedures were employed to determine if differences existed in the acquisiticn of

instructional material between the four teaching approaches, as measured by achievement

and/or performance tests. The findings obtained in these studies and their implication:

are discussed in detail in the two preceding sections.

In general, employment of programmed teaching units in vocational training of the

population utilized in the project, resulted in greater retention of the instructional

material as measured by the pre and post tests, than was the case in classroom instruct

ion along conventional lines, without the benefit of the teaching aids. However, perha:

of greater significance, from the standpoint of the population served, was the fact

that the experimental group, which had the added benefit of instruction utilizing auto-

mated teaching devices, showed greater ease and a higher degree of proficiency in

handling simulated job situations, as encountered in role playing during group guidance

programs, as well as in practicum and applied work situations.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS - In an analysis of the data obtained in the studies evalu

ating the effectiveness of utilizing programmed instructional materials in vocational

training of mentally retarded and emotionally handicapped adolescents, which are report

in detail in Sections IX and X, six major findings emerged:

1. The "automated" teaching method which used prepared programmed instructional

materials was, in most cases, more efficient than the conventional and the

programmed lecture method, when gains were measured by achievement test scores.

2. Of the four experimental teaching methods used, the integrated method, which

used auto-instructional aids to reinforce and help stabilize concepts intro-

duced by the teacher in the classroom, proved to be more effective in enabling

students to transfer and to utilize learned material in a practical work situ-

ation.

3. Students who were taught by the machine method alone, demonstrated the weakest

performance on proficiency tests.

4. When auto-instructional aids were introduced into the learning situation, there

was a reduction in the time required by the students to learn the material

p7sented. When class time was held constant, the groups using auto-instructions

aids were able to successfUlly complete the programmed lesson units in less

tine than was required by groups not utilizing auto-instructional aids.

5. When programmed instructional material was used in the learning situation,

students demonstrated a better ability to remember what they had learned,

as measured by retention tests.

6. Taken as a group, students using auto-instructional aids demonstrated a higher

Achievement and performance level on the criterion instruments than did those

students for whom auto-instructional aids were not used. A close inspection

of the attained individual scores, however, reveals considerable variations

within each group, despite the teaching method employed.
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It is suggeste0 from the research findings reported in Sections IX and X, that the
use of auto-instructional aids, however good the prepared programmed material may be,
is not a panacea for learning by the mentally retarded and/or emotionally disturbed
adolescent and is not intended to replace the classroom teacher whose personal en-
thusiasm and interest in the students is so important. However, studies have demon-
strated that auto-instructional aids when properly integrated and used to enrich
vocational training programs taught by qualified special education teachers:

a. help to stabilize concepts introduced by the teacher and provides for rein-
forcement of learning

b. provide a point of departure for discussion

c. allows the teacher to provide more individual attention to students who need
such support

d0 result in greater interest and self-pacing on the part of the students which
may be helpful in working with the slow or the "reluctant" learner.

e. generally helps to enhance the performance level of the intellectually dis-
advantaged youth

Auto-instructional devices, using prepared programmed vocational material, have shown,
in the studies encompassed in this project, to hold promise in vocational training
programs for mentally retarded and/or emotionally disturbed adolescents and are
worthy of further exploration. The development of instructional material focusing
upon work related activities would seem to serve a real need for these disability
groups and should prove to be a usefUl adjunct to vocational training programs
which focus on more specific occupational areas.



SHARING INFORMATION

DEMONSTRATIONS AT PROFESSIONAL CONFERENCES

Many professional organizations have expressed interest in the Automated

Teaching Aids project; members of the project staff were invited to present

highlights of the program at several professional meetings.

August 1 63
Annual Convention of the
American Psychological Assin.
Philadelphia, Pa.

December 1963
Annual Conference of the
Ass'n. of Rehab. Centers
Chicago, Ill.

Sect. XII

Participation in Symposium
on "Audio-visual Instructional
Aids for Vocational Training
of the Mentally Retarded;"
Report of Progress; demonstra-
tion samples of programmed
instructional units.

Presented paper on use of
antomated instructional
materials in vocational
rehabilitation training; led
discussion group interested
in use of the teaching aids
under development



April 1964
Annual CGnvention of the
Anerican Personnel and
Guidance Ass'n.
San Francisco, California

Max29±1±
Annual Convention of the
American Psychiatric Ass'n.
Los Angeles, California

November 1264
Annual Convention of the
National Rehabilitation Ass'n.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

February 1965
Invitational Conference
Human Resource's &Abilities, Inc.
Albertson, New York

01n2_126.12
Annual Convention of the
Anerican AssIn. on Mental Deficiency
Miami Beach, Florida

Annual Convention of the
Anerican Ass'n..on Mental DeficiLrEE
Chicago, Illinois

Exhibit of newly developed automated
instructional units on "world-of-
work" series; demonstration of sub-
ject matter areas under consideration.

Scientific exhibit; hfghlights of
preliminary fild testing; display
of lesson units; demonstration of
four techniques employed in develop-
ing programmed instructional units.

Demonstration of programmed in-
struction in vocational training
of the mentally and emotionally
handicapped; outline of plans
for field testing.

Participation in conference on
"Rehabilitation and Training of
the Mentally Retarded;" discussion
of audio-visual aids used in an
industrial setting for vocational
training of the mentally retarded.

Participation in Symposium on
"Research Aspects on Rehabili-
tation of the Retarded." Presented
paper giving highlights of results

obtained in initial field testing
of programmed instructional aids.

Final report and formal presen-
tation of the highlights of the
completed project in a symposium
on "Audio-Visual Aids in Vocational
Training of the Mentally Retarded;"
Research findings obtained in
developmental studies andsin field
testing; Display of publications
and sample programmed instructional
workbooks and auto-iastructional
materials developed in the project.
Demonstrations of teaching devices
employed in the project.
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Demonstrating the Use of the Model 50 Teaching Add Utilizing a Large Scale Mock-

up of the Device.

During the three years of the project several lecture-demonstrations covering

highlights of the program were given at The Devereux Schools to special pro-

fessional groups engaged in or planning to work in vocational rehabilitation

of the mentally retarded or in related areas; i.e., rehabilitation research.

These have included:

June 1963 repeated
July 1963
Teachers College, Columbia
University; at Devereux
Schools, Mapleton-Hedges
Campus, Willistown, Pa.

March 1964
Devereux Schools, Manor
Unit Campus, Berwyn, Pa.

XII-3

Work-Conference jointly conducted

by Teachers College and Devereux

Schools on *Vocational Rehabili-

tation of the Mentally and Emo-

tionally Handicapped in a

Residential Treatment Center."

"Career Day" for advanced under-

graduate college students;
opportunities for creative work

with the mentally retarded and

emotionally disabled.



May 1964
Univ. of Buffalo Rehab.
Counselor Training Program
Trainees; at Devereux Schools
Campus, Glen Moore, Pa.

April 1965
Devereux Schools
Knollwood Campus
Devon, Pa.

June 1965, repeated
July 1965
Teachers College, Columbia
University; at Devereux
Schools, Berwyn, Pa. campus.

July 1965
Teachers College, Columbia
University; at Devereux
Schools' Summer Camps,
North Anson, Maine.

Special 2-day seminar-tour by
faculty and students from Rehab.
Counselor Training Program;
Education and vocational rehabili-
tation of the mentally retarded.

"Career Day" for students fram
leading Eastern colleges; program
outlined career opportunities for
work with the mentally and emo-
tionally handicapped.

Work-Conference jointly conducted
by Teachers College and Devereux
Schools on "Counseling Mentally
Retarded Students."

Summer Institute conducted jointly
by Teadhers College and Devereux
Schools on "Counseling the Mentally
Retarded Student."
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Trying Out Graflex Instructional Programs
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SUMMARY LIST OF PUBLICATIONS
AND

PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
DEVELOPED IN THE AUTOMATED TEACHING AIDS PROJECT

Devereux Automated Teaching Ai

21

Catalogue

THE DEVEREUX
Instituto for Rsseorch owl T

Doom Psortsyiveiii

INFORMATION BOOKLET - Automation in Vocational Training of Mentally Retarded
and or Emotionally Disabled Adolescents - a description of the Automated
Teaching Aids Project supported, in part, by research grant 993-P-63 from the
Vocational Rehabilitation Administration, U.S. Department of Health, Education

and Welfare.
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CATALOGUES - Two catalogues listing the instructional aids prepared in the project:

CATALOGUE OF AUTOMATED TEACHING AIDS - The complete listing of teaching aid

devices, information bulletins, instruction manuals, and programmed instruc-

tional aids prepared and utilized in the VRA supported Automated Teaching

Aids Project.

CATALOGUE OF MODEL 50 PROGRAMMED WORKBOOKS - An excerpt from the Catalogue

of Automated Teaching Aids, listing only the series of programmed workbooks

on various topics prepared for use with the Model 50 Teaching Aid.

REPORTS - Periodic reports on the progress and development of the Automated Teach-

ing Aids Project include the following:

Progress Report No. 1 - The first of the progress reports on the Teaching Aids

Project submitted to the Vocational Rehabilitation Administration, March 1963.

Programmed Learning in Vocational Training of Special Education Groups - A

professional paper and an accompanying set of kodachrome slides presented at

the annual convention of the American Psychological Association, Philadelphia,

Pa., Aug. 1963.

Progress Report No. 2 - The second progress report on the development of the

Automated Teaching Aids Project submitted to the Vocational Rehabilitation

Administration, March 1964.

Auto-instructional Teaching Aids in Vocational Trainin and Rehabilitation of

Mentally Retarded and Emotionally Disabled Adolescents - A professional paper

and an accompanying set of kodachrome slides presented at the annual convention

of the American Association on Mental Deficiency, Miami Beach, Florida, June

1965.

Research Report - Highlights of research findings obtained with selected teach-

ing aid devices in field testing of sample programmed instructional materials

developed in the Automated Teaching Aids Project and utilized with groups of

mentally retarded and/or emotionally disabled teenagers, Dec. 1965.

Final Report - A summary report on the VRA supported Automated Teaching Aids

Project complete with descriptions of each of the five automated teaching

aid devices and how they were used; a complete listing of the automated in-

structional materials developed during the course of the project; a summary

of the research findings obtained in developmental and field testing of pro-

grammed material. The Final Report contains a number of illustrations, charts

and sample pages,of programmed instructional materials, Feb. 1966.

REPRINTS - Articles on topics relatLd to the Teaching Aids Project published, or

planned for pUblication, in professional journals:

Platt, H., Teaching machines and the mentally retarded, Rehabilitation Record,

Sept., 1965.

Platt, H., Automated teaching aids in vocational training of mentally and

emotionally handicapped adolescents. The Devereux Forum (publication

pending)



EDUCATIONAL,MATERIAL AVAILABLE FOR UBE WITH
THE MODEL-50 TEACHING AID

3

BULLETIN How to Use the,Devereux Model 50 Teaching AidiSuaestions for
Classroom Use

MANUAL - How to Prepli241.2rams for Use on the Devereux Model 50 Teachinz
Aid

WORKSHEETS - Sets of blank worksheets for use in preparing "frames" for
Model 50 Teaching Aid programmed workbooks

SAMPLE WORKBOOK PAGES - Sample pages taken from programmed workbooks prepared
for use on the Model 50 Teaching Aid

SAMPLE PROGRAM - Sample of programmed workbook used on the Model 50 Teaching
Aid

MANUAL FOR FIELD TESTING - Suggestions for experimental use of the Model 50
Teaching Aid and accompanying programmed workbooks in developmental and
field testing
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS - Programmed workbooks on several topics prepared for

use on the Devereux Model 50 Teaching Aid:

You and Your Job (5 books)

Part I -

Part II -

Book 1
Book 2
Book 3

Part III -

Abbreviations Used in Want Ads

Job Responsibilities
- Employment Terms
- Importance of Job Responsibilities

- Carrying Out Job Responsibilities
Work Habits

Basic Arithmetic (18 books)

Understanding Addition
Book I - Arithmetic Fundamentals; part A

Book II - Arithmetic Fundamentals; part B

Understanding Subtraction
Book I - Fundamentals of Subtraction; part A

Book II - Fundamentals of Subtraction; part B

Book III - Advanced. Concepts in Subtraction

Understanding Multiplication
Book I - Basic Concepts in Multiplication

Book II - Reading Problems in Multiplication

Book III - Pradtice Problems in Multiplication

Multiplication Combinations
Understanding Division

Book I - Fundamentals of Division

Book II - Division of Large Numbers
Book III - Checking Long Division Problems

Division Combinations
Introduction to Fractions; Meaning and Vocabulary Terms

Simple Fractions; Selecting the Larger or Smaller Number

Understanding Decimal Fractions
Addition and Subtraction of Decimals

Book I - Introduction toAdd. and Subt. of Decimals

Book II - Practfce Problems in Add. and Subt. of Decimals

Practical Arithmetic (8 books)

Signs, Symbols and Abbreviations
Practice Problems in Adding Money
Practice Problems in Using Money

Writing Money
Coins and Making Change

Book I - Introduction and Coin Combination

Book II - Word Problems in Making Change

Monetary Values
Budgeting

Measuring (5 books)

Vocabulary Used in Measuring
The Measurement of Commodities
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Measuring (continued)

Linear Measurement
Book I - Recognition of units of measurements
Book II - Measuring with a Ruler

Learning to Tell Tine

Using the Telephone (10 workbooks)

Book I -

Book II -

Book III -
Books IV &
Book VI -

Book VII -
Books VIII
Book X -

Basic Skills
Dialing Practice
Finding the Correct Number - Part 1
V - Finding the Correct Number - Parts 2 & 3 (white pages)
Finding the Correct Number - Parts 4a & 4b (yellow pages)

Planning a Call
& IX - Making a Call - Parts 1 & 2
Receiving a Call

HOW Nursing (12 books)

Book I - Hand Washing
Book II - The Coverall Apron
Book III - The Back Rub
Book IV - The Bed Bath
Book V - Mouth Care
Book VI - Bedmaking - Part 1; Importance of Good Bedmaking
Book VII - Bedmaking - Part 2; Making an Unoccupied Bed
Book VIII - Bedmaking - Part 3; Making an Occupied Bed
Book IX - Making the Patient Comfortable in Bed
Book X - Helping the Patient Out of Bed
Boox XI - Feeding the Patient
Book XII - Washing Rubber Gloves

Homemaking and Family Living (18 books)

BreakfaSt Table Setting

Baby Sittisig

Home Safety (2 books)
Book I - Safety in the Kitchen
Book II - Safety in the Bathroom

Care of Fabrics (3 books)
Book I - Laundering; Part a
Book II - Laundering; Part b
Book III - Laundering; Part c

Hand Sewing Tools (5 books)
Book I - Cutting Tools and Pins
Book II - Measuring and Narkinc Tools
Book III - Needles
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Hand Sewing Tools (Continued)

Book IV - Threads and Needle Threading

Book V - Pressing Tools

Sewing on a Button

Cleaning in the Home (5 books)

Book I - Sweeping
Book II - Dusting
Book III - Vacumming
Book IV - Waxing
Book V - Cleaning Glass Surfaces

Food Facts for the Kitchen (9 books)

Measuring Spoons

Measuring Cups

Cooking Ingredients (2 books)

Book I - Dry Ingredients
Book II - Liquid Ingredients

Cooking Terms Used in Recipes (3 books)

Book I - Stirring, Nixing, etc.

Book II - Cutting, Slicing, etc.
Book III - Baking, Boiling, etc.

Reading a Recipe

Work Habits in the Kitchen

ErsiEE Tools (Tool Recognition - 6 workbooks)

Tool Recognition

Book I
Book II
Book III
Book IV
Book V
Book VI

Programmed "Tower System" Unit

Electronics Assembly, Test I



EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL AVAI LE FOR USE WITH
THE LEARN-EASE TEACHING AID

441
mneammoVF

11111MIN

BULLETIN - How to Use the Learn-Ease Teaching Aid; Su gestions for Classroom

Use.

MANUAL - How to Pre are Pro rams for Use on the Learn-Ease Teachin Aid.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRANS - Learn-Ease Programs Available for Use with the

National Learn-Ease Teaching Device:

Lifting, Carrying_, and Lowering
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS (Continued)

Using the Telephone (10 workbooks)

Book I -

Book II -

Book III -

Book IV -

Book V -

Book VI -

Book VII -

Book VIII -
Book IX -

Book X -

Basic Skills
Dialing Practice
Finding the Correct Number
Finding the Correct Number
Finding the Correct Number
Finding the Correct Number

Parts 4a and 4b
Planning a Call
Making a Call - Part 1
Making a Call - Part 2
Receiving a Call

Home Nursing (12 books)

Book I -

Book II -

Book III -

Book IV -

Book V -

Book VI -

B00% VII -

Book VIII -
Book IX -

Book X -

Book XI -

Book XII -

- Part 1
- Part 2 (white pages of
- Part 3 telephone directory)
- (Yellow pages of directory)

Hand Washing
The Coverall Apron
The Back Rub
The Bed Bath
Mouth Care
Bedmaking - Part 1; Importance of Good Bedmaking
Bedmaking - Part 2; Making an Unoccupied Bed
Bedmaking - Part 3, Making an Occupied Bed
Making the Patient Comfortable in Bed
Helping the Patient Out of Bed
Feeding the Patient
Washing Rubber Gloves

The Learn-Ease Program on Using the Telephone is adapted from similar content
material developed for the programmed workbooks employed with the Devereux
Model 50 Teaching Aid. Both the Learn-Ease and Model 50 programs were developed
for use with the Teletrainer, a set of two telephones and a central control
unit which is.available on loan from most Bell Telephone Company Business Offices.
The sample telephone directory, which accompanies both the Learn-Ease and Model
50 program on the telephone, is necessary for use with several workbooks which
are utilized to provide practice in the use of the white and yellow pages of
a telephone directory

The Learn-Ease Program on Home Nursing is adapted from similar content material
prepared in the form of programmed workbooks for the Devereux Model 50 Teaching
Aid. Upon completion of the LearnEase or Model 50 Program on Home Nursing,
a Certificate in Home Nursing may be offered by the American Red Cross if the
course is taught by a certified Red Cross instructor.
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EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL AVAILABLE FOR USE WITH
THE MAST TEACHING MACHINE

BULLETIN - How to Use the Mast Teaching Machine; Suggestions for Classroom Use.

MANUAL - How to Prepare Programs for the Mast Teaching Machine,

SAMPLE PROGRAM - An excerpt from a sample Mast Program on How to Cash a Pay Check

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS - Cartridge Programs available for use with Mast Teaching

Machines:

Your Paycheck

Cartridge I

Cartridge II
Cartridge III
Cartridge IV
Cartridge V

The Bank and Its

Lesson la:
Lesson lb:
Lesson 2:
Lesson 3:
Lesson 4:
Lesson 5:

Services

Cartridge VI
Cartridge VII

Lesson 1:
Lesson 2:

Exchanging Work for Wages
What the Paycheck Looks Like
How to Cash Paychecks
Paycheck Deductions
Deductions for Income Tax
Deductions for Social Security Tax

Checking and Savings Accounts
Lending and Borrowing Money
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Social Security

Cartridge VIII Lesson 1: Fundamentals of Social Security

Filling Out the Job Application Form

Cartridge IX
Cartridge X

Cartridge XI

Home Nursing

Lesson 1: Personal Information
Lesson 2: Type of Position
Lesson 3: Previous Employment Record
Lesson 4: Educational Record
Lesson 5: Personal References

Cartridge XII Lesson 1: Hand Washing
Lesson 2: The Coverall Apron

A DEVEREUX TEACHING AID

THE DEVEREUX FOUNDATION
Institute for Research and Training

. Devon, Pennsylvania, 19333

Copyright, 1964, by
The Devereux Foundation

0

Top view of Lesson Cartridge for Mast Teaching Machine

The Mast Teaching Machine may be purchased from the Mast Development Corporation,
Davenport, Iowa.
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EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL AVAILABLE FOR USE WITH

THE GRAFLEX AUDIO-GRAPHIC INSTRUCTOR

BULLETIN - How to Use the Graflex Audio-Gra hic Instructor; Suggestions for

Classroom Use.

MANUAL - How to Prepare Programs for the Graflex Audio-Graphic Instructor

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS - Coordinated tapes and colored slides developed for

Graflex Teaching Aid Programs:

Applying for a Job

Slide Tray I
Slide Tray II

Slide Tray III

Lesson la - The First Impression; part 1

Lesson lb - The First Impression; part 2

Lesson 2 - Arriving for the Interview

Lesson 3 - The Interview; part 1

Lesson 4 - The Interview; part 2

How to File Income Tax, Form 1040A

Slide Tray I Lesson 1 - Filling Out the Front Part

Slide Tray II Lesson 2 - Filling Out the Back Part

How to Use a Cash Re ister

The Waitress
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Measuring With A Ruler

Part 1: Measuring with the Inch

Part 2: Measuring with 1/4", 1/2n, 3/4" Units

Part 3: Using the 1/16", 1/8" Units of Measurement

Pro rammed Lesson Units Related to the Tower S stem of Simulated Work

Samples,

Electronics Assembly Test

Slide Tray I

Slide Tray II

Slide Tray III

Leathergoods Test

Slide Tray I
Slide Tray II

Slide Tray III

Slide Tray IV
Slide Tray V

Slide Tray VI

Test 1 -

Test 2 -

Te st 3 -

Test 4A -
Test 4B -
Test 5 -
Test 6 -
Test 7 -
Test 8 -
Test 9 -
Test 10 -

Test l -

Test 2 -

Te st 3 -

Test 4 -

Te st 5 -
Test 6 -
Test 7 -

Test 8 -
Test 9 -
Test 10 -

How to Use a Drill Press

Learning the Color Code
Following Blue Prints and Running Wires
Inspecting the Job
Tying the Knot Used in Lacing
Tying the Knot Used in Lacing
Running a Cable Harness
Inspecting the Job
Lacing
Measuring and Cutting Wires
Stripping Wires
Tinning Wires

Measuring With the Ruler
Drawing and Cutting Cardboard Rectangles
Using Dividers to Mark Cardboard
Pasting
Directions for Making a Frane
Making a Frame
Constructing a Pen and Pencil Tray
Using a Cutting Machine
Making a Desk Blotter
Making an Ashtray

Slide Tray I Lesson 1 - Introduction to the Drill Press
Slide Tray II Lesson 2 - Capacity of the Drill Press

The Wood Turning Lathe

Slide Tray I Lesson 1 - Introduction to the Wood Lathe
Slide Tray II Lesson 2 - Wood Turning

Continuity Checks

The Graflex Audio-Graphic Instructor may be purchased from The Graflex

Corporation, Rochester, New York.



1 SLIDE TRAY

2 LENS

3 FOCUS HNOB

4 ELEVATION WHEEL

5 RUMINATED CONTROL PANEL

6 REMOTE CONTROL RECEPTACLE

7 wow CONTROL RECEPTACLE

CORO RECEPTACLE

THE CAR-TAP TEACHING AID

3

401

4

THE RECORDING COMPONENTS OF THE CAROUSEL PROJECTOR

5

4."

BULLETIN - How to Use the Car-Tap Teaching Aid; a leaflet describing the use
of an Eastman Kodak Carousel Slide Projector and an ordinary tape recorder
for simultaneous audio-visual presentation. The unit is an adaptation of the
technique which utilizes the Graflex Audio-Graphic Instructor. The coordinated
taped and slide program is similar to that employed with the Graflex but does
not require a special tape cartridge and utilizes a regular take up reel for
the tape.

The Kodak Carousel Projector and Programmer may be purchased from most local
distributors of Eastman Kodak products. Further information on this equipment
may be obtained from Eastman Kodak Co., Customer Service Division, Rochester,
New York.
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EDUCATIONAL MA.TERIAL AVAILABLE FOR USE WITH
TIE A-V-K TECHNIQ,UE

Utilizing the A-V-K Technique

BULLETIN - The A-V-K Technique; Suggestions.fdr Classroom Use

MANUAL - How to Prepare Programs Utilizing the A-V-K Technique

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS - Coordinated tapes and graphic materials developed for

A-V-K Programs. Each program is also available in a special adaptation uti-

lizing transparencies for use on overhead projectors:

Cook's Helper

A Dishwasher

Measuring in the Kitchen

A Breakfast Setting

Jobs in the Laundry

A Gas Station Attendant
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PROJECT SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

General Background - The current emphasis on providing adequate schooling for all

children highlights the need for special education, including individual remedial

instruction and vocational training for the mentally retarded, the emotionally dis-

abled and disadvantaged youth in general. Although the need is great, limited

instructional material is available for use in vocational training and rehabilitation

of adolescents who are: (a) slow learners, but not markedly mentally retarded, and

(b) the emotionally handicapped, those with emotional and/or personality disorders,

presently severe enough to necessitate their removal from the regular classroom because

of the learning and/or personal adjustment problems they present. These two groups,

while different, do seem to present enough common elements so that it would appear

feasible to develop vocational training material for both groups concurrently.

Project Background - Exploratory studies conducted at The Devereux Schools utilizing

an experimental teaching aid, the Devereux Model 50, and programmed instructional

workbooks prepared for use on this teaching device, showed sufficient pramise to

warrant more extensive development and research. These early findings suggested that

a coordinated plan of classroom teaching and programmed instruction offers a dynamic

and challenging opportunity for service to these disability groups. Both the "slow"

learner and the poorly motivated "reluctant" learner, responded favorably to classroom

instruction supplemented by automated instructional techniques and showed more academic

gain from the experience than was obtained in the classroom utilizing only the conven-

tional teaching methods.

From these beginnings, the Devereux Foundation Institute for Research and Training,

with support from the VOcational Rehabilitation Administration, embarked on the current

three-year project on automation in vocational training of mentally retarded and emo-

tionally disabled youth. These disability groups have responded well to auto-instruc-

tional techniques that are used to supplement and enrich the work in the classroom, to

reinforce concepts covered in class and to make the instructional material more exciting

and meaningfUl.

Scope of Project - The project was primarily concerned with the preparation, develop-

ment and refinement of programmed material in vocational and work-related areas for

use with the Devereux Model 50 Teaching Aid and other auto-instructional teaching

aids that are readily available throughout the country. A secondary goal encompassed

evaluation of the effectiveness of using programmed instruction in vocational training

of adolescents with moderate intellectual and/or emotional handicaps.

While in overall purpose the project was research-oriented, efforts were heavily con-

centrated on the development of automated instructional units in pre-vocational

training areas related to the "world of work," i.e., job responsibilities, job finding,

etc., and in some specific vocational areas, i.e., tool recognition, shop measurement,

homemaking, etc. The decision to devote considerable time to work-related program

materials was heavily influenced by the many requests that were received for such

material from special education and rehabilitation personnel. These inquiries high-

lighted the need for providing mentally and emotionally handicapped youth with basic

occupational information and practice, concurrent with vocational.training, in order

to enhance selective job placement, i.e., understanding work terms, knowing how to

use the telephone, how to make change, etc.
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Early Plans and Develo ment - Considerable effort was spent in recruiting and in

training of programmers, in establishing physical facilities to carry on the work

encompassed in the project and in exploring Subject areas for programming. During

the early stages of the project, efforts were concentrated on adapting the Devereux

Mndel 50 Teaching Aid to the needs of the project; also, to the preparation, develop-

ment and refinement of n, series of programmed workbooks in a variety of subject areas

for use on this eaching device. Consideration was also given to exploring the use

of other readily available auto-instructional devices that could be adapted to the

project, in addition to the Model 50.

Efforts were made to encourage teachers to use their own ingenuity and creativity in

preparing programmed lesson units in areas of their own interest. A series of in-

structional manuals were prepared by members of the project staff giving helpful sug-

gestions for preparing programmed instructional materials for use on each of the auto-

mated teaching aids employed in the project. Manuals of instruction for classroom

use of the teaching devices were also prepared and made available to teachers.

As the project developed, consideration was given to exploring and lining up field

settings and to evaluation of student populations for experimental use of the programmed

instructional materials under development. An on-going program of developmental studies

and field tests provided an opportunity for collection, analysis and evaluation of data

and for later revision and final refinement of the prepared programmed units; more

comprehensive research was conducted in later field tests.

Scae time was spent in exploring the possibility of enlisting the interest of industrial

concerns and professional organizations to publish the final editions et the prepared

programmed materials so that they could be made available free or at low cost to schools

and institutions serving the mentally retarded and emotionally handicapped.

Throughout the course of the project, members of the staff shared highlights of the

project with professional groups; lectures and demonstrations included findings obtained

in developmental and in field testing and were encompassed in graphically illustrated

programs at annual meetings and conventions of national professional organizations.

Preparation of Pro rammed Materials - The Devereux Model 50 Teaching Aid, because of

its ease of operation and upkeep, and the economy afforded in its use was planned as

the basic source of presentation. Other teaching devices were considered, however,

when it appeared that the areas under study could best be presented through an audio-

visual presentation that employed other types of auto-instructional devices along with,

or in lieu of, the Model 50 presentation.

In general, the lesson units follow the Skinner-Pressey technique of linear programming;

the material is presented in small sequential steps - there is gradual step-by-step

development of a point through the utilization of cueing, repetition and reinforcement.

The Model 50 programmed workbooks are geared to the slow learner who functions on a

4th-5th grade reading level. The Devereux Readability Index was employed in the

programming of these workbooks. The programmed units prepared for the various auto-

instructional devices utilized in the project, are intended to complement regular

teaching methods and'not to replace them. They are planned to serve as self-contained

units that present new study material, develop concepts, and provide practice for

reinforcement of learning to stabilize concepts already covered in class. A specially

devised apparatus, the Model 50 Response Recorder, was used in an item analysis to

identify frames that might cause undue difficulty in Model 50 programs. Programs were

developed for use with the follawing five types of auto-instructional devices:
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1. The Devereux Model 50 Teachin Aid - A light-weight, compact, teaching device,

made of cast aluminum, which measures 12" x 12" x 4", weighs only 12 pounds,

and utilizes a standard six-volt battery as its only source of current. It

is designed for use with specially prepared workbooks, 7" x 11" in size, which

utilize a multiple-choice format. The amount of reading in some topics can

be limited to as few as one dozen words per page. The programmed workbook

rests on the flat, inclined surface of the teaching device, between two rows

of push buttons, which are arranged in groups of three and correspond to

three multiple-choice answers to each item on the page. The student responds

to each.item by pushing down the button next to the answer he chooses.

Correctness of response is verified immediately by a light in the upper right

hand corner. Some of the programs developed for use on the Model 50 Teaching

Aid include:"Practical Arithmetic," "Measuring," "Tool Recognition," "Using the

Telephone," "Home Nursing," and "Homemaking and Family Living."

2. The Learn-Ease Teaching Device - A slide-mask programmed learning device which

is essentially a 12" x 10" vinyl portfolio, weighing less than two pounds and

employing a simple "masking" technique. Learn-Ease programs utilize a multiple-

choice format and are adapted from those prepared for the Model 50 Teaching Aid.

However, they are self-contained and do not require the use of the Model 50.

A sliding mask on the right side of the unit covers the workbook page and reveals

or covers each "frame." The student reads a question and records his answer; he

then slides the mask down the page to uncover the correct answer and compares

it with his own response. Programming for the Learn-Ease is like that for the

Model 50 and provides immediate reinforcement for correct answers and on-the-

spot correction of wrong responses. Programs on "Home Nursing," "Use of the

Telephone," and one on industrial safety called "Lifting, Carrying and Lowering"

have been prepared for use on this teaching device.

3 The Mast TeachiN_Machine - A small, compact, photo-optical teaching aid which

weighs 11 pounds and is electrically operated. The programmed lesson units

are presented on ricrofilm which is housed in a special plastic cartridge and

projected on to a 4" x 6" self-contained rear projection screen. The student

views and responds to only one "frame" at a time and writes the answer to each

question in the space provided. He then presses a button to reveal the correct

answer and his own answer slides under a transparent shield so he can't change

it. He compares his answer with the correct one and immediately learns whether

it is right. If it is wrong, he writes in the correct answer. Pressing down

on another button advances the next frame. Several programs in work-related

areas have been developed and are designed to provide an orientation to the

"world of work." These include: "Filling Out a Job Application Form," "Your

Paycheck," "Social Security." The programs have been used with the 'teenage

school "underachiever."

4. The Graflex Audio-Graphic Instructor - A teaching device which projects 35mm

color transparencies on to a rear vision screen to the accompaniment of a

taped commentary. Impulses are recorded on the magnetic tape for automatic

slide changes. The student controls the instructional pace, stops the audio

portion to study the pictures and follows the simple spoken directions on the

tape to carry out various assigned tasks. He knows at once whether a response

is appropriate and errors can be corrected before they become habitual.

The Graflex is particularly usefUl in teaching slow learners with limited read-

ing ability who are able to follow simple, verbal directions. It is helpful in
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teaching job operations which require manipulation and physical activity

as well as in teaching work-related topics. Some of the available Graflex

programs are: "Applying for a Job," "Measuring With a Ruler," "The Waitress,"

"How to Use a Drill Press."

The Car-Tap Unit - A teaching device which is essentially an adaptation of the

Graflex programming technique, employs an Eastman Kodak Carousel Slide Projector

and a common.tape recorder. Since this technique evolved just prior to the

termination of the project there was no opportunity to prepare programs speci-

fically for use with this teaching device.

5. The A-V-K Unit - An opaque or an overhead projector set-up which utilizes a

coordinated taped program and makes use of multi-sensory stimuli. The technique

for presentation is a group procedure which resembles a small language laboratory

anA accommodates six students and one instructor. Auditory stimulation is

furnished by a pre-recorded lesson; visual stimulation comes from the projected

drawings or pictures related to the topic under study; kinesthetic stimulation

is provided through the student's manipulation of "props" as directed by the

taped commentary.

The A-V-K programs are especially usefUl with the more retarded studpnts handi-

capped by poor reading ability. Programs related to unskilled job information

include: "The Cook's Helper," "The Dishwasher," "Jobs in the Laundry."

Publications and Programmed Material - A summary listing of the publications and pro-

grammed instructional material prepared during the course of the project is given

in Section XIII, and encompasses the following 27 bulletins and manuals:

Information Booklet - 1
Catalogues of Prepared Material - 2
Reports - 6
Reprints - 2
Manuals for Model 50 Teaching Aid - 6

Manuals for Learn-Ease - 2

Manuals for Mast Machine - 3
Manuals for Graflex Instructor - 2

Manual for Car-Tap Unit - 1

Manuals for A-V-K Unit - 2

A series of 157 programmed lesson units prepared for use on the five types of auto-

instructional devices employed in the project included the following:

92 units - Model 50 Teaching Aid
23 units - Learn-Ease
12 units - Mast Machine
24 units - Graflex Instructor
6 units - A-V-K unit

Two basic manuals of instruction were prepared for use with each of the automated in-

structional aids employed in the project; a "How to Use" instruction pamphlet was

planned and developed for use as a guide to making the most effective use in the class-

room, of the teaching devices utilized in the project. The other, a pamphlet on "How

to Prepare Programs," was planned to serve as a step-by-step guide to preparation of

programmed instructional materials for use on each type of teaching aid under study.
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The Student Population - In general, a group of mentally retarded and a group of

emotionally handicapped adolescent boys and girls, in residence at The Devereux Schools

in Pennsylvania, ranging in age from 12 to 20 years, and in the 70-90 I.Q. range,

were utilized in the developmental and field testing of the programmed instructional

material. Comparable groups of mentally and emotionally handicapped students were

drawn from the vocational and special education classes of several nearby state and

private institutions and from local public schools.

Research Highlights covered: (a) findings obtained in preliminary field testing of

programmed instructional material developed for use with most of the auto-instructional

aids, and (2) later field testing of Model 50 programmed instructional material.

Four different teaching methods were employed in studies designed to evaluate the

effectiveness of utilizing the prepared programmed instructional material in vocational

training of mentally retarded and/or emotionally disturbed adolescents:

1. Automated Method where the teacher function is to guide student use of the

auto-instructional device. No formal classroom lesson was taught and prepared

programmed instructional material made up the course content.

2. Conventional Method of teacher instruction using proven approaches of lecture,

discussion, etc. No use is made of auto-instructional devices.

3 Integrated procedure wherein the teacher utilizes auto-instructional devices

with programmed material in addition to employing proven teaching approaches.

4. Programmed Lecture approach which deviates from conventional procedures through

teacher use of prepared lecture materials that follow the same sequential steps

and content outlined in the-programmed instructional units.

Four auto-instructional devices were used in the field studies and included (1) the

Devereux Model 50 Teaching Aid, (2) the Mast Teaching Machine, (3) the Graflex Audio-

Graphic Instructor, and (4) the A-V-K Technique. During the course of field testing

two additional automated teaching devices were developed- the Learn-Ease Teaching Aid

and the Car-Tap Technique; tine did not permit their use in the field studies.

The basic experimental design, for the most part, included a comparison of the effect

of utilizing the four described teaching techniques in presenting vocational train-

ing material to the group of mentally retarded or emotionally handicapped adolescents

comprising the population of this study. In most cases equated groups made up of

students from Devereux Schools and fram other residential settings and public school

special education classes were employed in the studies. There was no intent to pit

the teacher against the machine and the focus was on how to enhance the learning

atmosphere through use of programmed instructional material.

Several preliminary field tests were conducted utilizing programmed instructional

lesson units prepared for use on the indicated automated teaching deviCes, as for

example, Model 50 programs which involved the development of skills in such work-

related areas as filling out of job applications and in applying for a job. Two of

the study programs were prepared for use on the Mast Teaching Machine; another study

on "Applying For a Job," used a programmed lesson unit prepared for use on the Graflex.

A study involving "Measurement in the Kitchen," utilized the A-V-K Technique. Later

field testing concentrated on the Model 50 Teaching Aid and the programmed units under

study included: "Job Responsibilities,", "Tool Recognition," "How to Use the Telephone,"



and instruction in an American Red Cross course in "Home Nursing." Arrangements

were made for a certificate to be awarded by the Anerican Red Cross to those students

who successfully complete the course.

Statistical treatment of the data included among other procedures, simple and complex

analysis of variance designs and one and two tailed "t" tests. The statistical

procedures were employed to determine if differences existed in the acquisition of

instructional material between the four teaching approaches as measured by achievement

and/or performance tests. The findings obtained in the studies and the implications

are discussed in detail in Sections IX and X.

In general, the obtained findings indicated that students in the experimental group,

who had the benefit of programmed instruction showed greater retention of the pre-

pared lesson material, as measured on pre and post-tests, when compared to accomplish-

ments of those students taught along conventional lines. Perhaps of greater signifi-

cance, from the standpoint of the population studied, was the fact that the experimental

group of students later showed more ease and greater proficiency in handling simulated

or actual applied work situations.

Conclusions and Implications - Six major findings emerged in analysis of the data

obtained in the studies evaluating the effectiveness of utilizing programmed instruct-

ion in vocational training of the mentally and emotionally handicapped adolescent

included in the population under study:

1. The automated teaching method which used prepared programmed instructional

materials was in most cases more efficient than the conventional and the

programmed lecture methods, when gains were measured by achievement test scores.

2. Of the four experimental teaching methodsused ir the studies, the integrated

method, which utilized programmed instructional aids to reinforce and help

stabilize concepts introduced by the teacher in the classroom, proved to be

more effective in enabling students to transfer and to utilize learned material

in a practical work situation.

3. Students who were taught by the machine method alone, demonstrated the weakest

performance on proficiency tests.

I. There was a reduction in time required by the students to learn material

presented in the classroom, when auto-instructional aids were introduced into

the learning situation.

5. Students demonstrated better ability to,remember what they had learned, as

measured by retention tests, when programmed instrUCtional material was used

in the learning situation.

6. Studems using auto-instructional aids, taken as a group, demonstrated a

higher achievement and performance level on the criterion instruments than

those students who did not have the benefit of these instructional aids;

there is, however, considerable variation within each group in the attained

individual scores, despite the teaching method employed.

It is recognized that automated instruction, as such, cannot replace the need for well-

equipped vocational training facilities. Also, it cannot take the place of resourcefUl,

dedicated and inspiring teachers whose personal enthusiasm and interest in the student
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is so important. It is felt, however, that automated instructional aids can be

developed for use in vocational evaluation and training of the mentally retarded and

the emotionally disabled adolescent.

The studies suggest that the training of mentally retarded and emotionally handicapped

adolescents for applied practical work situations can be enhanced through a coordinated

program of good teaching supplemented by programmed instruction. When properly inte-

grated, programmed instruction may enrich the vocational training program by: helping

to stabilize learned concepts and to reinforce learning; allowing the teacher to

provide more individual attention to students who need such support; providing self-

pacing in the learning process for the slow and "reluctant" learner; generally help-

ing to enhance the performance level of intellectually disadvantaged youth.

The development of instructional material focusing upon work related activities would

seem to serve a real need for these disability groups and should prove to be a useful

adjunct to vocational training programs which focus on more specific occupational areas.

The findings of the studies suggest programmed instruction can be beneficial in pro-

viding the student with an orientation to, and preparation for, taking his place in

the vocational world, and is worthy of further exploration.

It is hoped that the shared experiences of this report will serve to provide others

with suggestions for initiating and developing their own programs for the mental re-

tardate and other special education and disability groups, and that they in turn will

also share their experiences with others in this challenging endeavor.

RECOMMENDATIONS

l. Although results obtained with prepared programmed units on work-related activities

have been most encouraging, further development is needed to meet the increased

demands of changing employment practices. All too often, the mentally retarded

youth may possess vocational skills but is unwilling or unable to obtain employ-

ment because of difficulties in job-related areas, i.e., filling out a job

application. Further problems may arise on the job if he is unable to understand

employment terms, use the telephone, make change, etc. Ongoing development of

and related research on work-related material should be considered to keep pace

with the times.

2. Consideration should be given to fUrther evaluation of programmed instructional

materials adapted from the Model 50 workbooks for use on the Learn-Zase Teaching

Aid. The Learn-Ease is lighter, easier to handle and to house, and less expen-

sive to purchase and to maintain. Comparative studies should be made between

findings obtained in use of programmed material prepared for use oh both teaching

aids in order to determine the effectiveness of the Learn-Ease as a teaching aid

in contrast to the Model 50; positive findings may have bearing on its use by

institutions with limited budgets.

3. Comparative research between the Graflex and the Car-Tap unit should be under-

taken to evaluate their effectiveness in programmed instruction. The Car-Tap

is an adaptation of the technique employed with the Graflex; the required equipment

is more readily available to schools and institutions than the Graflex Audio-

Graphic Instructor. It is less expensive, requires little maintenance and can be

serviced locally at reasonable cost. Since the Car-Tap technique evolved just

prior to termination of the project, tite did not permit further study and experi-

mentation with the equipment. It is felt that the Graflex programmed units can

easily be adapted for use on this unit.
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4. Evaluation of the sample programmed instructional units related to the TOWER
system of simulated work samples that were prepared for use on the Graflex
Audio-Graphic Instructor (Section VI-8) suggests that this method of presentation

has value both as a method of assessment and as a training device. ,It is recom-

mended that fuither research be undertaken: (a) to determine the effectiveness

of this technique when utilized in comprehensive diagnostic vocational appraisals;

(b) to explore the possibility of programming additional tests in the TOWER
series which would appear to lend themselves to an automated method of presentation.

5 Consideration should be given to adaptation of the auto-instructional devices

for use with stroke and accident patients. It would appear that specially pre-

pared programmed instructional material could prove usefUl in the vocational re-

habilitation of this group of patients. This instructional media would provide

an opportunity for patients of these disability groups to re-learn material
previously retained as well as to provide them with an opportunity for new learn-

ing at their own pace; the programmed material would also be useful for review

of instructional material to stabilize concepts and to reinforce learning.

A major problem in the development of programmed instructional material for the

vocational re-education of stroke and accident patients would be in the need

to produce programs for the patients at different ability levels within the

specific disability groups. Consideration would have to be given to development

of a variety of programmed materials in order to provide learm_ag experiences

for persons presenting different disabilities, interests and aptitudes who may

require retraining in job related activities suitable for a variety of work

settings. Programmed instruction could serve a very real need in allowing these

patients to work independently and assume a more direct role in their own re-
habilitation; this approach may prove to be especially usefUl when the patient

is not physically able to engage in an active work program.

6. It is suggested that further consideration be given to contacts with industrial
organizations and with national professional groups to explore the possibility

of such groups assuming the sponsorship for reproduction of the programmed ma-

terials developed in this project so that it can be made available free or at

low cost to organizations working with the mentally retarded,.

For example, the programmed instructional material which was developed for use

in a course on Home Nursing, has received official approval by the American Red

Cross. Under American Red Cross sponsorship, special education classes in the

public schools of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, are currently testing the effectiveness

of this material, using the Learn-Ease Teaching Device. There has been contact
with the American Telephone and Telegraph Company and there is a possibility

that it may adapt and standardize both the Model 50 and the Learn-Ease versions

of How to Use the Telephone so that these could be provided on a loan basis

free of charge, to special education classes in the public schools. Similar
sponsorship of existing programmed materials or for development of new, should

be encouraged.

7. An area of further development might be to demonstrate to industrial organizations
and professional groups how programmed instructional material can be of value in

the vocational training of the retarded to a point of effective employment.
From this, it would be hoped that new employment possibilities would develop and

that the employers would assume the responsibility for developing programmed
instructional material specific to their requirements.
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8. Greater attention should be paid to individual differences in terms of which

teaching method is best suited for what student. It is clear from analyzing

individual differences between members of the same group, that some students

gain at a high level and sone do significantly poorer from pre to post testing;

the same is likely true for teachers as well. Some teachers can adapt and

effectively utilize auto-instructional devices without fanfare, whereas in other

cases, the teacher may be unable to adjust to the new technique for a variety

of reasons; this is a worthwhile area for further exploration.

9. Continued attention should be given to refinement of the presently available

"How to Do It" series of instruction manuals developed during the course of the

project to enhance their use by teachers preparing programmed instructional units

in specific subject content areas.

Fitting Instructional Aids into the Teaching Schedule - In classroom observation of

teachers cooperating in the project, no one method was noted in use of the automated

teaching aids which seemed best suited for all classroom situations.

The'following general suggestions give an idea of the way in which automated instruction

may be integrated into the classroom schedule, as worked out by these teachers.

1. The automated teaching devices may be used in the classroom either with a small

group, or for Individual instruction depending, of course, on the type of teaching

aid, the content of the program, and the ability level of the students.

2. Tbe teaching aids may be kept on empty desks in a corner of the classroom or

stored in a closet or on a shelf in the classroom, and carried to the student's

desk when they are to be used.

30 A teaching device, like the Graflex Audio-Graphic Instructor, should be placed

preferably in a corner toward the rear of the classroom with the screen facing

away from the class. In this position, only the student who actually uses the

machine will be able to see the pictures; he can also control the sound.

L. Certain automated instructional programs prepared for use on the Graflex Teaching

Device could be presented to small classes of students by hooking up the Graflex

to a remote control slide projector.

5. The Learn-Ease Teaching Device, because its format end size lends itself for

the purpose, could be kept inside student desks along with the regular text

books and be readily available for use, as indicated.

6. The teacher could present subject matter in the regular classroom routine and

make use of the Learn-Ease on an individual basis, thus enabling the student

to review the ideas presented in the classroom presentation and to reinforce

and stabilize the central concepts which were covered.

7. The Learn-Ease, as well as other teaching devices which lend themselves for the

purpose, could be used by students who have advanced beyond the rest of the

class in certain areas, thus enabling the teacher to concentrate efforts on

those students who are underachieving.

8 . Teaching aids like the Model 501 colild be used:



a. According to a Schedule - with each student receiving two or three

opportunities per week to use them; for example, one student could

work half a period with the teaching aid and then pass it on to

another student when his tine is up.

b. In their free time - rather than on an assigned schedule

C. Either accordin: to a schedule or in their free time, as indicated by

the measured reading and performance levels of the students, the type

of teaching aid employed and the nature of their programmed instructional

units.

Obviously, a great deal depends upon the ingenuity of the teacher and her concern that

the teaching aids should be utilized in the most effective way appropriate to the

institutional settings, the scope of the,instructional,programs, and the capabilities

of the students. Exploration of these factors should be an on-going process.

Sharing Information - An on-going program of sharing highlights of the project was

maintainediduring the course of the project and is described in Section XII. Members

of the project staff presented lectures, showed the auto-instructional devices under

study and demonstrated the programmed instructional material prepared for use on

these teaching devices at various professional meetings such as AAMD, APA, and APGA.

A complete set of the 157 programmed units, the 27 instructional and related manuals,

reports and reprints, and a set of 3 albums of graphic material such as photos, sample

slides and pamphlets are being furnished to the Vocational Rehabilitation Administration.

A duplicate set of this material will be maintained at the Devereux Foundation Institute

for Research and Training. A complete set of programmed lesson units prepared for use

on the Model 50 Teaching Aid and a complete set of the instructional manuals for use

with the Model 50 and with the other auto-instructional aids are on deposit at the

Clinton P. McCord Library of the Devereux Foundation, Devon, Pa.

Copies of the publications and programmed materials have been distributed to individuals

and institUtions cooperating in the project. The Model 50 Teaching Aid is now available

for purchase through the Devereux Foundation Department of Publications, which will

also have available copies of the manual related to its use in the classroom as well

as the instructional manual on "How to Prepare Model 50 Programs." As indicated by

interest and demand, copies of the Model 50 programs developed in the project will

be reproduced and made available at low cost.

Presentation of Final Report - The highlights of the material contained in the Final

Report, including the research findings, will be presented by members of the Project

Staff at the annual convention of the Anerican Association on Mental Deficiency in

Chicago, Illinois, May 1966. Copies of the Final Report will be distributed to a .

selected mailing list of individuals and organizations that expressed an active

interest in the project. Copies of the Final Report are available from the Devereux

Foundation, Department bf Publications, Devon, Pa.
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APPENDIX A

A FEW TERMS USED IN PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION

Adjunct Auto-Instruction: a system where the teacher used automated instructional

devices to supplement lecture and for testing purposes. This system was developed

by S.L. Pressey at the Ohio State University.

Answer Construct:- a technique in linear programming (see linear programming) where

the student writes in, or constructs his answer to a fill-in type question.

Auto-Instructional Methods: a comprehensive term used to describe instruction which

is characterized by the controlled presentation of material, the elicitation of correct

responses, and control of the way in which learning proceeds. Sometimes used synony-

mously with the term programmed learning.

Automated Method: an instruction system where students use auto-instructional devices

with the teacher present to supervise and encourage continuance in the program. No

formal classroom presentation is made by the teacher.

Branching: a programming method which presents several answers to a question following

a paragraph. The student selects an answer. If he is incorrect, he "branches" off

to a review paragraph which has remedial properties before proceeding to the next item.

If his answer is right, he proceeds directly to the next item.

Confirmation: the teaching machine confirms the correctness of the student's response

by means of some signal. It is this confirmation which reinforces a correct response.

Conventional Method: an instructional approach which follows traditional methods of

teacher presentation such as lecture, discussion, and demonstration. No auto-

instructional devices are employed.

Cue: an aspect of an item which helps a student to answer a question correctly.

Differential Reinforcement: refers to a procedure where one response is reinforced

but another, sometimes similar one, is not.

Error Rate: refers to the number or percentage of a given group of students incorrectly

responding to a specific item on the program. A high degree of error indicates the

need for revision.

Integrated Method: an instructional approach where the teacher used auto-instructional

devices to supplement regular classroom presentation.

Intrinsic Programming: a method of presenting programmed materials which was intro-

duced by Norman Crowder. The technique uses a multiple-choice question answer sequence

following subject matter paragraphs. Branching is an important part of the system.

(see branching.)

Item or Frame: a small paragraph of information which calls for the response from

the student. An item may contain one or more sentences.



Linear ProgramminE: a program which presents information in one logical sequence

of development. Every student goes through the same material. Professor B. F.

Skinner is associated with this method.

Multiple Choice: a technique used by both Pressey and Crowder where questions

concerning program frames, items, or paragraphs are presented with alternative

answers, which the learner must choose from. The student does not construct his

own answer.

Pacing: the rate at which a student is permited to work through the programmed

material.

Program: a sequence of items leading the student to mastery, of the subject with

minimal error. Information is given to the student in small units to which he

responds in some way - by completing a sentence, working a problem, or answering

a question.

Programmed Lecture Method: an instructional approach similar to conventional class-

room presentation. The major distinction, however, is this method employs a lecture

method where materials are broken down into small behavioral steps and presented in

a graduated manner. The outline follwed is the same as with usual programmed materials.

No auto-instructional devices are employed.

Prompting: the method or sequence of providing verbal and symbolic cues to encourage

responses. Can be visual, verbal, symbolic or auditory.

Reinforcement: any stimulus which increases the probability that the immediately

preceding response will be given again under similar circumstances. This is what

is said to occur when the student sees the correct answer after he has made the

correct response. Because it is reinforced, this correct response is more likely

to occur in the future, i.e., it is learned.

Self-Pacing: the rate at which a student might complete the materials at his own

speed, depending upon the success he has had with previous steps.

Shaping Behavior: refers to attempting to change behavior by reinforcing specific

behaviors and gradually raising the criteria for reinforcement of those responses.

Step: the distance or interval from one frame to the next. (see item.)

Successive Approximations: a comprehensive term which refers to: reinforcing

responses which are improvements over previous ones of the same category; gradually

raising the steps for reinforcement to occur.

Terminal Behavior: the new response patterns which the program is written to

establish.



NAME:

SAMPLE ACHIEVEMENT TEST

APPENDIX B

Date: Age:

HOME NURSING

DIRECTIONS: This test is made up of sixty-two questions on home nursing. Next to

each question there are four answers. You are to pick out the correct answer and

circle the letter beside it with pencil.

Example X
The home nurse takes care of

a. the visitors
b. the patient
c. the dishwashing
d. the floor sweeping

In EXAMPLE X "b" is the correct answer
Circle the letter in pencil.

Example Y
The patient is

a. a sick person
b. a zoo keeper
c. a race car driver

d. a funny person

In EXAMPLE Y "a" is the correct answer

Circle the letter in pencil.

If you wish to change your answer, be sure to erase completely and mark your new

answer clearly.

You are not expected to know all the answers. Try to answer even when you are

not sure.

1. When leaving the sick room, the coverall apron should be

a. washed
b. hung up
c. taken with you
d. put in the waste basket

2. The coverall apron is used

a. to keep clean
b. by the doctor
c. to prevent the spread of disease germs

d. by the patient

3. The coverall apron must be tied

a. at the back and shoulders

b. at the arms and legs

c. at the neck and waist

d. all of the above



4. After putting the coverall apron on and before caring for the patient you

a. wash your hands
b. ask the patient if he is comfortable
c. prepare the bed bath
d. wait five minutes

5. The most important reason for washing your hands is to

a. remove dirt
b. reduce disease gerns
c. make the patient comfortable
d. keep fingernails clean

6. Hands are washed using

a. hot water
b. alcohol
c. hot water and soap
d. cool water and soap

7. When you wash you hands, you should wash

a. under your fingernails
b. your wrists
c. your fingers
d. all of the above

8. The hame nurse should wash her hands

a. before and after caring for the patient
b. befcre going to work every morning
c. before feeding the patient
d. all of the above

9. After washing you hands with soap, you should first

a. wipe them
b. tell the head nurse
c. use hand lotion
d. rinse them

10. Rubbing alcohol is used for back rubs because it makes the back

a. slippery
b. clean
c. hurt
d. warm

11. When giving a back rub make sure the patient does not become

a. ill
b. too warm
c. chilled
d. sore



12. In giving a back rub, pressure should be

a. firm
b. light
c. hard
d. none of the above

13. After the back nib, the home nurse uses

a. warm towels
b. talcum powder
c. alcohol
d. medicine

14. Before giving a back rub, the hame nurse's fingernails should be

a. cut short
b. filed
c. polished
d: dipped in alcohol

15. Before giving a back rub, the home nurse should wash her hands in

a. cool water
b._hot water
c;.alcohol
d. none of the above

16. Plastic gloves are used for procedures which are

a. healthy
b. bloody
c. clean
d. sterile

17. After washing and before turning surgical gloves inside out you should wait

a. one hour
b. one day
c. two days
d. none of the above

18. The first step in washing surgical gloves is
1

a. scrub them with a brush
b. put them in soapy water
c. rinse them in hot water
d. rinse them in cold water

19. After rubber gloves have been washed and dried, they are ready to be

a. used again
b. put away in a dry place
c. sterilized
d. all of the above



20. The patient's food tray goes on the

a. foot of the bed
b. bedside table
c. nearest chair
d. patient's chest

21. When eating, it maybe easier for the patient to use

a. a knife
b0 a spoon
c. a fork
d0 his fingers

22. Before.the patient starts to eat, the backrest should be

a. lowered
b. raised
c. removed
d. none of the above

23. The patient should be fed

a. a large amount of food
b. a small &mount of food
c. a variety of food
d. a plateful of food

24. The brown material that collects in the mouths of sick people is called

a. varnish
b. sordes
c. dentine
d. oral paste

25. The times the patient brushes his teeth, the basin should be removed after the
patient has

a. wet his toothbrush
b. rinsed his mouth
c. dried his chin
d. brushed his teeth

26. The toothbrush could be

a. wet with water
b. wet with mouthwash
c. used with toothpaste
d. all of the above

27. When a patient brushes his teeth he should put a towel

a. under his chin
b. behind his head
c. on his lap
d. he should not use a towel



28. While giving a bed bath a towel is placed under the patient's head to

a. keep him warm
b0 protect the bedding
c. dry the head and neck
d. keep the sheet free from hair

29. Before giving a bed bath you should

a0 wash your hands
b0 check the patient's temperature
c. change the patient's bed sheets
d0 change the patient's bed gown

30. The patient is kept warm during the bed bath by

a0 using a hot towel
b0 using warm clean sheets
c. using a bath blanket
d0 using a bath gown

31. While giving a bed bath, soap is not used

a. on the face
b0 on the neck
c0 on both of the above
d0 on either of the above

32. The stroke used to rinse and dry the patient's face is

a. an S stroke
b. a C stroke
c. a gentle stroke
d0 a fast stroke

330 The patient's feet are washed

a. in a bowl
b. in a pitcher
c. in a basin
d. none of the above

34. In order to keep bedding dry, place towels

a. wider the patient
b. under the bedding
c0 on the home nurse
d0 on the blankets

35. A bed that is well made is free of

a. bumps in the bed
b. wrinkles on the bed
c. neither of the above
d. both of the above



36. Bed aores can be caused by

a. bumps in the bed
b. wrinkles in the bed
c. dirty sheets on the bed
d. blanket itch

37. A nice looking room

a0 makes the home nurse's work easier

b. adds to the patient's comfort
c. cures the patient
d. makes visitors wamt to see the patient

38. Protecting and caring for medical equipment is an important duty of

a0 the doctor
b0 the patient
c. the janitor
d0 the home nurse

39. All the duties of the home nurse are done

a0 to earn a raise in pay
b0 to get a promotion
c0 to keep the patient safe and comfortable

d0 to keep from getting fired

4o. The most important reason for good bed making is

a. to keep busy
b. to make your boss happy
c. to protect the sheets from soilage

d. to protect the mattress

41. A well made bed not only makes the patient comfortable but also protects

a0 pillows from being wet and soiled
b0 mattress from being wet and soiled
c. sheets fram being wet and soiled
d0 blankets from being wet and soiled

42. The draw sheet can be made of

a0 rubber
b. cotton
c. plastic
d0 all of the above

43. The top or bottom edge of the sheet is called

a0 the hem
b. the fold
c. the shield
d0 the cast



44. The sheets at the head of the bed should be tucked in

a. loosely
b. tightly
c. slowly
d. should not be tucked in

45. The blanket should be far enough up towards the head of the bed

a. to cover the patient's chest
b. to cover the patient's shoulders
c. to cover the patient's neck

d. to cover the patient's face

46. A bed with a patient in it is called

a. an occupied bed
b. a reserved bed
c. a full bed
d. a heavy bed

47. The soiled pillow case should be removed

a. by pulling it off straight with a fast stroke
b. by turning it inside out
c. by shaking the pillow out
d. none of the above

48. Inted making, the type of corners you make using the top sheet are

a0 round corners
b. square corners
C. flat corners
d. broad corners

49. The blanket should be

a. tucked in at the foot of the bed
b. tucked in on the sides of the bed
c. tucked in on both the foot and sides of the bed

d. should not be tucked in

50. In order to make the patient comfortable in bed, the nurse supports different

parts of the patients body with

a. wads of cotton
b. pillows
c. blankets
d. sheets

51. A folded towel can be used to support the patient's

a. shoulders
b. knees
c. feet
d. none of the above



52. When you help the patient out of bed

a. you stant in front of the patient
b. you stant behind the patient
c. you stand at the side of the patient

d. you stand above the patient

53. When the weak patient gets out of bed he will have to place his hands on your

a. hands
b0 shoulders
c. arms

- d. waist

54. When you sidestep ylth the patient you must support him

a0 under his armpits
b. under his hands
c. by holding his waist
d. by holding his arms

55. To help a patient return to a high bed use

a. a blanket
b. a chair
c0 a stool
d. all of the above

56. Attractive surroundings

a. make the home nurse's work easier
b. add to the patient's comfort
c. cures the patient
d. makes visitors want to see the patient

57. The home nurse's duty is first

a, to the head nurse
b. to the patient
c0 to the patienVs visitors
d0 to herself

58. People who can be made sick from disease germs are

a0 patients
b. the hame nurse
c. the doctor
d0 all of the above

59. Blood is washed off rubber gloves first with

a. hot water
b. cold water
c. boiling water
d. rubbing alcohol



60. The patient is well enough to get up when

a. he is feeling better
b. the doctor decides it
c. he has been in bed one week
d. he has taken medicine

61. Leverage is the same as

a. balance
b. comfort
c. lifting power
d. nose spray

62. A pillow placed under the intient'ssbmtlder (for support of the upper arm and

hand) will prevent strain on the

a. upper arm
b. back
c. neck
d. shoulder joint



NAME:

APPENDIX:C

STUDENT PERCEPTION FORM PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION

Date: AGE:

DIRECTIONS: This inventory is made up of seven statements. Next to each statement

there are three responses. Circle the response that comes closest to the way you

feel about the statement.

Example X

1. I like

a. mashed potatoes
b. baked potatoes
c. I don't like potatoes

In example X there is no one correct

answer. The right answer is the one

you feel is right.

Example Y

2. I believe most books are

a. easy
b. hard
c. some are easy, same are hard

In example Y there is no correct

answer. The-right answer is the one

yaa feel is right.

If you wish to change your answer, be sure to erase completely and mark your new

answer clearly.

1. I would rather be taught by

a. a teacher
b. a teaching machine
c. both teacher and teaching machine

2. I believe students in other classes learned

a. more than my class did
b0 less than my class did
c. as much as my class did

3. I believe I learned

a. as much as other people in my class

b. less than other people in my class

c0 more than other people in my class

4. I believe I learned

a. more than people in other classes
b. as much as people in other classes

c. less than people in other classes

5. I would like

a. to stay in my same class
b0 to be in another class
c0 not to have this class



a

Are

Sr

6. I would like to learn more about

a. home nursing
b. something different from home nursing

c. I don't want to learn about anything

7. I feel I

a. liked the class on home nursing
b. did not like the class on hame nUrsing

c. didn't mind the class but didn't like it either



APPENDIX

PROGRAMED INSTRUCTION ATTITUTE SURVEY (PIAS)

DIRECTIONS: Circle the words under each of the statements below which best show

how you feel about that statement.

EXAMPLE: I LIKE ROCK AND ROLL.

Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree

If you like rock and roll yma: much, you would circle Strongly Agree

like this:

I LIKE ReCK AND ROLL

Grongly ''Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree

If you like rock and roll a little bit, you would circle Agree

like this:

I LIKE ROCK AND ROLL

Strongly Agree 6gree7:2) Disagree Strongly Disagree

If you dislike rock and roll a little bit, you would circle Disagree

like this:

I LIKE ROCK AND ROLL

Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree

If you dislike rock and roll very much, you would circle Strongly

Disagree like this:

I LIKE ROCK AND ROLL

Strongly Agree Agree Disagree (:;--t-rongly Disagree4::)

Read each sentence on the next page and circle the words that show how you feel

about that sentence. Remember, if you

Like very much

Like a little

Dislike little

Dislike.very much

circle Strongly Agree

circle Agree

circle Disagree

circle Strongly Disagree



1. I became more interested in Home Nursing because of the teaching machine.

Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree

2. I would like to use the teaching machines more often.

Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree

3. I would rather have a teaching machine to help me learn than a teacher.

Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree

4. I need less help in my work because of the teaching machine.

Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree

5. I like to work with teaching machines.

Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree

6. I understood things taught by the teaching machine.

Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree

7. My class was taught in a new way.

Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree


